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Talent analytics is a relatively new area of focus to researchers working in analytics
and data science. Talent Analytics has the potential to help companies make many
informed critical decisions around talent acquisition, promotion and retention. This work
investigates data science to predict “shiny star” employees in the U.S. public sector,
defined as top-notch performers over the years of a given time span. Its scope falls within
talent analytics, also called people analytics, a relatively new research area.
We clean a data set made available by the U.S. Office of Personnel Management
(OPM) and present two models to predict the likelihood of success for federal agencies
employees: a stepwise logistic regression (logreg) model and a stochastic gradient
boosting machines (gbm) model. The definition of success varies depending on the 7
different ways we have developed the target variable. For both models (logreg and gbm),
common high predictors of a “shiny star” are change in Grade and whether the employee
is a Supervisor at the end of a given time span. A refined version of these models
indicates that a common high predictor of a “shiny star” is whether the employee holds a
bachelor’s degree.
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A special challenge arises when information that attributes a pay raise with certainty
to employees (e.g. PseudoID field) is suppressed in recent submissions (data post Q2
2014). For this period, we assign our own unique PseudoID fields for employees based
on 2 uniqueness criteria: a stringent uniqueness criteria (7-9 fields) and a relaxed one (3-4
fields). We find that relaxing the uniqueness criteria allows to capture more events
overall in the top 3 deciles of the models developed when scored against this period’s
data set than the stringent uniqueness criteria does.
Taking the average percentage of events captured in the top 3 deciles as a metric to
determine the the champion and runner-up models across all 7 target variable
implementations, our study finds that for both the regular and refined version of the
models, following a stringent uniqueness criteria (on the test set where PseudoID field is
suppressed) the champion model, Rim2 logerg, captures close to 80% on average in the
top 3 deciles, while following a relaxed uniqueness criteria the champion model, Top 5%
gbm, captures 78% to 82% on average in the top 3 deciles.
Finally, we employ unsupervised learning techniques (association rule mining and
clustering) during different time spans to explore characteristics of employees the
champion model (Top 5% gbm) correctly identified as shiny stars in the top 3 deciles.
Contributions of this work include a promotion and firing model for employees in the
U.S. public sector. The champion models can be used to predict top-notch performers
over the years of a given time span. In addition, this work is a detailed systematic
investigation of data science and big-data techniques applied to the area of talent
analytics.
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GLOSSARY

Area Under the ROC An approach that evaluates a classifier’s performance on average.
Curve

It signifies the proportion of time the classifier guesses (true
positive versus false positive) correctly. If the model is perfect,
then its area under the ROC equals 1. If the model performs
random guessing, then it is equal to 0.5 (minimum).

Dunn Index

Internal clustering measure that uses the minimum pairwise
distance between objects in different clusters as the inter-cluster
separation and the maximum diameter amongst all clusters as the
intra-cluster compactness (cohesion).

Gap Statistic

A method for estimating the number of clusters in a data set. The
technique uses the output of any clustering algorithm (e.g. Kmeans or hierarchical), and compares the change in within cluster
dispersion with that expected under a null reference distribution.

Gradient Boosting

An ensemble machine learning technique for regression and

Machines

classification problems, which predicts by combining outputs
from individual weak prediction models (typically shallow
decision trees or stumps).
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Logistic Regression

A supervised machine learning that uses the logistic response
function (non-linear transformation of a linear equation) to model
a binary dependent variable. The ‘Logit’ of the probability of the
event is the logarithm of the odds, is a linear equation, and is used
to understand coefficients of the logistic regression model.

Receiver Operating

A graphical approach for displaying the tradeoff between true

Characteristic Curve

positive and false positive rates of a classifier. It is used to
compare the relative performance amongst different classifiers.

Silhouette Coefficient Internal clustering measure that validates the clustering
performance based on the pairwise difference of between
(separation) and within-(cohesion) cluster distances. The value of
the silhouette coefficient varies between -1 and 1. Observations
with a large silhouette coefficient (close to 1) are well clustered.
Those with a negative coefficient are probably placed in the
wrong cluster, while those with a small coefficient (close to 0) lie
between two clusters.
Within Sum of

A measure used to explain the homogeneity within a cluster. The

Squares

total within cluster sum of squares measures the compactness
(cohesion) of the clustering and is desired to be as small as
possible.
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CHAPTER 1
TALENT ANALYTICS

The relationship between an organization’s investment in human capital and its
performance was first evaluated more than 50 years ago (Becker 1964). Only in the past
two decades, however, has the application of data analytics to HR really taken off. This is
due, in part, to the rise in prominence of ‘big data’. An exploration of the rise of
popularity of people analytic through the lens of management science (supply-demand
actors), although 1-sided, shows that consulting, technology firms, and social media
played a key role in the rapid rise of this field (Madsen 2017). However, the rise in
popularity is accompanied by skepticism about the ability of human resource
professionals to effectively utilize data analytic to reap organizational benefits. This
literature review provides both supportive and critical views on human resource analytics
(aka talent analytics), and goes over recent empirical and academic case studies that have
been done to illustrate how quantitative tools may positively influence the management
and development of human resources.
1.1 Introduction
One of the most important functions of human resources (HR) professionals is to
evaluate talent management and development techniques and identify opportunities to
more effectively manage human capital (King 2016). Historically however, the
optimization of human capital allocation has been a difficult undertaking since human
1

behavior is much more complex and less predictable than that of machinery and other
tangible assets. In response to this challenge, HR Analytics has noticed a recent rise in
popularity. Other factors that contributed to the rise of HR analytics are the rise if ‘Big
Data’ and the 2008-2009 financial crisis (SHRM 2016).
The emergence of talent analytics as a differentiator for organizations’ ability to
execute upon their strategy is a pivotal management innovation (Fink 2017). Davenport
(2010) stated that the best organizations they worked with see their people not only as
individuals but also as a rich source of collective data that managers can use to make
better decisions about talent. For them, future organizational performance is intimately
linked to the capabilities and motivations of a company’s people; organizations that use
data to gain human-capital insights and increasingly adopt sophisticated methods to
analyze employee data have a hard-to-replicate competitive advantage. They argue that in
order to build and master a capability in Talent analytics, a business requires the “Delta”
fundamentals (Data, Enterprise, Leadership, Targets, and Analysts).
Several years into this foreseen revolution, many are seeing a concern around getting
results from talent analytics teams. Practitioners are noting a disconnect between
identifying a pattern and the ability to inform a decision based on that pattern (Fink
2017). Ulrich (2010) stated that many professionals were lamenting HR as an
administrative and compliance function rather than a full partner to the business, causing
the journey to HR credibility to lengthen, suggested creating a strategic value from
outside/in, and advised that HR analytics should avoid measuring what is easy and focus
on measuring what is right.

2

As of 2015, more than 80 percent of HR professionals scored themselves low in their
ability to analyze data and build integrated talent analytics plans – a troubling fact in an
increasingly data-driven field (Deloitte 2015). To this extent, may authors have started
talking about “evidence-based HR” or getting results with talent analytics (KPMG 2015,
Marler 2017). Even defining the term “evidence-based HR” brings on a debate amongst
the corporate and academic worlds (KPMG 2015): the gap rises from the fact that HR
practitioners and company executives generally focus on the internally generated
information that can influence people decisions, and tend to want to see information that
is tailored to them, rather than pertinent to all organizations. Academic experts, on the
other hand, believe that HR practitioners are missing out on a vast pool of evidence, some
of which maybe directly relevant to their own company practices. This division brings the
question of what is a best practice in talent analytics to the table. The authors argue that
the progress of evidence-based HR is hindered by a negative perception of the HR
function, and that evidence threatens the status-quo inevitably causing a disruption and
triggering resistance. However, they remain hopeful that evidence-based HR will gain
momentum as it represents the lift off point – a point where laggard organizations are
likely to pay a heavy price. A more recent review of evidence-based talent analytics can
be found in Marler (2017).
1.2 Putting HR Analytics into Practice
HR, back in 2014, lagged in embracing and adopting analytics as compared to other
functions such as finance, operations, sales, and marketing (Deloitte 2014, 2015).
Companies in major industrialized nations, such as Japan, Germany, and the United
Kingdom indicated that they understood the importance of building their HR and talent
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analytics capabilities, but also revealed significant gaps in their current readiness and
capabilities. It can take three to five years to build a strong talent analytics function and
the same amount of time to develop a culture and mindset where people make decisions
based on data and not just instinct. In 2016, a major leap forward in capabilities is
reported where companies, driven by competitive pressures and the need to build
integrated systems and people analytics teams, which believe they are fully capable of
developing predictive models doubled from 4% percent in 2015 to 8 percent (Deloitte
2016).
Kaur (2017) presents a recent comprehensive reference of the common trends and
practices in HR Analytics based on surveys and interviews conducted with companies
who claim to have embraced the quest of HR Analytics. They sought to answer two
questions: First, what kind of work is being done in talent analytics? Second, what is
required to set up and run an effective talent analytics function?
Kaur (2017) categorizes HR analytics work into three categories: Data Infrastructure
and Reporting, Advanced Analytics, and Organizational Research. Based on their
surveys, the top five tools and technologies used in the talent analytics world included R
(94%), Tableau (83%), Python (50%), SPSS (44%), and Excel (44%). In terms of the
operating model companies have used to employ HR analytics, they call out structure,
skills, and processes. Structure refers to how the talent analytics is organized, where it
sits in the overall organization, and how it engages with its HR partners. They found that
skills differ in large versus small organizations. Large organizations tend to be more
specialized, while small organizations appear to struggle with meaningful talent analytics.
They therefore emphasize that smaller organizations setting up a talent analytics team
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should prioritize the hiring expertise in data analytics, business and HR – more advanced
technical capabilities can be added later. Processes include prioritization of work. For
some companies, priorities are based on annual HR strategies and operating plans, while
others are based on estimated returns on investment (ROIs) for each proposed project.
Employing a 2x2 matrix of effort and impact to prioritize work provides a nice visual on
identifying the high-impact, low-effort projects and the low-impact-high effort work that
needs to be de-prioritized.
The figure below shows the multiple evolutionary stages that are needed by
companies to fully utilize Talent Analytics capabilities (Kaur 2017).

Figure 1 - Evolutionary Stages of Talent Analytics
This is often a process that takes time taking into account that a survey conducted by
SHRM in 2013 found that more than 50% of large companies are still struggling at the
reporting level (SHRM 2016)
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Figure 2 - Level of Analytics at Large Companies
Some of the key imperatives for making talent analytics effective (Kaur 2017)
include: HR Mindset (HR education should include basic data science skills), Optimal
Use of Technology (borrow required internal or external experts and engage vendors and
consultants as necessary), End-to-End HR Systems (need HR IT integrated systems that
make data extraction easy), and Measurement (a systematic challenge because HR
impacts often occur in the long term on variables such as culture that are difficult to
measure).
Fink (2017) identifies a cycle of seven steps to fully achieve business results from
talent analytics projects. The seven key steps are:
1. Asking the right question
2. Identifying the right method to answer that question
3. Locating or generating the data to answer the question
4. Effectively and appropriately analyzing those data
5. Developing insight based on the analyses
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6. Taking action based on that insight
7. Measuring results to determine whether the action was effective
According to the author, many practitioners address steps two through four, and
partially or entirely neglect the other four steps. Notice that unsurprisingly, the actual
analytic work is situated in the middle of the cycle. In order for organizations to move
toward better strategy execution and greater success, the steps above must be followed.
One of the most time-consuming part of any analytic process is data preparation and
cleaning (steps 3 and 4), which takes much more time than the actual analysis.
Other similar frameworks of a differentiated workforce analytics include professor
Huselid’s four-stage framework where he argues that in an organization with a
competitive advantage jobs that create the most value receive the most investment – as it
does from its products and services (SHRM 2016), and professor Cascio’s LAMP
framework which addresses the question if how to measure the benefits and costs of HR
assets, and where workforce analytics fits into this overall picture (SHRM 2016). All of
these frameworks exist to convey one clear message: Putting talent analytics into practice
requires the right mindset.
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Figure 3 - The Four Stages of Workforce Differentiation

Figure 4 - The LAMP Framework
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Company executives and board members – impatient with HR teams that can’t
deliver actionable information – are driving a change that shifts the focus from HR to a
focus on the business itself (Deloitte 2017). Real-time data processing here is the key:
organizations want to conduct real-time analytics at the point in need in the business
process. Many companies are rethinking HR as an intelligent platform and its role is
shifting. People analytics has grown from a technical specialist group to a serious
business function that must meet the needs of many stakeholders throughout the
organization. This is a main paradigm shift from a “pull” to a “push” system augmented
with real-time decisioning and visual dashboards. It emphasizes people analytics as a
multidisciplinary team, with a focus on business consulting, visual communication, and
problem solving. Not only does the people analytics team understand HR data; it also
understands financial data, customer data, and it has relationships with all the other
analytics groups in the company.
1.3 HR Analytics Stance
According to a Tata Consultancy Services study conducted in 2013, big data
investment in HR is minimal (5%) compared to other functions in the market (SHRM
2016):
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Figure 5 - Big Data Investment by Industry
According to PwC’s 15th annual global CEO survey conducted in 2012, about 80%
of CEO’s stressed how important talent-related data were to their organization, but only a
relatively small minority professed satisfaction with the information they were getting
(SHRM 2016):

Figure 6 - CEOs Information Gap
There seems to be another prominent gap between the average score given to the
importance of ‘reinventing HR’ or ‘HR and people analytics’ and the corresponding score
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given to the organization’s readiness to respond to such challenges (SHRM 2016). This
gap questions HR’s ability to meet executive expectations in support of business
initiatives:

Figure 7 - HR Talent Importance vs. Readiness
Based on a survey of several thousand executives from within the HR function and
outside, only a small proportion of survey respondents gave high marks to HR
capabilities to impact business needs and a significant proportion (34%-43%) regarded
them as poor (Deloitte 2015). Similarly, respondent’s evaluations of their organizations’
workforce analytics capabilities were negative. Less than 10% reported excellent belief in
HR’s ability to perform analytical projects, and to lead improvement (SHRM 2016).
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Figure 8 - CEOs Views of Workforce Analytics Capabilities
In studies conducted in 2014 and 2015 by Harvard Business Review Analytic
Services and Visier, more than 2/3 of surveyed organizations do not have an allocated
budget for analytics solutions and software, 9% make predictions about their workforce
based on analysis, and 40% use data reactively to inform critical workforce decisions
(SHRM 2016).

Figure 9 - Investment in Workforce Analytics & Desicion-Making
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1.4 Challenges and Obstacles of HR Analytics
Whereas functions like finance and marketing have been quick to adopt technologies
such as statistics, artificial intelligence, and machine learning techniques (which have
been extensively packaged in software tools), HR has been relatively slow likely because
of missing data skills in traditional HR teams or budgetary constraints (Kaur 2017). Back
in 2014, despite the increasing recognition of HR Analytics and its potential to bring
value to organizations, very few firms base decisions on unbiased facts or thoroughly
considered objectives (Fitz-enz 2014). Most of the literature around this topic is more
promotional than descriptive, and provides little information on how to translate ideas to
practice (Angrave 2016). There is a need to consolidate and evaluate some of the
contradictory information that has been published on this topic, and to provide an
example of HR analytics in action (King 2016). Challenges stem from different
perspectives: the strategic side, the human side, the data side, the analysis side and
turning-insights-into-action side.
From the strategic side, HR professionals and management must develop a strategic
understanding of how human capital contributes to organizational success prior to
incorporating HR analytics (King 2016). That is, a company-wide strategic vision must
be translated into enterprise scorecards of action values. Support from the top of an
organization (C-level support), is usually required to achieve success (King 2016).
Corporate culture is the single largest obstacle to the use of evidence in people
management (KPMG 2015). A clear aspect here is the non-central position of HR within
many organizational hierarchies and HR’s frequent inability to obtain support for
analytical efforts (Angrave 2016). The ability to deliver value is deeply correlated to the
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ability of to execute the entire organizational change and consulting cycle around talent
analytics as an intervention (Fink 2017). There is an imperative need to identify and
focus on specific business challenges before any attempts are made to analyze the data
(Deloitte 2014).
From the human side, there is a debate among HR scholars and practitioners about the
balance of using intuition and data in making decisions (King 2016). Some argue that
reliance on past experience, benchmarking, and commonly accepted beliefs usually yield
to nonsense (King 2016), while others argue that not all HR decisions should be
grounded in analytics, and that instinct should be used in decisions involving human
capital (Davenport 2006). Most individuals in HR functions lack the skills, knowledge,
and insight to ask the right questions of the HR data they have at their disposal (CIPD
2013, Kaur 2017). It is critical that HR professionals evaluate both the potentials and
drawbacks of employing analytical techniques and develop a sound strategy for
approaching data collection before diving into the use of HR analytics, and this includes
asking and answering questions about how to create and leverage the value of data onhand (King 2016). Investments must be made to develop basic data analytics skills in HR
itself, either though hiring or training. The goal is not to make HR folks statisticians, but
to build the skill of asking the right questions of the data, which can lead to better
analyses and perhaps future collection of data (Kaur 2017). While it is relatively simple
to ask questions of what is happening, uncovering why something is happening and the
potential causal factors involved is much more complex task; good research questions
should cover the domain in question and be specific enough to inform action.
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From the data side, despite the abundance of data that HR departments have, many
organizations do not have much useful history data in their human resources information
systems (HRIS), since historically many of these were implemented to manage
transactions rather than to enable analytics (Deloitte 2014). Other important data such as
potential lists, relationships, and assessment results are often missing (Fink 2017). It is
important for the data used in talent analytics to be centralized (King 2016, Kaur 2017).
However, even if the data is in one place, this does not mean it is ready to be plugged into
statistical modeling packages or software tools. Data quality must be considered in terms
of both missing data and possible errors in the data so that a situation of ‘garbage-in
garbage out’ is avoided. In this case, it is best to follow the guidelines presented within
the CRISP-DM1 (Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining) framework to know
how to handle incomplete data scenarios, and interviews may need to be conducted with
SME’s of specific data sets. However, data quality remains a challenge for all functions
in analytics, and insisting on 100 percent data quality means dooming the project to
failure (Deloitte 2014). Data sourcing must be cross-functional and very few talent
analytics teams use data from functions beyond HR, such as finance, sales, procurement,
facilities, marketing or engineering. The reason seems to be that either teams are not
mature yet, or they have not organized their own HR data, or they are still trying to break
through organizational silos (Kaur 2017). Another challenge that relates to the data is
data governance (Kaur 2017). Legal and ethical considerations are particularly important
in HR. HR activity is always ethically sensitive, and this is a strict warning for talent

1

As of 2015, IBM released an extended version of CRISP-DM called ASUM-DM (Analytics Solutions
Unified Method for Data Mining) and incorporated it into is SPSS Modeler product.
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analytics. Predictive analytics might be most useful as a way to alert decision-makers to
individuals or overall trends who might require attention, but not as a way to arrive at
final decisions. For example, it is very critical that decisions employed by talent analytics
do not violate laws such as Title VII, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act
(ADEA), and the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Labor law places restrictions
on the types of data that can be used for employment decisions. At the same time,
ensuring the talent analytics avoids such corresponding biases is not always simple.
Employee trust and confidentiality are also other issues to consider. Apart from legal and
ethical concerns, data governance principles also ensure that data are clean (accurate,
complete, organized), which is an uphill task for most companies.
From the analysis side, another skill is identifying the right method to answer
business questions or problems posed by HR; descriptive analytics by itself is not
sufficient, and neither are correlational studies since the latter have the inherent risk of
not identifying causation. To identify causation, correlational studies can be
complemented with other methods that can better answer the “why” questions such as
experimental design, natural segmentation, machine learning, random forest analyses,
Monte Carlo studies, or Bayesian analysis (Fink 2017). It is important to start asking
“what-if” questions or conduct sensitivity analysis so that analyses move beyond just
summaries of the current state, and the organization starts moving from the realm of
descriptive analytics to the realm of predictive (or even adaptive) analytics (King 2016).
While investigating the talent analytics methodologies, Kaur (2017) found that most HR
professionals are familiar with bar charts, scatter plots, histograms, pie charts, and line
graphs but very few companies are using machine learning for talent analytics. The
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limited use of ML in HR is explained by the difficulty to hire the right skill set, and by
the fact that the infrastructure and resources to process vast amounts of data are not yet in
place (Kaur 2017). In her seven steps previously stated, Fink (2017) argues both
developing insight based on the analyses as well as taking action based on that insight are
equally important. To be able to synthesize results into an insight that can drive action,
one must synthesize a complex set of findings into a compelling insight. For this purpose,
it is always best to simplify both the models (Occam’s razor) as well as the results.
From the action-taking side, developing an insight is a necessary but not sufficient
condition for the true purpose of a talent analytics project: driving action (Fink 2017). For
a talent analytics endeavor to be considered successful, talent analytics teams can not
consider its work complete at the end of the insight phase. If talent analytics functions
deliver insights that are not actionable, such projects can create a sense that talent
analytics is not a practical utility, putting investment and influence for the function at
risk. In addition, the work is not done until talent analytics teams are able to verify that
the action delivered the intended results. Measuring outcomes (on-going or periodic) to
ensure success is important to identify areas where the interventions are not delivering
sufficient improvements and are not decaying over time (Fink 2017). HR analytics should
facilitate experimentation to identify the causes of performance improvement and
quantify the return on investment (ROI) that such efforts may provide. By measuring the
overall impact or ‘lift’ of an intervention, these results may then be applied more broadly
to provide further improvement in different areas (Davenport 2010). As of today, there is
substantial variability in the measurement maturity of organizations employing HR
analytics. It is also unclear whether HR has the ability to effectively utilize trends in big
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data and analytics to reap organizational benefits (Fitz-enz 2014). The ‘lack of analytics
about analytics’ is often used to justify investments in analytics (Rasmussen 2015). This
is a barrier on talent analytics’ own credibility since it seems not to practice what it
preaches (Kaur 2017). Many HR analytics teams are deeply sophisticated in identifying
patterns in data. However, they are generally less sophisticated in driving organizational
change (Fink 2017). The best starting point for actionable talent analytics is to start with
the business problem, and applying the “outside-in” thinking to the area of HR. This
means, avoid the temptation to continuously pursue less value adding issues if they are
not the core for a bigger challenge facing the business for the next 3-5 years (Rasmussen
2015). To summarize, insights are only part of the solution. The real value is in turning
these insights into change that delivers business value. Sound management practices must
accompany people analytics so that the models recommended by its models are
implemented (Deloitte 2016).
In a 2014 study by Harvard Business Review Analytic Services and Visier, HR (like
all other functions) needs to become better equipped to handle and analyze data than is
currently the case. Education is the key: HR professionals must become familiar with the
language and methods of business analytics (SHRM 2016):
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Figure 10 - HR Obstacles to Achieve Better Use of Data
Along the same guidelines, the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM),
produces a checklist to ensure a successful outcome of talent analytics projects, safeguard
against failure, and to avoid common pitfalls when using analytics (SHRM 2016):
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Figure 11 - A Checklist to Overcome Obstacles

1.5 Promises of HR Analytics
HR is all about humans – with so many different behaviors, skills, intelligence, and
mindsets that you can’t simply quantify someone. Talent analytics can do the heavy
lifting (Biro 2014). In order to fully deliver on the promise of the field of talent analytics,
we need to expand beyond the interrogation of data, to the influencing of systems (Fink
2017). For many companies, the transition from data reporting to data analytics is a leap
into the unknown making HR teams question if they have the skill to understand and put
this function together. Once talent analytics unlocks its true potentials, it will help the
companies make informed critical decisions around (Biro 2014, Deloitte 2014-2017,
Yano 2017):
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Talent acquisition, placement, and promotion



Employee performance, engagement, and productivity



Conduct advanced workforce and succession planning



Identifying high-value career paths



How to manage people



what drives performance, retention, and customers



Building a template of future hires



Know attrition rate, who may leave, how to reduce turnover



The characteristics of high-performing salespeople and customer service (profiling)



Creating analytics models that understand and predict turnover so that managers can
pivot around retention factors (prescriptive models)



Compliance and risk (fraud, and accident patterns)



Analyzing cultural values



Organizational development



Education and selection-making
All the above questions can be answered with data, not just opinion, intuition, or

experience (Deloitte 2014). They could be both better understood and predicted. The
focus areas vary based on industry and specific business issues; which is where the term
“people analytics” stems from – the use of people related data to improve and inform all
types of management, business, and HR decisions throughout the company (Deloitte
2016).
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In another recent report published by the Society for Human Resource Management
(SHRM 2016), the authors stress the importance of establishing a virtuous cycle, where
small analytics projects would lead to positive outcomes, which in turn would boost both
the investments and credibility of HR function thus making further success possible. At
that point, strong management support for the increased use of HR analytics will be more
likely. They foresee predictive analytics attracting increasing attention over the next few
years as a major contributor to competitive advantage, and indicate a clear trend:
workforce analytics is here to stay, and its growth is inevitable. For them the future of the
field of workforce analytics is assured, although it is not clear that the HR function will
be leading it.
In a 2015 KPMG report that outlines prospects and potentials of evidence-based HR,
2/3 of the respondents in the ‘IT & technology’ sector (64%) expect data-driven HR to
boost profitability by more than 10% in the next 3 years, a much bigger proportion than
in any other sector (KPMG 2015, SHRM 2016):
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Figure 12 - HR Data Driven Insights by Sector
Talent is the largest, most significant, ongoing investment made by successful
organizations. In this respect, the Society of Human Resource Management launched in
November 2018 a new professional development program, the SHRM People Analytics
Specialty Credential (SHRM 2018). By earning this credential, recipients demonstrate
that they have the foundational knowledge and analytics literacy to examine relevant,
real-world business issues and effectively communicate data-supported recommendations
to their organizations. In addition, they are awarded 22 professional development credits
(PDCs) toward their SHRM certification.
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1.6 Case Studies
Clear success stories are starting to emerge, reinforcing the impression that data
analytics offers huge potential for increasing competitive advantage. HR’s credibility
increases drastically once it starts using data to inform its decisions (SHRM 2016). One
example is a large financial services company that saw dramatic variations in sales
performance and retention among its sales representatives:

Figure 13 - Differentiation of Sales Human Capital Assets
Many practical case studies have been presented on the topic of workforce and talent
analytics. Yano (2017) explains how real AI at Hitachi to influence HR. A group of
experts have applied an outcome-direction methodology to a wide range of industries and
organizational settings including HR. One of his claims is that the outcome of HR
research is to achieve happiness through communication; therefore, an AI application was
developed for prioritization of orders assigned by supervisors, based on past data. When
Hitachi HR started using AI, data was collected from 600 employees equipped with
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sensors and the group developed a management system that sends daily individualized
smartphone messages with information on how each employee could optimize their day,
including interactions on how to increase productivity, success, and happiness.
Fink (2017) examines the question of bias in hiring by following the seven steps,
stated previously, to fully achieve business results from talent analytics projects. She
states that the question of bias in hiring must first be framed in the context of a decision
or strategy. Then to identify the right method to answer the question, experimental design
can focus on changing names on previously accepted or rejected resume. Third, to locate
or generate data to answer the question, useful data can include resume at time of hire,
interviewer’s feedback, manager and mentor feedback, financial data (salary, time range
of salary), performance data (salary velocity, promotions, awards and recognition). To
develop insights based on the analysis, analysts could identify key predictive variables of
successful employees over a 3-year period, and conduct follow up focus groups. To take
action based on insights, recommendations can be taken to focus the hiring on the school
that produces the best employees and to work with the school to offer similar curriculum
somewhere else. Finally, to measure results, follow-up measurement on the same-school
hiring could be revisited every six months. Every specific action will require a follow-up
schedule after which measurement is inevitable.
King (2016) discusses a project where academia partnered with an organization to
solve an attrition problem. The primary goal of the project was to provide the firm with
the ability to proactively manage workforce attrition by moving from a reactive state
(using descriptive analytics) to a proactive state (using proactive analytics) where highrisk employees were identified before they decide to leave. A process was followed
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where the team gathered existing HR data first (5-year historical data consisting of 96
variables that were deemed important), cleaned and verified the data set to conduct a
number of different analyses using supervised and unsupervised learning techniques. The
best model was selected based on criteria of recall accuracy and precision. The main
reason for employee attrition identified by the model was “time in position”, which is
consistent with other research on this topic. Finally, monetary value of these results was
calculated and estimated between US $3 to $9 million per year and the team provided
guidance for future data collection and means to re-train the model when necessary.
According to the author, this is an excellent example of using both data and experience to
drive practice.
One success story is Lowe’s journey into the analytics space (SHRM 2016). A crossfunctional team effort sought to understand the relationship between employee
engagement, customer satisfaction and the impact on revenue. Lowe’s intuitively sensed
that there was a connection between engagement and customer satisfaction, and through
this analytics exercise the company was able to attribute a monetary value to this linkage.
By encouraging greater dialogue (including asking customers a specific set of questions)
between employees and customers, customers felt they were having a better store
experience and spent 4% more. Lowe’s reached an estimate that the gap between the
highest and lowest engaged stores constituted more than US $1M in sales per year. The
company found that in order to achieve genuine, sustainable change with measurable
business outcomes that result in a competitive advantage for the firm, employee
engagement is critical.
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Figure 14 - Lowe's Data Driven HR Business Model
Additional use cases are discussed in the report published by the Society for Human
Resource Management (SHRM 2016): how Google developed its renowned workforce
analytics team, and how McDonald’s improved their bottom line by realizing that
employees aged over 60 had a major impact on the company’s business performance – it
was strongly correlated to customer satisfaction.
1.7 Research Motivation
Talent (HR) Analytics is an emerging field. It has the potential to help companies
make better decisions grounded in quantitative analysis (refer to Promises of HR
Analytics section). However, it also has its challenges: HR has been slow to adopt
artificial intelligence / machine learning techniques as compared to other functions (refer
to Challenges and Obstacles of HR Analytics section).
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Looking at the public sector, a recent Gallup research study (Ander 2014) shows that
there are about two million employees whose productivity is 11% lower than other client
organizations. This productivity gap costs the federal government $18 billion annually (or
$9K per employee per year) in added costs. Another Bureau of Labor Statistics sponsored
study conducted by the American Time Use Survey (ATUS) from 2003 through 2010 on
1,776 federal workers (and 47,095 other private sector, state, and local workers) reveals
that on average a government employee works 3 fewer hours per week and roughly one
less month per year than private-sector workers (Richwine 2012). This is a concern to
taxpayers who expect private-sector levels of work in the public sector in exchange of the
lucrative perks and compensation levels the federal employees receive.
The objective of this research is therefore to investigate data science techniques to
predict top performers in the U.S. public sector (which we call shiny stars), using various
definitions of top performance. The end result is a promotion or a firing model that the
federal government can use to plan for a productive workforce, and therefore bridge the
abovementioned productivity gap.
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CHAPTER 2
STUDY OF TALENT ANALYTICS FOR FEDERAL AGENCIES
2.1 OPM Data Set
2.1.1

Data Source

We use data obtained from the U.S. Office of Personnel Management (OPM) via the
Freedom of Information Act (FIA) and published on BuzzFeed News (Federal
Employment Records 2017) to analyze federal employment records of employees across
a time span of 43 years (1974 – 2016).
The objective of this analysis is to help the federal government identify and predict
“shiny star” employees within a given time span. The definition of a shiny star varies
depending on the way we build the target variable. In this work, we develop 7 total ways
for defining the target variable.
2.1.2

Data Structure

Data comes in quarterly files (Every year has 4 associated files). Raw data comes in
three different formats (OPM Record Format, Part 1-3):


First quarter of 1974 to second quarter of 2014 (OPM Raw data files, Part 1):
o Data is concatenated without a specific delimiter (based on field’s width) – Each
line corresponds to an observation (federal employee) during that quarter.
o Each employee is uniquely identified by a unique identifier, the PseudoID field.



Third quarter of 2014 to third quarter of 2016 (OPM Raw data files, Part 2):
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o Data is delimited by a pipe – Each line corresponds to an observation (federal
employee) during that quarter
o No unique identifier (Pseudo ID) present. OPM decided to identify employee data
by name only.
o Factor levels of some attributes are different from those in the first submission.


4th quarter of 2016 to first quarter of 2017 (OPM Raw data files, Part 3):
o Data is delimited by semi-colon – Each line corresponds to an observation
(federal employee) during that quarter
o No unique identifier (Pseudo ID) present. OPM decided to identify employee data
by name only.
o Factor levels of some attributes are different from those in the first submission.

2.1.3

Data Types

We have used the Status Record Extract Format (OPM Record Format, Part 1-3) to
populate the different variables available in the given raw data files (Q1 2013 – Q4
2016). The meaning and data type of the variables in the data files can be summarized in
the table below. Each variable has its own OPM provided translation (OPM
Translations). For example, an ‘Education’ level of 13 means a bachelor’s degree and 17
means a master’s degree.
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Table 1 - Variable Data Type
Variable
PseudoID
Name
Date

Meaning
ID of the federal employee
Name of the federal employee
Quarter (yyyymm) during which the federal employee was
employed
Agency
Agency code at which the federal employee served.
Station
Duty station to which the federal employee was assigned
Age
Age of federal employee
Education
Educational level of federal employee. (OPM Translations)
PayPlan
Federal employee’s pay plan code. (OPM Translations)
Grade
Actual grade of the federal employee’s pay plan. Denotes a
hierarchical position in a pay plan and is sometimes referred to
as level, class, rank, or pay band.
LOS
Average Length of service of the federal employee at the given
agency. A measure representing the average number of years
of Federal civilian employment and creditable military service.
Occupation
Federal employee's occupation as defined by the Office of
Personnel Management (OPM).
Category
Category of occupation by white collar and blue collar. Within
these categories, occupations are further summarized by
occupation families. (OPM Translations)
Pay
Federal employee’s adjusted paid salary per year.
SupervisoryStatus The nature of managerial, supervisory, or non-supervisory
responsibility assigned to a federal employee's position. (OPM
Translations)
Appointment
A federal employee's appointment in terms of permanence and
competitiveness. Appointments are summarized into two
categories: Permanent and Non-permanent. (OPM
Translations, or refer to Table 3 below)
Schedule
Federal employee’s work schedule code. (OPM Translations,
or refer to Table 2 below)
NSFTP
NSFTP (Non-Seasonal, Full-Time, Permanent) indicator. 1 =
yes, 2 = No. (OPM Translations)
AgencyName
Pre-processed variable. Agency name where the federal
employee served. This is an explanatory field for the Agency
code variable. (OPM SCT FILE)
YSD
Years Since Degree. Only provided in post Q3 2014 files.
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Dates are usually Intervals, but the way dates are encoded here make them Nominal.
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Data Type
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal2
Nominal
Nominal
Ordinal
Ordinal
Nominal
Ordinal
Ordinal
Nominal
Nominal
Ratio
Ordinal
Nominal

Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Ordinal

Finally, a closer look at the translation for the Work Schedule and Type of
Appointment for employees reveals the following codes (OPM Data Definitions):

Table 2 - Work Schedule Translation
Work Schedule
Regular
Full-time
Seasonal
Regular
Seasonal
Part-time
Regular Job Sharer
Seasonal Job Sharer
Regular
Intermittent
Seasonal

Table 3 - Type of Appointment Translation
Type of Appointment
Career
Competitive Service Permanent
Career-Conditional
Schedule A
Schedule B
Excepted Service Permanent
Schedule D
Other
Senior Executive Service Permanent Career
Competitive Service Non-Permanent Non-Permanent
Schedule A
Schedule B
Excepted Service Non-Permanent
Schedule D
Other
Unknown (translation not provided) Codes not explained

Codes
F
G
P
Q
S
T
I
J

Codes
10
15
30
35
32
38
50
20
40
42
45
48
55, 60, 65

We focus our analysis on full-time career employees and use information in the above
two tables to filter full-time status with the following criteria:


Schedule == 'F' & NSFTP == 1 & (Appointment == 10 | Appointment == 50)
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2.1.4

Data Quality

We replace missing, unspecified, invalid, unsupported, or redacted values with NA.
Data cleanup steps are described in the appendix.
2.2 Data Preparation
The objective of this phase is to remove outliers and duplicates, handle missing
values, and fix varying data levels prior to performing feature engineering/extraction.
Data preparation steps are described in the appendix.
2.3 Special Case Data Set
Since OPM data submission eliminated the presence of PseudoID for employees
starting Q3 2014, a challenging task is to identify duplicated employees in binded yearly
data – a year usually contains 4 instances of each employee (if the employee is present in
all quarters). Experimentation and observation of the data lead to the following
breakdown in order to identify unique instances of employees when the Pseudo ID field
is suppressed:

Table 4 - Proportion of Known and Withheld Names w/o PseudoID
Name Known
Name Withheld by OPM or Agency
Population: 59% - 79%
Population: 21% - 41%
State is ‘NA’
State is not ‘NA’
State is ‘NA’
State is not ‘NA’
0.03% - 0.04%
99.95% - 99.96%
67% - 81%
18% - 32%
The following rules have been devised to identify unique employees and bind yearly
data:
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Name given, State is known: an employee is unique based on the combination of
their (Name, AgencyID, AgencyName, SupervisoryStatus, Category, Grade, State,
StateID, OccupationID) fields



Name given, State not known: an employee is unique based on the combination of
their (Name, AgencyID, AgencyName, SupervisoryStatus, Category, PayPlan,
OccupationID) fields



Name withheld, State is known: an employee is unique based on the combination of
their (AgencyID, AgencyName, Age, SupervisoryStatus, Category, Grade, State,
StateID, OccupationID) fields.



Name withheld, Sate not known: extremely difficult to predict unique employees.
In such situations when no PseudoID (unique identifier) for an employee is provided,

yearly data was row binded only for cases when the Name is known or given; that is, we
drop all cases when names were withheld because it is extremely difficult to handle the
data at this point. Note that we use the above criteria to assign our own unique PseudoID
fields for the employees in this case. However, this process is not 100% accurate.
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CHAPTER 3
FEATURE ENGINEERING

We use R’s dcast function in the ‘reshape2’ package (Anderson 2013, Martins 2013,
Kodali 2015, Wickham 2017, Kwonhyun 2018, R Project 2019) to widen the given data
set given in melted structure. This allows us to compute raise percentages for an
employee at every year during a given time span using R’s ‘dplyr’ package (Gimond
2019, Wickham 2019):

Table 5 - Steps to Transform Data from Melted to Wide Structure
Operation
Parameters
group by
PseudoID, Name, Year, AgencyID, AgencyName, SupervisoryStatus, Age, LOS,
Education
arrange by
PseudoID
dcast
formula = PseudoID + Name ~ Year
value.var = c('Pay', 'Age', 'AgencyID', 'AgencyName', 'LOS', 'Education',
'SupervisoryStatus', 'Appointment', 'Category', 'Grade', 'PayPlan', 'State',
'StateID', 'OccupationID')
The above operation gives values specified in the value.var parameter for every year
in a given time span for a unique employee specified by the combination of a PseudoID
and Name.
We also use R’s melt function in the ‘reshape2’ package (Anderson 2013, Martins
2013, Kodali 2015, Wickham 2017, Kwonhyun 2018, R Project 2019) on the resulting
wide structure obtained from the dcast operation to compute aggregated (Gimond 2019,
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Wickham 2019) raise percentages for every agency per year, in addition to aggregated
category counts per year in a given time span:

Table 6 - Steps to Aggregate Raise Percentages and Category Counts per Year
Operation
Parameters
melt
data = Wide structure
id.vars = c('AgencyName_[Year]', 'Category_[Year]')
measure.vars = 'PctRaise_[Year]'
variable.name = 'Year'
melt_pct_[Year]
cat_pct_[Year]
select
AgencyName, Year, Pct_Raise
Category, Year
group by
AgencyName, Year
Category, Year
summarize
avg_pct_raise = mean(Pct_Raise)
cat_count = n()
Similarly, we compute the following Age, LOS, and Education aggregated values
(Gimond 2019, Wickham 2019) for every agency per year in a given time span:

Table 7 - Steps to Aggregate Age, LOS, Education per Agency per Year
Parameters
Operation Age
LOS
Education
melt
data = Wide structure
data = Wide structure
data = Wide structure
id.vars =
id.vars =
id.vars =
c('AgencyName_[Year]') c('AgencyName_[Year]') c('AgencyName_[Year]')
measure.vars =
measure.vars =
measure.vars =
'Age_[Year]'
'LOS_[Year]'
'Education_[Year]'
variable.name = 'Year'
variable.name = 'Year'
variable.name = 'Year'
group by
AgencyName, Year
AgencyName, Year
AgencyName, Year
summarize avg_age = mean(age)
avg_los = mean(los)
avg_educ = mean(educ)
This paves the way to compute the following metadata, and perform feature
extraction for a given time span of interest using R’s merge (left_join and inner join)
functions (Wickham 2019):
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3.1 Agency Metadata

Field #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Table 8 - Agency Metadata Structure
Field
Type Description
Agency Name
Factor name of agency that existed in a given time span
total_headcount
int
sum of head count for the agency during a given time
span
avg_head_count
num
mean of head count for the agency during a given time
span
avg_pay
num
mean Pay for the agency during a given time span
avg_age
num
mean Age for the agency during a given time span
avg_education
num
mean Education level at the agency during a given time
span
avg_los
num
mean LOS at the agency during a given time span
dupe_id
num
1/0 variable indicating whether the agency changed its
AgencyID during a given time span
avg_pct_all
num
mean of avg_pct_raise for all years in a given time span
at the agency
avg_pay_pctile95 num
mean 95th percentile pay raise mark for the agency
across all years of a given time span
avg_pay_pctile90 num
mean 90th percentile pay raise mark for the agency
across all years of a given time span

3.2 Category Metadata

Field #
1
2

Field
Category
cat_count_all

Table 9 - Category Metadata Structure
Type Description
Factor job category during a given time span
int
sum of cat_count for all years during a given time span
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3.3 Employee Metadata

Field #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Table 10 - Employee Metadata Structure
Type Description
Factor unique identifier for the employee during a given time
span
Name
Factor name of employee during a given time span
ChangedAgency
num
1/0 variable indicating whether the employee changed
agencies in any year during a given time span.
ChangedEducation num
1/0 variable indicating whether the employee’s
education level changed in any year during a given time
span
UpEducation
num
1/0 variable indicating whether the employee upgraded
their education level in any year during a given time
span
BachelorDegree
num
1/0 variable indicating whether the employee holds a
bachelor’s degree
GraduateDegree
num
1/0 variable indicating whether the employee holds a
graduate degree
StartSupervisor
num
1/0 variable indicating whether the employee started a
supervisor at the beginning of a given time span
IsSupervisor
num
1/0 variable indicating whether the employee was a
supervisor at the end of a given time span
BecameSupervisor num
1/0 variable indicating whether the employee became a
supervisor during a given time span
ChangedAppt
num
1/0 variable indicating whether the employee changed
appointment type in any year during a given time span
ChangedCat
num
1/0 variable indicating whether the employee changed
job category type in any year during a given time span
ChangedGrade
num
1/0 variable indicating whether the employee’s grade
changed in any year during a given time span
ChangedPayPlan
num
1/0 variable indicating whether the employee’s pay plan
changed in any year during a given time span
ChangedState
num
1/0 variable indicating whether the employee changed
states (relocated) in any year during a given time span
ChangedOccup
num
1/0 variable indicating whether the employee changed
occupation in any year during a given time span
tgt_pct
num
mean of avg_pct_all for all agencies the employee
worked for in a given time span

Field
PseudoID
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3.4 Target Variable Definition
The objective of this analysis is to help the federal government identify and predict
“shiny star” employees within a given time span. In this work, we investigate seven
definitions of “shiny star” status.

Table 11 - Target Variables Explored
1

Target
Variable
Baseline

2
3
4

Top 5%
Top 10%
Duo 5%

5

Duo 10%

6
7

Rim1
Rim2

Model

Description
Captures consistency in patterns over the years of a given time span. A
shiny star is defined as some who receives raises higher than average more
often than not over the time span considered.
Shiny stars are top 5% performers
Shiny stars are top 10% performers
Combines both consistency effect (Baseline model) and top 5% mark to
indicate shiny stars
Combines both consistency effect (Baseline model) and top 10% mark to
indicate shiny stars
Looks at raise percentages at edges of a time span to indicate shiny stars
Combines both consistency effect (Baseline model) and Rim1 mark to
indicate shiny stars

In the modeling chapter, we develop a stepwise logistic regression (logreg) model,
and a gradient boosting machines (gbm) model for each of the target variables above on
the train data set time span and use it to score employees in the test data set time span(s).

3.4.1

Baseline Target Variable

In order to define our target variable, we use R’s melt function on the resulting wide
structure obtained from the dcast operation (Anderson 2013, Martins 2013, Kodali 2015,
Wickham 2017, Kwonhyun 2018, R Project 2019) to compute a met_tgt variable for
every employee for every year during a given time span:
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Operation
melt

Table 12 - Baseline Target: Melt Operation
Parameters
data = Wide structure
id.vars = c('PseudoID', 'tgt_pct')
measure.vars = c('PctRaise_[Year1]', 'PctRaise_[Year2]', …'PctRaise_[Yearn]')
variable.name = 'Year'

The above operation will give a raise_pct value for every employee during a given
year in a melted structure. We then add a met_tgt variable that is set to 1 if greater or
equal to raise_pct for that year as follows:
𝑚𝑒𝑡_𝑡𝑔𝑡 =

1 𝑖𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑒_𝑝𝑐𝑡 ≥ 𝑡𝑔𝑡_𝑝𝑐𝑡
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

Table 13 - Baseline Target: Melt Operation Result
PseudoID Year tgt_pct raise_pct met_tgt
1
2013 3.0%
2.5%
0
1
2014 3.0%
4.2%
1
1
2015 3.0%
3.0%
1
2
2013 3.5%
3.2%
0
2
2014 3.5%
3.6%
1
2
2015 3.5%
1.8%
0
…
…
…
…
…
N
2013 …
…
0
N
2014 …
…
0
N
2015 …
…
0
Next, we use R’s ‘dplyr’ package (Gimond 2019, Wickham 2019) to aggregate data
off this table and count number of events (met_tgt is 1) as well number of non-events
(met_tgt is 0) during a given time span.
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Operation
select
group by
summarize

Table 14 - Baseline Target: Summarize Operation
Parameters
data = table above
PseudoID, Year, met_tgt
PseudoID
no_event = table(met_tgt)[1], event = table(met_tgt)[2]

Finally, we define our target variable (star) that is set to 1 if number of events
(number of times met_tgt is 1) is greater than number of non-events (number of times
met_tgt is 0) during a given time span:
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 =

1 𝑖𝑓 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 > 𝑛𝑜_𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

Table 15 - Baseline Target Variable
PseudoID no_event event
star
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
0
…
…
…
…
N
3
0
0

3.4.2

Top 5% Target Variable

This target variable considers the top 5% employees. To find the top 5% mark, we
find the 95th percentile in the pay raises. This number is defined at the agency level per
year. To compute this target variable, we first compute a melted structure that contains
the 95th percentile in pay raises for all agencies at every year of a given time span.
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Operation
melt

group by
summarize

Table 16 - Top 5% Target: Melt Operation
Parameters
data = Wide structure
id.vars = c('PseudoID', 'AgencyName_[Yearx]')
measure.vars = ('Raise_[Yearx])
variable.name = 'Year'
AgencyName, Year
pctile95=quantile(Raise, 0.95)

We perform the above operation for every year in the time span. We then enrich the
original melted structure (Table 1) with the following fields:

Field #
1
2
3

Table 17 - Top 5% Target: Melt Structure Added Fields
Type
Description
num
raise given to employee at end of every year (0 for
the first year in the given time span)
pctile95
num
95th percentile pay raise mark (for every
employee at given agency in a given year)
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑒 ≥ 𝑝𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑒95
top5_perf
num
𝑡𝑜𝑝5_𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓 =
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

Field
Raise

PseudoID
1
1
1
2
2
2
…
N
N
N

Table 18 - Top 5% Target: Melt Structure
Year AgencyName pctile95
Raise
2013 IRS
3500
3400
2014 IRS
4000
4200
2015 SSA
3750
3500
2013 CBP
2300
2000
2014 VHA
2450
2450
2015 VHA
2100
2150
…
…
…
…
2013 …
…
…
2014 …
…
…
2015 …
…
…
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top5_perf
0
1
0
0
1
1
…
0
0
0

Next, we use R’s ‘dplyr’ package (Gimond 2019, Wickham 2019) to aggregate data
off this (melted structure) table and count number of events (top5_perf is 1) as well
number of non-events (top5_perf is 0) during a given time span.

Operation
select
filter
group by
summarize

Table 19 - Top 5% Target: Summarize Operation
Parameters
data = Long structure
PseudoID, Year, top5_perf
Year != min(Year)
PseudoID
top5_no_event = table(top5_perf)[1], top5_event = table(top5_perf)[2]

Finally, we define our target variable (top5_star) that is set to 1 if number of top5
events (number of times top5_perf is 1) is greater than number of top5 non-events
(number of times top5_perf is 0) during a given time span:
𝑡𝑜𝑝5_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 =

1 𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑜𝑝5_𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 > 𝑡𝑜𝑝5_𝑛𝑜_𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

Table 20 - Top 5% Target Variable
PseudoID top5_no_event top5_event top5_star
1
2
1
0
2
1
2
1
…
…
…
…
N
3
0
0

3.4.3

Top 10% Target Variable

This target variable considers the top 10% employees. To find the top 10% mark, we
find the 90th percentile in the pay raises. This number is defined at the agency level per
year. To compute this target variable, we first compute a melted structure that contains
the 90th percentile in pay raises for all agencies at every year of a given time span.
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Operation
melt

group by
summarize

Table 21 - Top 10% Target: Melt Operation
Parameters
data = Wide structure
id.vars = c('PseudoID', 'AgencyName_[Yearx]')
measure.vars = ('Raise_[Yearx])
variable.name = 'Year'
AgencyName, Year
pctile90=quantile(Raise, 0.90)

We perform the above operation for every year in the time span. We then enrich the
original melted structure (Table 1) with the following fields:

Field #
1
2
3

Table 22 - Top 10% Target: Melt Structure Added Fields
Field
Type
Description
Raise
num
raise given to employee at end of every year (0 for
the first year in the given time span)
pctile90
num
90th percentile pay raise mark (for every
employee at given agency in a given year)
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑒 ≥ 𝑝𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑒90
top10_perf
num
𝑡𝑜𝑝10_𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓 =
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

PseudoID
1
1
1
2
2
2
…
N
N
N

Table 23 - Top 10% Target: Melt Structure
Year AgencyName pctile90
Raise
2013 IRS
3200
3100
2014 IRS
3650
3650
2015 IRS
3100
3200
2013 CBP
1900
2000
2014 CBP
2000
1950
2015 CBP
1800
2000
…
…
…
…
2013 …
…
…
2014 …
…
…
2015 …
…
…
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top10_perf
0
1
1
1
0
1
…
0
0
0

Next, we use R’s ‘dplyr’ package (Gimond 2019, Wickham 2019) to aggregate data
off this (melted structure) table and count number of events (top10_perf is 1) as well
number of non-events (top10_perf is 0) during a given time span.

Operation
select
filter
group by
summarize

Table 24 - Top 10% Target: Summarize Operation
Parameters
data = Long structure
PseudoID, Year, top10_perf
Year != min(Year)
PseudoID
top10_no_event = table(top10_perf)[1], top10_event = table(top10_perf)[2]

Finally, we define our target variable (top10_star) that is set to 1 if number of top10
events (number of times top10_perf is 1) is greater than number of top10 non-events
(number of times top10_perf is 0) during a given time span:
𝑡𝑜𝑝10_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 =

1 𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑜𝑝10_𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 > 𝑡𝑜𝑝10_𝑛𝑜_𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

Table 25 - Top 10% Target Variable
PseudoID top10_no_event top10_event top10_star
1
1
2
1
2
0
3
1
…
…
…
…
N
3
0
0

3.4.4

Duo 5% Target Variable

This target variable blends both the trend effect in the baseline target variable with the
top 5% performance. To compute this target variable, we first enrich the original melted
structure (Table 1) with the same fields we used to compute both the baseline and Top
5% model variables:
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Field #
1
2
3
4

Pseudo
ID
1
1
1
2
2
2
…
N
N
N

Table 26 - Duo 5% Target: Melt Structure Added Fields
Field
Type
Description
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑒_𝑝𝑐𝑡 ≥ 𝑡𝑔𝑡_𝑝𝑐𝑡
met_tgt
num
𝑚𝑒𝑡_𝑡𝑔𝑡 =
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
Raise
num
raise given to employee at end of every year (0 for
the first year in the given time span)
pctile95
num
95th percentile pay raise mark (for every
employee at given agency in a given year)
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑒 ≥ 𝑝𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑒95
top5_perf
num
𝑡𝑜𝑝5_𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓 =
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

Year
2013
2014
2015
2013
2014
2015
…
2013
2014
2015

Table 27 - Duo 5% Target: Melt Structure
tgt_pct raise_
met_tgt Agency pctile95 Raise
pct
Name
3.0%
3.1%
1
VHA
2450
2500
3.0%
4.2%
1
VHA
2100
2100
3.0%
3.0%
1
VHA
2500
2450
3.5%
3.2%
0
SSA
3200
3300
3.5%
3.6%
1
SSA
2850
2700
3.5%
3.7%
1
SSA
3000
2950
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
0
…
…
…
…
…
0
…
…
…
…
…
0
…
…
…

top5_
perf
1
1
0
1
0
0
…
0
0
0

Next, we use R’s ‘dplyr’ package (Gimond 2019, Wickham 2019) to aggregate data
off this (melted structure) table and count number of top5 events (top5_perf is 1), top5
non-events (top5_perf is 0), trend events (met_tgt is 1), and trend non-events (met_tgt is
0) during a given time span.

Operation
select
filter
group by
summarize

Table 28 - Duo 5% Target: Summarize Operation
Parameters
data = Long structure
PseudoID, Year, met_tgt, top5_perf
Year != min(Year)
PseudoID
top5_no_event = table(top5_perf)[1], top5_event = table(top5_perf)[2] ,
trend_no_event = table(met_tgt)[1], trend_event = table(met_tgt)[2]
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Finally, we define variables top5_star, trend_star, and our target variable duo5_star as
the logical AND during a given time span as follows:
𝑡𝑜𝑝5_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 =
𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 =

1 𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑜𝑝5_𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 > 𝑡𝑜𝑝5_𝑛𝑜_𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 > 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑛𝑜_𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

𝑑𝑢𝑜5_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 = 𝑡𝑜𝑝5_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 ∗ 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟

Pseudo
ID
1
2
…
N

3.4.5

trend_
no_event
0
1
…
3

Table 29 - Duo 5% Target Variable
trend_
trend_
top5_
top5_
event
star
no_event event
3
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
…
…
…
…
0
0
3
0

top5_
star
1
0
…
0

duo5_
star
1
0
…
0

Duo 10% Target Variable

This target variable blends both the trend effect in the baseline target variable with the
top 10% performance. To compute this target variable, we first enrich the original melted
structure (Table 1) with the same fields we used to compute both the baseline and Top
10% model variables:

Field #
1
2
3
4

Table 30 - Duo 10% Target: Melt Structure Added Fields
Field
Type
Description
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑒_𝑝𝑐𝑡 ≥ 𝑡𝑔𝑡_𝑝𝑐𝑡
met_tgt
num
𝑚𝑒𝑡_𝑡𝑔𝑡 =
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
Raise
num
raise given to employee at end of every year (0 for
the first year in the given time span)
pctile90
num
90th percentile pay raise mark (for every
employee at given agency in a given year)
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑒 ≥ 𝑝𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑒90
top10_perf
num
𝑡𝑜𝑝10_𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓 =
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
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Pseudo
ID
1
1
1
2
2
2
…
N
N
N

Year
2013
2014
2015
2013
2014
2015
…
2013
2014
2015

Table 31 - Duo 10% Target: Melt Structure
tgt_pct raise_
met_tgt Agency pctile90 Raise
pct
Name
3.0%
2.6%
0
IRS
2000
1900
3.0%
2.9%
0
IRS
2150
2100
3.0%
3.4%
1
IRS
2025
2050
3.5%
3.2%
0
EPA
1500
1700
3.5%
3.6%
1
EPA
1700
1650
3.5%
4.0%
1
EPA
1900
1900
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
0
…
…
…
…
…
0
…
…
…
…
…
0
…
…
…

top10_
perf
0
0
1
1
0
1
…
0
0
0

Next, we use R’s ‘dplyr’ package (Gimond 2019, Wickham 2019) to aggregate data
off this (melted structure) table and count number of top10 events (top10_perf is 1),
top10 non-events (top10_perf is 0), trend events (met_tgt is 1), and trend non-events
(met_tgt is 0) during a given time span.

Operation
select
filter
group by
summarize

Table 32 - Duo 10% Target: Summarize Operation
Parameters
data = Long structure
PseudoID, Year, met_tgt, top10_perf
Year != min(Year)
PseudoID
top10_no_event = table(top10_perf)[1], top10_event = table(top10_perf)[2] ,
trend_no_event = table(met_tgt)[1], trend_event = table(met_tgt)[2]

Finally, we define variables top10_star, trend_star, and our target variable duo10_star
as the logical AND during a given time span as follows:
𝑡𝑜𝑝10_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 =

1 𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑜𝑝10_𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 > 𝑡𝑜𝑝10_𝑛𝑜_𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 =

1 𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 > 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑛𝑜_𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

𝑑𝑢𝑜10_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 = 𝑡𝑜𝑝10_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 ∗ 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟
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Pseudo
ID
1
2
…
N

3.4.6

trend_
no_event
2
1
…
3

Table 33 - Duo 10% Target Variable
trend_
trend_
top10_
top10_
event
star
no_event event
1
0
2
1
2
1
1
2
…
…
…
…
0
0
3
0

top10_
star
0
1
…
0

duo10_
star
0
1
…
0

Rim1 Target Variable

This target variable compares both boundary raise percentages of the first year in the
time span to that of the last year of the time span. To compute this target variable, we
enrich the wide structure with the following fields:

Field #
1
2

Table 34 - Rim1 Target: Wide Structure Added Fields
Field
Type
Description
(𝑃𝑎𝑦 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 − 𝑃𝑎𝑦 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟)
pct_edge
num
𝑝𝑐𝑡_𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 =
𝑃𝑎𝑦 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
1
𝑖𝑓
𝑝𝑐𝑡_𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒
> 𝑡𝑔𝑡_𝑝𝑐𝑡 ∗ 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟_𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
rim1_star num
𝑟𝑖𝑚1_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 =
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟_𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = (# 𝑜𝑓 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑛) − 1

Assume that we are looking at a 3-year span, which makes 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟_𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 2

Table 35 - Rim1 Target Variable
PseudoID pct_edge tgt_pct rim1_star
1
4.6%
3.0%
0
2
8.2%
3.5%
1
…
…
…
…
N
8.0%
4.0%
0
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3.4.7

Rim2 Target Variable

This target variable blends both the trend effect in the baseline target variable with the
Rim1 (edge) performance. To compute this target variable, we first enrich the wide
structure with the following fields:

Field #
1
2

Table 36 - Rim2 Target: Wide Structure Added Fields
Field
Type
Description
(𝑃𝑎𝑦 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 − 𝑃𝑎𝑦 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟)
pct_edge
num
𝑝𝑐𝑡_𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 =
𝑃𝑎𝑦 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑝𝑐𝑡_𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 > 𝑡𝑔𝑡_𝑝𝑐𝑡 ∗ 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟_𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
rim1_star num
𝑟𝑖𝑚1_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 =
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟_𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = (# 𝑜𝑓 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑛) − 1

Next we perform similar steps to the Baseline target variable to add the met_tgt field
to the long structure as follows:
𝑚𝑒𝑡_𝑡𝑔𝑡 =

Operation
select
group by
summarize

1 𝑖𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑒_𝑝𝑐𝑡 ≥ 𝑡𝑔𝑡_𝑝𝑐𝑡
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

Table 37 - Rim2 Target: Summarize Operation
Parameters
data = Long structure
PseudoID, Year, met_tgt
PseudoID
trend_no_event = table(met_tgt)[1], trend_event = table(met_tgt)[2]

Then we define a trend_star variable on the resulting set as follows:
trend_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 =

1 𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 > 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑛𝑜_𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
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Finally, we define our target variable, rim2_star, as the logical AND of variables
rim1_star and trend_star during a given time span as follows:
𝑟𝑖𝑚2_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 = 𝑟𝑖𝑚1_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 ∗ 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟

Assume that we are looking at a 3-year span, which makes 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟_𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 2

Pseudo
ID
1
2
…
N

pct_edge

tgt_pct

4.6%
8.2%
…
6.5%

3.0%
3.5%
…
3.2%

Table 38 - Rim2 Target Variable
rim1_
trend_
trend_
star
no_event event
0
1
2
1
2
1
…
…
…
1
3
0

trend_
star
1
0
…
1

rim2_
star
0
0
…
1

3.5 Wide Final Data
After performing a few other merge and melt operations on the data, we arrive at the
final wide data set structure (29-37 variables) that we use in the modeling phase. It
consists of the following:


Base variables (26-28 fields):
o Employee Metadata fields (described above, 17 fields in total)
o 5-7 fields pertaining to the employee’s most recent agency (since merit increases
will come from there)
o 4 fields pertaining to the employee’s last known status
o 3 fields pertaining to the model’s unique implementation (agency or employee
level)



3-11 fields pertaining to the computation of the target variable
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The wide structure contains a single record per observation (or employee), and will
have the following fields at the end:

Field #
1
2
…
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

28

29

Table 39 - Wide Structure: Base Variables
Field
Type
Description
PseudoID
Factor
Name
Factor
Employee Metadata fields
…
…
…
…
last_agency_avg num
mean pay percent increase over the past 6 years (or
_pct
shorter if time span is shorter) at the most recent
agency the employee works for
last_agency_avg num
mean age over the past 6 years (or shorter if time span
_age
is shorter) at the most recent agency the employee
works for
last_agency_avg num
mean LOS over the past 6 years (or shorter if time
_los
span is shorter) at the most recent agency the
employee works for
last_agency_avg num
mean Education over the past 6 years (or shorter if
_educ
time span is shorter) at the most recent agency the
employee works for
last_agency_avg num
floor of mean head count (all years in the given time
_headcount
span) at the most recent agency the employee works
for
last_age
num
employee last known age
last_los
num
employee last known LOS
last_educ
num
employee last education level
nbr_agencies
num
number of agencies the employee worked for in the
past
last_agency_avg num
mean 95th pay raise percentile over the past 6 years
_pctile95
(or shorter if time span is shorter) at the most recent
agency the employee works for (Top %, Duo %
models only)
last_agency_avg num
mean 90th pay raise percentile over the past 6 years
_pctile90
(or shorter if time span is shorter) at the most recent
agency the employee works for (Top %, Duo %
models only)
pct_edge
num
raise percent of boundary (edge) years of a time span
for the employee (Rim models only)
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Field #
27
28
29

Field #
27
28
29
30
31
32

Field #
33
34
35
36
37

Table 40 - Wide Structure: Baseline Target Variable Fields
Field
Type Description
no_event
num
number of times employee has met his target percent
pay raise (𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑒_𝑝𝑐𝑡 ≥ 𝑡𝑔𝑡_𝑝𝑐𝑡) over the past years
during a given time span
event
num
number of times employee did not meet his target
percent pay raise (𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑒_𝑝𝑐𝑡 < 𝑡𝑔𝑡_𝑝𝑐𝑡) over the past
years during a given time span
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 > 𝑛𝑜_𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
star
num
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 =
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
Table 41 - Wide Structure: Top %, Duo % Target Variable Fields
Field
Type Description
top5_no_event
num
number of times employee has been in the top 5% mark
(𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑒_𝑝𝑐𝑡 > 𝑡𝑜𝑝5_𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘) over the past years during
a given time span
top5_event
num
number of times employee has not been in the top 5%
mark (𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑒_𝑝𝑐𝑡 ≤ 𝑡𝑜𝑝5_𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘) over the past years
during a given time span
top10_no_event num
number of times employee has been in the top 10%
mark (𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑒_𝑝𝑐𝑡 > 𝑡𝑜𝑝10_𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘) over the past years
during a given time span
top10_event
num
number of times employee has not been in the top 10%
mark (𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑒_𝑝𝑐𝑡 ≤ 𝑡𝑜𝑝10_𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘) over the past years
during a given time span
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑜𝑝5_𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 > 𝑡𝑜𝑝5_𝑛𝑜_𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
top5_star
num
𝑡𝑜𝑝5_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 =
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑜𝑝10_𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 > 𝑡𝑜𝑝10_𝑛𝑜_𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
top10_star
num
𝑡𝑜𝑝10_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 =
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
Table 42 - Wide Structure: Duo % Target Variable Fields
Field
Type Description
trend_no_event num
number of times employee has met his target percent
pay raise (𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑒_𝑝𝑐𝑡 ≥ 𝑡𝑔𝑡_𝑝𝑐𝑡) over the past years
during a given time span
trend_event
num
number of times employee did not meet his target
percent pay raise (𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑒_𝑝𝑐𝑡 < 𝑡𝑔𝑡_𝑝𝑐𝑡) over the past
years during a given time span
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 > 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑛𝑜_𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
trend_star
num
𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 =
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
duo5_star
num
𝑑𝑢𝑜5_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 = 𝑡𝑜𝑝5_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 ∗ 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟
duo10_star
num
𝑑𝑢𝑜10_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 = 𝑡𝑜𝑝10_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 ∗ 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟
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Field #
27
28
29
30
31
32

Table 43 - Wide Structure: Rim Target Variable Fields
Field
Type Description
(𝑃𝑎𝑦 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 − 𝑃𝑎𝑦 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟)
pct_edge
num
𝑝𝑐𝑡_𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 =
𝑃𝑎𝑦 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
trend_no_event num number of times employee has met his target percent pay
raise (𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑒_𝑝𝑐𝑡 ≥ 𝑡𝑔𝑡_𝑝𝑐𝑡) over the past years during a
given time span
trend_event
num number of times employee did not meet his target percent
pay raise (𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑒_𝑝𝑐𝑡 < 𝑡𝑔𝑡_𝑝𝑐𝑡) over the past years
during a given time span
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 > 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑛𝑜_𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
trend_star
num
𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 =
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑝𝑐𝑡_𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 > 𝑡𝑔𝑡_𝑝𝑐𝑡 ∗ 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟_𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
rim1_star
num
𝑟𝑖𝑚1_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 =
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟_𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = (# 𝑜𝑓 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑛) − 1
rim2_star
num 𝑟𝑖𝑚2_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 = 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 ∗ 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟

3.6 Long Final Data
We also keep track of a long/melted data set structure that we use to perform
exploratory data analysis (EDA) and to draw data insights pertaining to particular states
and agencies of shiny stars during a given time span (Chapters 4 & 6). The long structure
contains a multiple records per observation (or employee), and will have the following
varying number of fields at the end:
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Field #
1
2
3
4
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…

Field #
…
…
…
…

Table 44 - Long Structure: Base Variables
Field
Type
Description
PseudoID
Factor unique identifier for the employee during a given
time span
Year
num
Year of a given time span
AgencyName 1
num
AgencyName 2
num
Binned agency names that existed during a given
time span
…
…
AngencyName n
num
Age
num
Age of federal employee during Year
LOS
num
Average Length of service of employee
Education
num
Educational level of employee
Pay
num
Adjusted paid salary of employee during Year
SupervisoryStatus num
Position’s managerial status of employee
Appointment
num
Type of appointment of employee
Category 1
num
Category 2
num
Binned job categories that existed during a given
time span
…
…
Category n
num
StateID
num
State ID where employee resides during Year
OccupationID
num
Occupation ID of employee during Year
…
…
Employee Metadata fields
…
…
…
…
Agency Metadata fields
…
…
raise_pct
num
Pay raise percent value for the employee in this
Year of a given time span.
met_tgt
num
1/0 variable indicating whether the employee met
their target percent increase in this Year of a given
time span
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑒_𝑝𝑐𝑡 ≥ 𝑡𝑔𝑡_𝑝𝑐𝑡
𝑚𝑒𝑡_𝑡𝑔𝑡 =
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

Table 45 - Long Structure: Top %, Duo % Added Fields
Field
Type Description
avg_pct_raise num mean of PctRaise_[Yearx] percent raise increase at an
agency during a particular Year 𝑥 of a given time span
Raise
num raise given to employee at end of every year (0 for the
first year in the given time span)
pctile95
num 95th pay raise percentile mark (for every employee at
given agency in a given year)
pctile90
num 90th pay raise percentile mark (for every employee at
given agency in a given year)
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Field #
…

Table 46 - Long Structure: Rim Added Fields
Field
Type Description
(𝑃𝑎𝑦 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 − 𝑃𝑎𝑦 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟)
pct_edge
num
𝑝𝑐𝑡_𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 =
𝑃𝑎𝑦 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

The above long final data structure varies in the length of the predictors (usually
large) due to the different number of (binned) agencies and job categories that exist
during a given time span. This structure can be thought of as a single snapshot of an
employee during a single year of a given time span, in addition to other metadata
(Employee, Agency) information.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS (EDA)

We conduct an Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) on different data set structures: the
original data set (melted or long structure) that contains multiple rows per employee and
on the final data set (wide structure) that contains a single record per employee tracking
their career trajectories throughout the time span. The objective is to get a sense of the
data, find out visual correlations, and identify outliers (if any). The snapshots of this EDA
phase correspond to the baseline model train data set (Years 2000 - 2006). This time span
had 59 federal agencies of interest.
4.1 EDA on Long Data Set
4.1.1

Data Statistics per Agency

The figure below shows the average pay for all 59 agencies found in the train data set
(Years 2000 - 2006). We observe that the agency of INDIAN AFFAIRS had a steady
highest average pay, while the agency of VERTERANS HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
had a steady lowest average pay during this time span.
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Figure 15 - Averaged Pay - All Agencies
The figure below shows the average pay for all 59 agencies found in the train data set
(Years 2000 - 2006). An overall arching pattern of a decreasing raise % during this time
span can be observed. More specifically, we note the following:


Agency PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE had a drastic drop in raise %
between 2001 and 2002. The lowest in year 2001 corresponds to agency
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE



Agency ALCOHOL, TOBACCO, FIREARMS, & EXPLOSIVES had the highest
average raise % in 2003 and 2005. The highest in 2004 corresponds to agency
IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT.



Agency FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION had the lowest
average raise % in 2003, 2004 and 2005. The lowest in 2006 corresponds to agency
INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE.
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Figure 16 - Averaged Raise % - All Agencies
The figure below shows Age boxplots per agency. Agencies with minimal age
median are BUREAU OF PRISIONS/FEDERAL PRISON SYSTEM (distribution
skewed to the left), IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE (distribution
is symmetric), and US. SECRET SERVICE (distribution skewed to the left). Most
agencies’ age distributions have outliers.
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Figure 17 - Age Boxplots per Agency
The figure below shows LOS boxplots per agency. Agencies with minimal LOS
median are BUREAU OF PRISIONS/FEDERAL PRISON SYSTEM (distribution is
symmetric), DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION (distribution skewed to the
left), IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE (distribution is
symmetric), PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE (distribution skewed to the left),
US. SECRET SERVICE (distribution skewed to the left), US. MARSHALL SERVICE
(distribution skewed to the left), FOOD SAFETY AND INSPECTION SERVICE
(distribution skewed to the left), EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION
(distribution skewed to the left), and FINANCIAL CRIMES ENFORCEMENT
NETWORK (distribution skewed to the left). Most agencies’ LOS distributions have
outliers.
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Figure 18 - LOS Boxplots per Agency
The figure below shows Education boxplots per agency. Agency with highest
Education median is NATL INSTITUTE OF STANDARDS AND TECH (distribution is
symmetric). Agencies with lowest Education median are BUREAU OF ENGRAVING
AND PRINTING and GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE (distribution skewed to the
left). A good number of agencies do not have outliers.
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Figure 19 - Education Boxplots per Agency
The figure below shows SupervisoryStatus boxplots per agency. For most agencies, it
seems that being a supervisor (SupervisoryStatus < 8) is an outlier. Distributions for
agencies FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION, U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE
SERVICE, and DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY are skewed to the right.
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Figure 20 - SupervisoryStatus Boxplots per Agency
The figure below shows Grade boxplots per agency (for agencies that had a numerical
grade code). Agency with highest grade median is PATENT AND TRADEMARK
OFFICE (distribution skewed to the right). Agency with lowest grade median is NATL
INSTITUTE OF STANDARDS AND TECH (distribution is symmetric). Agency EXEC
OFC US ATTORNEY has two obvious outlier points with high grades.
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Figure 21 - Grade Boxplots per Agency

4.1.2

Data Statistics per Year

The figure below shows histograms of pay and raise % for all agencies across all the
train data set span (Years 2000 - 2006). We observe the following:


Year 2000:
o Majority of pay in the $30K - $40K bin



Year 2001:
o Majority of pay in the $30K - $40K bin
o Majority of raise % in the 6% - 7% bin



Year 2002:
o Majority of pay in the $40K - $50K bin
o Majority of raise % in the 7% - 7.5% bin



Year 2003:
o Majority of pay in the $40K - $50K bin
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o Majority of raise % in the 6% - 7% bin


Year 2004:
o Majority of pay in the $40K - $50K bin
o Majority of raise % in the 6% - 6.5% bin



Year 2005:
o Majority of pay in the $30K - $50K bins
o Majority of raise % in the 5% - 5.5% bin



Year 2006:
o Majority of pay in the $50K - $60K bin
o Majority of raise % in the 4.5% - 5% bin
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Figure 22 - Pay and Raise % Distribution per Year
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4.1.3

Aggregated Data Statistics

This section shows aggregated (average of average) measures of pay, raise %, age,
LOS, and Education for all agencies across all the train data set span (Years 2000 - 2006).
The figure below shows that Agency LYNDON B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER has the
highest aggregated pay, while agency VETERANS HEALTH ADMINISTRATION has
the lowest aggregated pay.

Figure 23 - Aggregated Pay - All Agencies
The figure below shows that Agency IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION
SERVICE has the highest aggregated raise %, while agency INDIAN HEALTH
SERVICE has the lowest aggregated raise %.
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Figure 24 - Aggregated Raise % - All Agencies
The figure below shows that Agency SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION has
the highest aggregated age, while agency U.S. SECRET SERVICE has the lowest
aggregated age.
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Figure 25 - Aggregated Age - All Agencies
The figure below shows that Agency GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE has the
highest aggregated LOS, while agency U.S. SECRET OFFICE has the lowest aggregated
LOS. Note also that agencies BUREAU OF PRISIONS/FEDERAL PRISON SYSTEM,
IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE, PATENT AND
TRADEMARK OFFICE, and CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION also have a
low aggregated LOS measure.
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Figure 26 - Aggregated LOS - All Agencies
The figure below shows that Agency LYNDON B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER has
the highest aggregated Education, while agency GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
has the lowest aggregated Education. Note also that agencies GEORGE C. MARSHALL
SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, CENTERS FOR
DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTN, and NATL INSTITUTE OF STANDARDS
AND TECH also have a high aggregated Education measure.
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Figure 27 - Aggregated Education - All Agencies

4.2 EDA on Wide Data Set
We perform EDA on the final data set (wide structure that contains a single record
per employee) tracking their trajectories throughout the time span. Similar to the previous
section, the snapshots of this EDA phase correspond to the train data set (Years 2000 2006) that we have used to train the baseline model we have developed.
4.2.1

Profiling w.r.t. Target

In this section, we profile the variables in the wide (final) structure with respect to the
target variable (star). To do this, we perform the following for each numerical (or
continuous) variable:
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Group the variable by distinct values and get counts



Group the variable by distinct values having events (target == 1)



Merge the two previous results together by distinct values



Divide the result of the second group by the result of the first group to get the target
rate
Note that this technique is extremely useful to:



Find patterns in the variable that the predictive technique used in modeling (e.g.
decision trees, random forests, etc.) will identify as important thresholds based off
which it will do the splits.



Transform a continuous variable to a categorical variable (and binning that variable).
The behavior identified can give an idea as to how many levels the corresponding
categorical variable should have.
The figure below shows the profiling of variable last_agency_avg_pct with respect to

the target variable (star). We notice a random pattern when the value of the variable is
less than 6, an overall increasing pattern in the target variable event rate when the value is
between 6 and 7.8 (where the event rate of the target variable is at 50%), and a decreasing
pattern beyond 7.8
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Figure 28 - Last Agency Average Raise % w.r.t Target
The figure below shows the profiling of variable last_agency_avg_age with respect to
the target variable (star). We notice an increasing pattern in the target variable event rate
when the value of the variable is less than 38, and increasing pattern between 38 and 39,
an increasing pattern between 39 and 40, a steady pattern between 40 and 41, and then an
overall decreasing pattern beyond 41.

Figure 29 - Last Agency Average Age w.r.t Target
The figure below shows the profiling of variable last_agency_avg_los with respect to
the target variable (star). We notice an increasing pattern in the target variable event rate
when the value is less than 11.25, an overall decreasing pattern between 11.25 and 16.25,
and an increasing pattern beyond 16.25.
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Figure 30 - Last Agency Average LOS w.r.t Target
The figure below shows the profiling of variable last_agency_avg_educ with respect
to the target variable (star). We notice an overall increasing pattern in the target variable
event rate when the value is between 6 and 8, a slightly decreasing pattern when the value
is between 8 and 11, and an increasing pattern beyond 11.

Figure 31 - Last Agency Average Education w.r.t Target
The figure below shows the profiling of variable last_agency_avg_headcount with
respect to the target variable (star). We notice an overall random pattern in the target
variable event rate when the value is less than 1000, a slightly steady pattern when the
value is greater than 1000.
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Figure 32 - Last Agency Average Headcount w.r.t Target
The figure below shows the profiling of variable last_age with respect to the target
variable (star). We notice a uniform decreasing pattern in the target variable event rate as
the value of the variable (most recent employee age in the time span) decreases. This
definitely suggests that stars at federal agencies are less likely to be found in an elderly
population of employees.

Figure 33 - Employee Last Age w.r.t. Target
The figure below shows the profiling of variable last_los with respect to the target
variable (star). We notice an increasing pattern in the target variable event rate when the
value is less than 5, and a uniformly decreasing pattern beyond 5. This suggests that stars
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at federal agencies are more likely to be found (50% chance) when the length of service
is at 5 years.

Figure 34 - Employee Last LOS w.r.t. Targe
The figure below shows the profiling of variable tgt_pct with respect to the target
variable (star). We notice a random pattern in the target variable event rate throughout the
different values of the variable. This suggests that this variable is likely going to be
insignificant in the final predictive model.

Figure 35 - Employee Target Raise % w.r.t. Target
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4.2.2

Other Plots

The plots in this section look at the correlation of different variables with the average
raise % of the most recent agency where an employee works. The figure below shows
that the most recent agency raise % are the highest when the employee average age at that
agency is less than 43, and drastically decrease beyond that age.

Figure 36 - Last Agency Average Age vs. Last Agency Average Raise %
The figure below shows that the most recent agency raise % are the highest when the
employee average LOS at that agency is less than 16, and drastically decrease beyond
that.

Figure 37 - Last Agency Average LOS vs. Last Agency Average Raise %
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The figure below shows that the most recent agency raise % are the highest when the
employee average education level at that agency is between 7 and 11. This suggests that
employees with bachelor’s degrees and beyond (13 and above) are not generally paid
high raises.

Figure 38 - Last Agency Average Education vs. Last Agency Average Raise %
The figure below shows that the most recent agency raise % are the highest when the
average headcount (number of employees) at that agency is smaller. This observation
makes sense.

Figure 39 - Last Agency Average Headcount vs. Last Agency Average Raise %
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CHAPTER 5
MODELING

In this section, we develop two models that predict the likelihood that a current
federal employee will be deemed a “shiny star” during their employment interval within a
given time span. Recall that the definition of definition of a shiny star varies depending
on the 7 different ways we build the target variable.
Those two models are a stepwise logistic regression (logreg) model, and a gradient
boosting machines (gbm) model. Employee scores are grouped by deciles where the
highest decile employees, i.e. decile “10”, have the highest probability of being a star.
5.1 Modeling Strategy

Figure 40 - Modeling Strategy
Given a time span, we filter the data based on the following two criteria:
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Agencies with mean head count: we first filter the data to get employees that work at
agencies whose total headcount is greater than the mean head count of all agencies
that existed during that time span.



Largest employment interval during time span: we then filter the data to get
employees who persisted for the largest employment interval during that time span. It
is worthy of note that in all of the data sets we have examined, the largest
employment interval is always equal to the width of the time span itself.
As seen in the above diagram, we follow a modeling strategy where we develop the

two models on the train data set time span and use it to score employees in the test data
set time span(s):


Train data set: span of 7 years (Years 2000 - 2006)



Test data set 1: span of 6 years (Years 2007 - 2012)



Test data set 2: span of 13 years (Years 1987 - 1999)



Test data set 3: span of 13 years (Years 1974 - 1986)



Test data set 4: span of last 4 years provided (Years 2013 - 2016)
A total of three logistic regression methods are developed within the logreg model

implementation: forward, backward, and both (directions). All of them yield the same
result. The gbm model developed is 3-fold cross-validated, uses the Receiver Operating
Characteristic curve, ROC, to select the optimal model (Tan 2006), and has a shrinkage
(learning rate) value of 0.1. Most implementations result in 150 trees with a tree depth of
3 in the final model. Finally, to evaluate the performance of the model scores, we use the
Lift statistic (Kuhn 2013, Goldschmidt 2016, Bruce 2017, Lift Chart 2018), where:
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Scores are sorted in descending order, organized into 10 deciles, and each decile has
an associated lift metric computed.



A lift metric indicates how well the model performs as compared to a randomly
guessing model. We typically like to see a lift value that is greater than 1, especially
in the top 4 deciles.



A good model has high lift values in the top deciles and low lift values in the lower
deciles.



A good metric is the percentage of the events that the model captures in the top 3
deciles (deciles 8, 9, 10). The reason is that the marketing, HR, or decision making
teams are usually inclined to target customers, employees, or observations within
these 3 deciles only. One ‘best practice’ indicator that a predictive model is
performing is that it captures about 50% of the events in the top 3 deciles.
Finally, we replicate the above work to develop a refined version of the models,

where we exclude variables ChangedGrade and ChangedPayPlan from the list of
predictors prior to training the models. The rationale behind this approach is that some
young employees tend to change their grade and pay plan more often than not during
their early career years.
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5.2 Lift Statistic Computation
The value of the lift statistic (for a decile) depends on the ratio of Event: Non-Event
instances in the data set (train or test), and on the data set population size. It is given by:
𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 (𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑥) =

=

(# 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠) 𝑖𝑛 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑥
(𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 # 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠) 𝑖𝑛 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑠𝑒𝑡

(# 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠) 𝑖𝑛 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑥
(𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 # 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠) 𝑖𝑛 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑠𝑒𝑡
10

𝑥 = 1. .10
𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒
(# 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠) 𝑖𝑛 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑥 ≤
10
Assume that we are looking at a data set whose population size N = 100. The table
below explains the computation of the lift statistic. More information can be found in
Kuhn (2013), Goldschmidt (2016), Bruce (2017), and Lift Chart (2018).

Table 47 - Lift Statistic Computation (N=100)
Events: Non-Events
Decile 𝒙
Ratio # Instances
# Events
Lift
8
8
=
= 2.42
Example
8
33 3.3
10
1: 2
33: 66
10
10
=
=3
Maximum
10
33 3.3
10
7
7
=
= 2.8
Example
7
25 2.5
10
1: 3
25: 75
10
10
=
=4
Maximum
10
25 2.5
10
6
6
=
=3
Example
6
20 2
10
1: 4
20: 80
10 10
=
=5
Maximum
10
20
2
10
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5.3 Choice of Predictive Modeling Technique
As mentioned above, we opted for supervised learning techniques due to the nature of
our target variable. Below, we outline differences between various such techniques.

5.3.1

Gradient Boosting Machines vs. Random Forests

Both techniques are common Ensemble methods. All Ensemble methods share two
common steps (Ravanshad 2018):


Producing a distribution of simple models on subsets of the original data



Combining the distribution into ‘one’ aggregated model
In general, gradient-boosted trees generally perform better than a random forest

(although this comes at a price) (Zygmunt 2016, Ravanshad 2018). In Kaggle
competitions XGBoost replaced random forests as a method of choice where applicable
(Zygmunt 2016). The following outlines the difference (Analytics Vidhya 2015, Stack
Exchange 2015, Zygmunt 2016, Ravanshad 2018):

Table 48 - Gradient Boosting Machines vs. Random Forests
Random Forests
Gradient Boosting Machines
Uses bootstrapped
Uses boosting
Training/Testing
aggregating (bagging)
Bagging does more to reduce Boosting does more to reduce
Error = bias +
variance than bias
bias than variance
variance
Fully grown decision trees
Based on weak learners
Decision Tree Size
(unpruned trees), so that the
(decision stumps – shallow
bias is initially as low as
trees; trees with no leaves)
possible
Training takes longer since trees
Computational Time Training is faster since trees
are grown in parallel
are built sequentially
Easier to tune (typically 2
Harder to tune (typically 3
Parameter Tuning
parameters: # of trees, # of
parameters: # trees, tree depth,
features selected at each node) shrinkage or learning rate)
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5.3.2

Gradient Boosting Machines vs. Logistic Regression

Ben Gorman, a Kaggle Master ranked in the top 1% of competitors world-wide,
describe the difference in this statement: ‘If linear regression was a Toyota Camry, then
gradient boosting would be a UH-60 Blackhawk Helicopter’ (Gorman 2017). The
following outlines the difference (Dias 2018):

Table 49 - Gradient Boosting Machines vs. Logistic Regression
Logistic Regression
Gradient Boosting Machines
Needed
Needed
Outlier Removal
Needed
Not needed
Multicollinearity
Analysis
Assumes variables are
Boosting process builds
Variable Interaction
independent (don’t interact in interaction between variables
any way). Hence works best
when all features are binary
High (direct) interpretability. Low (indirect) interpretability.
Variable/Parameter
Coefficients make sense to
Variable importance analysis
Interpretation
stakeholders and business
may account for non-linear and
sense. Common to exclude
interaction effects. Unusual to
such variables
remove such variables
Binary
Binary,
Multinomial, Interval
Target Variable
Flexibility
Manual (iterative)
Simulation (interactive)
Model Fit
High (days)
Low (hours)
Development Effort
Slower development implies Faster development implies more
Stability
less frequent re-estimation.
frequent re-estimation, ensuring
stability and better accuracy

5.4 Down-Sampling
We down-sample to have a 1:2 ratio of Event: Non-Event instances of our target
variable instances on the train data set population. Therefore, we use the following
approach:
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Down-sample (random) non-events instances of the train set to a ratio of 1:2 (Event:
Non-Event) in case non-events population is greater than events
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠)
< 0.5
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑛𝑜𝑛 − 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠)



Down-sample (random) events instances of the train set to a ratio of 1:2 (Event: NonEvent) in case events population is greater than non-events
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠)
≥ 0.5
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑛𝑜𝑛 − 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠)
Note that the 4 test data sets are not down-sampled. Note also that the choice of such

Event: Non-Event ratio implies that the maximum Lift statistic one can get out of the
predictive models developed on the train set would have a value of 3.
5.5 Correlation Analysis
Correlation analysis has been conducted as a final step prior to the model
implementation phase. The purpose is to identify those variables that are highly
correlated (either positively or negatively) and remove them from the model.

Figure 41 - Correlation Matrix
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The above correlation is a sample matrix. The following is a list of variables that are
excluded from the list of predictors (due to high multi-collinearity) prior to modeling
across all 7 developed models:

Models
All
All
All
Top 5%, Top 10%,
Duo 5%, Duo 10%
Baseline
Top 5%, Top 10%
Duo 5%, Duo 10%
Duo 5%
Duo 10%
Rim2

Table 50 - Highly Correlated Variables
Correlated Variables
Degree
nbr_agencies /
ChangedAgency
UpEducation /
ChangedEducation
last_educ / BachelorDegree
tgt_pct / last_agency_avg_pct
last_agency_avg_pctile95 /
last_agency_avg_pctile90
no_event / event
top5_no_event / top5_event,
top10_no_event / top10_event
trend_no_event / trend_event,
top5_no_event / top5_event,
top10_no_event / top10_event
trend_star / top5_star
trend_star / top10_star
trend_star / rim1_star

Exclude

0.93

nbr_agencies

0.92

UpEducation

0.85
0.83
0.98

last_educ
tgt_pct
Both

-1
-1

Both
Both

-1

Both

Derive target
Derive target
Derive target

Both
Both
Both

Finally, after removing variables not used for predictive modeling (PseudoID, Name)
and the highly correlated variables above, the final model is built using 21-23 predictive
variables.
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5.6 Baseline Model Performance
The proportion of events and non-events of the target variable associated with this
model, prior to and post the random (down) sampling the train data set, is as follows:

Table 51 - Baseline Model: Target Proportion
Sampling 0
1
N
63.01% 36.99% 253,435
Prior
66.67% 33.33% 239,518
Post

5.6.1

Logreg Model

The figure below shows the variables of the Baseline logreg model (developed on the
train data set) that are statistically significant along with their coefficients. Top 5
variables are: ChangedGrade, last_agency_avg_pct, IsSupervisor, ChangedAgency, and
ChangedOccup.
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Figure 42 - Baseline Logreg Model
The figure below shows the lift scores and charts of the Baseline logreg model on the
train data set as well on the 4 test data set time spans. We notice that the model captures
more than 50% of the events in the top 3 deciles of 3 test data sets, and performs
extremely well on the last test data set (⁓ 97% of the events are captured).
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Figure 43 - Baseline Logreg Model Coefficients & Performance
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5.6.2

Gbm Model

The figure below shows details of the Baseline gbm model (developed on the train
data set). The model is 3-fold cross-validated, results in 150 trees with a tree depth of 3 in
the final model, uses ROC to select the optimal model, and has a shrinkage (learning rate)
value of 0.1.

Figure 44 - Baseline Gbm Model
The figure below shows the variable importance, lift scores and charts of the Baseline
gbm model on the train data set as well on the 4 test data set time spans. Top 5 variables
are: ChangedGrade, last_los, last_age, tgt_pct, and last_agency_avg_pct. We notice that
the model performs well in the top 3 deciles of 3 test data sets (55-73% of the events are
captured), but struggles on the last test data set (⁓ 48% of the events are captured).
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Figure 45 - Baseline Gbm Model Variable Importance & Performance
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5.6.3

Refined Logreg Model

The figure below shows the variables of the Baseline refined logreg model
(developed on the train data set) that are statistically significant along with their
coefficients. Top 5 variables are: last_agency_avg_pct, BecameSupervisor,
ChangedOccup, ChangedAgency, and IsSupervisor.

Figure 46 - Baseline Refined Logreg Model
The figure below shows the lift scores and charts of the Baseline refined logreg model
on the train data set as well on the 4 test data set time spans. We notice that the model
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captures more than 50% of the events in the top 3 deciles of 3 test data sets, and performs
well on the last test data set (⁓ 79% of the events are captured).

Figure 47 - Baseline Refined Logreg Model Coefficients & Performance
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5.6.4

Refined Gbm Model

The figure below shows details of the Baseline refined gbm model (developed on the
train data set). The model is 3-fold cross-validated, results in 150 trees with a tree depth
of 3 in the final model, uses ROC to select the optimal model, and has a shrinkage
(learning rate) value of 0.1.

Figure 48 - Baseline Refined Gbm Model
The figure below shows the variable importance, lift scores and charts of the Baseline
refined gbm model on the train data set as well on the 4 test data set time spans. Top 5
variables are: last_los, last_age, ChangedOccup, BecameSupervisor, and
last_agency_avg_pct. We notice that the model captures more than 50% of the events in
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the top 3 deciles of 3 test data sets, but is mediocre on the last test data set (⁓ 46% of the
events are captured).

Figure 49 - Baseline Refined Gbm Model Variable Importance & Performance
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5.7 Top 5% Model Performance
The proportion of events and non-events of the target variable associated with this
model, prior to and post the random (down) sampling the train data set, is as follows:

Table 52 - Top 5% Model: Target Proportion
Sampling 0
1
N
99.75% 0.25%
253,435
Prior
66.67% 33.33% 1,842
Post

5.7.1

Logreg Model

The figure below shows the variables of the Top 5% logreg model (developed on the
train data set) that are statistically significant along with their coefficients. Top 5
variables are: ChangedAppt, ChangedGrade, BecameSupervisor, ChangedState, and
GraduateDegree.
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Figure 50 - Top 5% Logreg Model
The figure below shows the lift scores and charts of the Top 5% logreg model on the
train data set as well on the 4 test data set time spans. We notice that the model performs
extremely well in the top 3 deciles of 3 test data sets (≥ 90% of the events are captured),
but struggles on the last test data set (⁓ 43% of the events are captured).
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Figure 51 - Top 5% Logreg Model Coefficients & Performance
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5.7.2

Gbm Model

The figure below shows details of the Top 5% gbm model (developed on the train
data set). The model is 3-fold cross-validated, results in 150 trees with a tree depth of 3 in
the final model, uses ROC to select the optimal model, and has a shrinkage (learning rate)
value of 0.1.

Figure 52 - Top 5% Gbm Model
The figure below shows the variable importance, lift scores and charts of the Top 5%
gbm model on the train data set as well on the 4 test data set time spans. Top 5 variables
are: IsSupervisor, last_agency_avg_pct, ChangedGrade, BachelorDegree, and
ChangedState. We notice that the model performs extremely well in the top 3 deciles of 3
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test data sets (≥ 89% of the events are captured), and very poorly on the last test data set
(⁓ 29% of the events are captured).

Figure 53 - Top 5% Gbm Model Variable Importance & Performance
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5.7.3

Refined Logreg Model

The figure below shows the variables of the Top 5% refined logreg model (developed
on the train data set) that are statistically significant along with their coefficients. Top 5
variables are: ChangedAppt, BecameSupervisor, ChangedState, ChangedOccup, and
StartSupervisor.

Figure 54 - Top 5% Refined Logreg Model
The figure below shows the lift scores and charts of the Top 5% refined logreg model
on the train data set as well on the 4 test data set time spans. We notice that the model
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performs extremely well in the top 3 deciles of 3 test data sets (≥ 88% of the events are
captured), but struggles on the last test data set (⁓ 43% of the events are captured).

Figure 55 - Top 5% Refined Logreg Model Coefficients & Performance
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5.7.4

Refined Gbm Model

The figure below shows details of the Top 5% refined gbm model (developed on the
train data set). The model is 3-fold cross-validated, results in 150 trees with a tree depth
of 3 in the final model, uses ROC to select the optimal model, and has a shrinkage
(learning rate) value of 0.1.

Figure 56 - Top 5% Refined Gbm Model
The figure below shows the variable importance, lift scores and charts of the Top 5%
refined gbm model on the train data set as well on the 4 test data set time spans. Top 5
variables are: IsSupervisor, last_agency_avg_pct, BachelorDegree, ChangedState, and
ChangedOccup. We notice that the model performs extremely well in the top 3 deciles of
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3 test data sets (≥ 85% of the events are captured), and poorly on the last test data set (⁓
38% of the events are captured).

Figure 57 - Top 5% Refined Gbm Model Variable Importance & Performance
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5.8 Top 10% Model Performance
The proportion of events and non-events of the target variable associated with this
model, prior to and post the random (down) sampling the train data set, is as follows:

Table 53 - Top 10% Model: Target Proportion
Sampling 0
1
N
98.50% 1.50%
253,435
Prior
66.67% 33.33% 11,445
Post

5.8.1

Logreg Model

The figure below shows the variables of the Top 10% logreg model (developed on the
train data set) that are statistically significant along with their coefficients. Top 5
variables are: ChangedGrade, ChangedAppt, BachelorDegree, GraduateDegree, and
IsSupervisor.
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Figure 58 - Top 10% Logreg Model
The figure below shows the lift scores and charts of the Top 10% logreg model on the
train data set as well on the 4 test data set time spans. We notice that the model performs
extremely well in the top 3 deciles of 3 test data sets (≥ 88% of the events are captured),
and decently (not as strong) on the last test data set (⁓ 53% of the events are captured).
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Figure 59 - Top 10% Logreg Model Coefficients & Performance
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5.8.2

Gbm Model

The figure below shows details of the Top 10% gbm model (developed on the train
data set). The model is 3-fold cross-validated, results in 150 trees with a tree depth of 3 in
the final model, uses ROC to select the optimal model, and has a shrinkage (learning rate)
value of 0.1.

Figure 60 - Top 10% Gbm Model
The figure below shows the variable importance, lift scores and charts of the Top
10% gbm model on the train data set as well on the 4 test data set time spans. Top 5
variables are: IsSupervisor, last_agency_avg_pct, ChangedGrade, BachelorDegree, and
GraduateDegree. We notice that the model performs well in the top 3 deciles of 3 test
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data sets (82-85% of the events are captured), and very poorly on the last test data set (⁓
21% of the events are captured).

Figure 61 - Top 10% Gbm Model Variable Importance & Performance
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5.8.3

Refined Logreg Model

The figure below shows the variables of the Top 10% refined logreg model
(developed on the train data set) that are statistically significant along with their
coefficients. Top 5 variables are: ChangedAppt, ChangedOccup, StartSupervisor,
BecameSupervisor, and BachelorDegree.

Figure 62 - Top 10% Refined Logreg Model
The figure below shows the lift scores and charts of the Top 10% refined logreg
model on the train data set as well on the 4 test data set time spans. We notice that the
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model performs extremely well in the top 3 deciles of 3 test data sets (≥ 79% of the
events are captured), and decently (not as strong) on the last test data set (⁓ 54% of the
events are captured).

Figure 63 - Top 10% Refined Logreg Model Coefficients & Performance
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5.8.4

Refined Gbm Model

The figure below shows details of the Top 10% refined gbm model (developed on the
train data set). The model is 3-fold cross-validated, results in 150 trees with a tree depth
of 3 in the final model, uses ROC to select the optimal model, and has a shrinkage
(learning rate) value of 0.1.

Figure 64 - Top 10% Refined Gbm Model
The figure below shows the variable importance, lift scores and charts of the Top
10% refined gbm model on the train data set as well on the 4 test data set time spans. Top
5 variables are: IsSupervisor, last_agency_avg_pct, BachelorDegree, ChangedOccup, and
GraduateDegree. We notice that the model performs extremely well in the top 3 deciles
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of 3 test data sets (76-87% of the events are captured), and very poorly on the last test
data set (⁓ 27% of the events are captured).

Figure 65 - Top 10% Refined Gbm Model Variable Importance & Performance
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5.9 Duo 5% Model Performance
The proportion of events and non-events of the target variable associated with this
model, prior to and post the random (down) sampling the train data set, is as follows:

Table 54 - Duo 5% Model: Target Proportion
Sampling 0
1
N
99.85% 0.15%
253,435
Prior
66.67% 33.33% 1,149
Post

5.9.1

Logreg Model

The figure below shows the variables of the Duo 5% logreg model (developed on the
train data set) that are statistically significant along with their coefficients. Top 5
variables are: ChangedAppt, IsSupervisor, GraduateDegree, ChangedGrade, and
ChangedState.
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Figure 66 - Duo 5% Logreg Model
The figure below shows the lift scores and charts of the Duo 5% logreg model on the
train data set as well on the 4 test data set time spans. We notice that the model performs
extremely well in the top 3 deciles of 3 test data sets (≥ 91% of the events are captured),
and very poorly on the last test data set (⁓ 11% of the events are captured).
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Figure 67 - Duo 5% Logreg Model Coefficients & Performance
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5.9.2

Gbm Model

The figure below shows details of the Duo 5% gbm model (developed on the train
data set). The model is 3-fold cross-validated, results in 150 trees with a tree depth of 2 in
the final model, uses ROC to select the optimal model, and has a shrinkage (learning rate)
value of 0.1.

Figure 68 - Duo 5% Gbm Model
The figure below shows the variable importance, lift scores and charts of the Duo 5%
gbm model on the train data set as well on the 4 test data set time spans. Top 5 variables
are: IsSupervisor, last_agency_avg_pct, ChangedGrade, BachelorDegree, and
GraduateDegree. We notice that the model performs well in the top 3 deciles of 3 test
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data sets (≥ 85% of the events are captured), and very poorly on the last test data set (⁓
11% of the events are captured).

Figure 69 - Duo 5% Gbm Model Coefficients & Performance
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5.9.3

Refined Logreg Model

The figure below shows the variables of the Duo 5% refined logreg model (developed
on the train data set) that are statistically significant along with their coefficients. Top 5
variables are: ChangedAppt, IsSupervisor, GraduateDegree, ChangedState, and
BachelorDegree.

Figure 70 - Duo 5% Refined Logreg Model
The figure below shows the lift scores and charts of the Duo 5% refined logreg model
on the train data set as well on the 4 test data set time spans. We notice that the model
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performs extremely well in the top 3 deciles of 3 test data sets (≥ 86% of the events are
captured), and very poorly on the last test data set (⁓ 11% of the events are captured).

Figure 71 - Duo 5% Refined Logreg Model Coefficients & Performance
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5.9.4

Refined Gbm Model

The figure below shows details of the Duo 5% refined gbm model (developed on the
train data set). The model is 3-fold cross-validated, results in 150 trees with a tree depth
of 2 in the final model, uses ROC to select the optimal model, and has a shrinkage
(learning rate) value of 0.1.

Figure 72 - Duo 5% Refined Gbm Model
The figure below shows the variable importance, lift scores and charts of the Duo 5%
refined gbm model on the train data set as well on the 4 test data set time spans. Top 5
variables are: IsSupervisor, last_agency_avg_pct, GraduateDegree, BachelorDegree, and
last_agency_avg_educ. We notice that the model performs extremely well in the top 3
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deciles of 3 test data sets (≥ 78% of the events are captured), and very poorly on the last
test data set (⁓ 11% of the events are captured).

Figure 73 - Duo 5% Refined Gbm Model Coefficients & Performance
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5.10

Duo 10% Model Performance

The proportion of events and non-events of the target variable associated with this
model, prior to and post the random (down) sampling the train data set, is as follows:

Table 55 - Duo 10% Model: Target Proportion
Sampling 0
1
N
98.92% 1.08%
253,435
Prior
66.67% 33.33% 8,205
Post

5.10.1 Logreg Model
The figure below shows the variables of the Duo 10% logreg model (developed on
the train data set) that are statistically significant along with their coefficients. Top 5
variables are: ChangedAppt, ChangedGrade, GraduateDegree, BachelorDegree, and
StartSupervisor.
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Figure 74 - Duo 10% Logreg Model
The figure below shows the lift scores and charts of the Duo 10% logreg model on the
train data set as well on the 4 test data set time spans. We notice that the model performs
very well in the top 3 deciles of 3 test data sets (≥ 85% of the events are captured), and
very poorly on the last test data set (20% of the events are captured).
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Figure 75 - Duo 10% Logreg Model Coefficients & Performance
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5.10.2 Gbm Model
The figure below shows details of the Duo 10% gbm model (developed on the train
data set). The model is 3-fold cross-validated, results in 150 trees with a tree depth of 3 in
the final model, uses ROC to select the optimal model, and has a shrinkage (learning rate)
value of 0.1.

Figure 76 - Duo 10% Gbm Model
The figure below shows the variable importance, lift scores and charts of the Duo
10% gbm model on the train data set as well on the 4 test data set time spans. Top 5
variables are: IsSupervisor, last_agency_avg_pct, ChangedGrade, BachelorDegree, and
GraduateDegree. We notice that the model performs well in the top 3 deciles of 3 test
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data sets (81-85% of the events are captured), and very poorly on the last test data set (⁓
20% of the events are captured).

Figure 77 - Duo 10% Gbm Model Variable Importance & Performance
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5.10.3 Refined Logreg Model
The figure below shows the variables of the Duo 10% refined logreg model
(developed on the train data set) that are statistically significant along with their
coefficients. Top 5 variables are: ChangedAppt, StartSupervisor, BachelorDegree,
GraduateDegree, and ChangedOccup.

Figure 78 - Duo 10% Refined Logreg Model
The figure below shows the lift scores and charts of the Duo 10% refined logreg
model on the train data set as well on the 4 test data set time spans. We notice that the
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model performs well in the top 3 deciles of 3 test data sets (78-93% of the events are
captured), and very poorly on the last test data set (⁓ 16% of the events are captured).

Figure 79 - Duo 10% Refined Logreg Model Coefficients & Performance
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5.10.4 Refined Gbm Model
The figure below shows details of the Duo 10% refined gbm model (developed on the
train data set). The model is 3-fold cross-validated, results in 150 trees with a tree depth
of 3 in the final model, uses ROC to select the optimal model, and has a shrinkage
(learning rate) value of 0.1.

Figure 80 - Duo 10% Refined Gbm Model
The figure below shows the variable importance, lift scores and charts of the Duo
10% refined gbm model on the train data set as well on the 4 test data set time spans. Top
5 variables are: IsSupervisor, last_agency_avg_pct, BachelorDegree, GraduateDegree,
and last_agency_avg_educ. We notice that the model performs extremely well in the top
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3 deciles of 3 test data sets (72-90% of the events are captured), and very poorly on the
last test data set (20% of the events are captured).

Figure 81 - Duo 10% Refined Gbm Model Variable Importance & Performance
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5.11

Rim1 Model Performance

The proportion of events and non-events of the target variable associated with this
model, prior to and post the random (down) sampling the train data set, is as follows:

Table 56 - Rim1 Model: Target Proportion
Sampling 0
1
N
12.91% 87.09% 253,435
Prior
66.67% 33.33% 49,092
Post

5.11.1 Logreg Model
The figure below shows the variables of the Rim1 logreg model (developed on the
train data set) that are statistically significant along with their coefficients. We observe
that this model suffers from over-fitting (due to target variable selection), and drops a
good number of variables. Top variable is pct_edge.

Figure 82 - Rim1 Logreg Model
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The figure below shows the lift scores and charts of the Rim1 logreg model on the
train data set as well on the 4 test data set time spans. We notice the result of over-fitting
on the first test data set (100% of events captured in the top 3 deciles), and under-fitting
on the subsequent 2 test data sets (⁓ 30% of the events are captured). The model performs
decently on the last test data set (⁓ 60% of the events are captured).

Figure 83 - Rim1 Logreg Model Coefficients & Performance
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5.11.2 Gbm Model
The figure below shows details of the Rim1 gbm model (developed on the train data
set). The model is 3-fold cross-validated, results in 150 trees with a tree depth of 3 in the
final model, uses ROC to select the optimal model, and has a shrinkage (learning rate)
value of 0.1.

Figure 84 - Rim1 Gbm Model
The figure below shows the variable importance, lift scores and charts of the Rim1
gbm model on the train data set as well on the 4 test data set time spans. Top 5 variables
are: pct_edge, tgt_pct, last_agency_avg_headcount, last_agency_avg_educ, and
last_agency_avg_pct. Looking at the captured events in the top 3 deciles of the first 3 test
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data sets, we observe that this model suffers from over-fitting (due to target variable
selection), and drops a good number of variables.

Figure 85 - Rim1 Gbm Model Variable Importance & Performance
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5.11.3 Refined Logreg Model
The figure below shows the variables of the Rim1 logreg model (developed on the
train data set) that are statistically significant along with their coefficients. We observe
that this model suffers from over-fitting (due to target variable selection), and drops a
good number of variables. Top variable is pct_edge. In fact, it is the exact same model we
end up with in the regular Rim1 logreg implementation.

Figure 86 - Rim1 Refined Logreg Model
The figure below shows the lift scores and charts of the Rim1 refined logreg model
on the train data set as well on the 4 test data set time spans. Since it the same model as
the regular Rim1 logreg implementation, the same over-fitting and under-fitting
comments can be stated.
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Figure 87 - Rim1 Refined Logreg Model Coefficients & Performance
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5.11.4 Refined Gbm Model
The figure below shows details of the Rim1 refined gbm model (developed on the
train data set). The model is 3-fold cross-validated, results in 150 trees with a tree depth
of 3 in the final model, uses ROC to select the optimal model, and has a shrinkage
(learning rate) value of 0.1. In fact, it is the exact same model we end up with in the
regular Rim1 gbm implementation.

Figure 88 - Rim1 Refined Gbm Model
The figure below shows the variable importance, lift scores and charts of the Rim1
refined gbm model on the train data set as well on the 4 test data set time spans. Top 5
variables are: pct_edge, tgt_pct, last_agency_avg_headcount, last_agency_avg_educ, and
last_agency_avg_pct. Looking at the captured events in the top 3 deciles of the first 3 test
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data sets, we observe that this model suffers from over-fitting (due to target variable
selection), and drops a good number of variables.

Figure 89 - Rim1 Refined Gbm Model Variable Importance & Performance
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5.12

Rim2 Model Performance

The proportion of events and non-events of the target variable associated with this
model, prior to and post the random (down) sampling the train data set, is as follows:

Table 57 - Rim2 Model: Target Proportion
Sampling 0
1
N
63.1%
36.9%
253,435
Prior
66.67% 33.33% 239,874
Post

5.12.1 Logreg Model
The figure below shows the variables of the Rim2 logreg model (developed on the
train data set) that are statistically significant along with their coefficients. Top 5
variables are: ChangedGrade, ChangedAgency, IsSupervisor, last_agency_avg_pct, and
StartSupervisor.
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Figure 90 - Rim2 Logreg Model
The figure below shows the lift scores and charts of the Rim2 logreg model on the
train data set as well on the 4 test data set time spans. We notice that the model performs
well in the top 3 deciles of 3 test data sets (66-98% of the events are captured), and
extremely well on the last test data set (⁓ 94% of the events are captured).
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Figure 91 - Rim2 Logreg Model Coefficients & Performance
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5.12.2 Gbm Model
The figure below shows details of the Rim2 gbm model (developed on the train data
set). The model is 3-fold cross-validated, results in 150 trees with a tree depth of 3 in the
final model, uses ROC to select the optimal model, and has a shrinkage (learning rate)
value of 0.1.

Figure 92 - Rim2 Gbm Model
The figure below shows the variable importance, lift scores and charts of the Rim2
gbm model on the train data set as well on the 4 test data set time spans. Top 5 variables
are: pct_edge, tgt_pct, ChangedGrade, last_los, and last_agency_avg_pct. We notice the
result of over-fitting on the first test data set (⁓ 92% of events captured in the top 3
deciles), and under-fitting on the subsequent 2 test data sets (≤ 22% of the events are
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captured). The model performs decently on the last test data set (⁓ 56% of the events are
captured).

Figure 93 - Rim2 Gbm Model Variable Importance & Performance
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5.12.3 Refined Logreg Model
The figure below shows the variables of the Rim2 refined logreg model (developed
on the train data set) that are statistically significant along with their coefficients. Top 5
variables are: ChangedAgency, last_agency_avg_pct, IsSupervisor, StartSupervisor, and
BecameSupervisor.

Figure 94 - Rim2 Refined Logreg Model
The figure below shows the lift scores and charts of the Rim2 refined logreg model
on the train data set as well on the 4 test data set time spans. We notice that the model
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performs well in the top 3 deciles of 3 test data sets (66-98% of the events are captured),
and extremely well on the last test data set (⁓ 95% of the events are captured).

Figure 95 - Rim2 Refined Logreg Model Coefficients & Performance
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5.12.4 Refined Gbm Model
The figure below shows details of the Rim2 refined gbm model (developed on the
train data set). The model is 3-fold cross-validated, results in 150 trees with a tree depth
of 3 in the final model, uses ROC to select the optimal model, and has a shrinkage
(learning rate) value of 0.1.

Figure 96 - Rim1 Refined Gbm Model
The figure below shows the lift scores and charts of the Rim2 refined gbm model on
the train data set as well on the 4 test data set time spans. Top 5 variables are: pct_edge,
tgt_pct, last_los, ChangedOccup, and last_agency_avg_educ. We notice the result of
over-fitting on the first test data set (⁓ 93% of events captured in the top 3 deciles), and
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under-fitting on the subsequent 2 test data sets (≤ 3% of the events are captured). The
model performs decently on the last test data set (⁓ 56% of the events are captured).

Figure 97 - Rim1 Refined Gbm Model Variable Importance & Performance
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5.13

Special Case Data Set Performance

We stated previously that the process of identifying unique employees when the
PseudoID field has been suppressed by recent OPM submissions (data post Q2 2014) is
not 100% accurate. Depending on the accuracy of the criteria used to identify unique
employees, the dcast operation (Kodali 2015, Wickham 2017, Kwonhyun 2018, R Project
2019) can potentially yield some employees spanning multiple rows (in the wide
structure) if they had a change in any attribute used in the uniqueness criteria.

While, in the past sections, scoring on last test data set (suppressed PseudoID field) is
performed following a stringent uniqueness criteria to identify employees (with the 7-9
fields previously stated in section 2.2.3), we show in this section the performance of the
last test data set when the uniqueness criteria has been relaxed (3-4 fields):

Table 58 - Stringent vs. Relaxed Uniqueness Criteria
Uniqueness Criteria Condition
Fields
Name given,
Name, AgencyID, AgencyName,
State is Known
SupervisoryStatus, Category, Grade, State,
StateID, OccupationID
Stringent
Name given,
Name, AgencyID, AgencyName,
State not Known SupervisoryStatus, Category, PayPlan,
OccupationID
Name given,
Name, AgencyID, AgencyName, StateID
State is Known
Relaxed
Name given,
Name, AgencyID, AgencyName
State not Known
Later on, we compare the results of stringent vs. relaxed uniqueness criteria on this
test set to evaluate the overall model performance of developed models, and pick
champion and runner-up models in either case.
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5.13.1 Logreg Model
The figure below shows the lift scores and charts of the logreg model(s) across all of
the 7 target variable implementations on the last test data set (suppressed PseudoID field)
with a relaxed uniqueness criteria. We notice that the Baseline and Rim2 logreg models
perform the best (61-78% of events captured in the top 3 deciles). The Rim1 logreg
implementation suffers from over-fitting, as noted earlier.

Figure 98 - Post Q2 2014 Logreg Model Performance (Relaxed)
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5.13.2 Gbm Model
The figure below shows the lift scores and charts of the gbm model(s) across all of
the 7 target variable implementations on the last test data set (suppressed PseudoID field)
with a relaxed uniqueness criteria. We notice that the Duo 10% and Top 5% gbm models
perform the best (52-60% of events captured in the top 3 deciles). The Rim1 & Rim2
gbm implementations suffer from over-fitting, as noted earlier.

Figure 99 - Post Q2 2014 Gbm Model Performance (Relaxed)
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5.13.3 Refined Logreg Model
The figure below shows the lift scores and charts of the refined logreg model(s)
across all of the 7 target variable implementations on the last test data set (suppressed
PseudoID field) with a relaxed uniqueness criteria. We notice that the Rim2 and Baseline
refined logreg models perform the best (67-72% of events captured in the top 3 deciles).

Figure 100 - Post Q2 2014 Refined Logreg Model Performance (Relaxed)
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5.13.4 Refined Gbm Model
The figure below shows the lift scores and charts of the refined gbm model(s) across
all of the 7 target variable implementations on the last test data set (suppressed PseudoID
field) with a relaxed uniqueness criteria. We notice that the Duo 10%, Baseline, and Top
5% refined gbm models perform the best (⁓ 43% of events captured in the top 3 deciles).
The Rim1 & Rim2 refined gbm implementation suffer from over-fitting, as noted earlier.

Figure 101 - Post Q2 2014 Refined Gbm Model Performance (Relaxed)
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5.14

Modeling Results

5.14.1 Comparison of Model Performance
In terms of variable importance, we observe the following patterns across both
models (logreg and gbm):

Significance
Most

Mediocre

Least

Table 59 - Variable Importance Ranking
Logreg Model
Gbm Model
ChangedGrade
ChangedGrade
IsSupervisor
IsSupervisor
ChangedAppt
last_agency_avg_pct
GraduateDegree
BachelorDegree
tgt_pct (only Rim)
pct_edge (only Rim)
BachelorDegree
GraduateDegree
StartSupervisor
last_agency_avg_educ
last_agency_avg_headcount
ChangedOccup
ChangedCat
ChangedOccup
last_age
BecameSupervisor
last_agency_avg_pct
last_agency_avg_los
last_agency_avg_educ
ChangedEducation
last_agency_avg_headcount ChangedAgency
tgt_pct (only Rim)
ChangedAppt

For both models, high predictors of a “shiny star” include change in Grade and
whether the employee is a Supervisor at the end of a given time span. For the logreg
model, other significant predictors include whether the employee holds a graduate degree
and change in appointment type. For the gbm model, other significant predictors include
the mean percent pay increase over the past 6 years at the most recent agency the
employee works for, and whether the employee holds a bachelor’s degree. The Rim
implementation in the gbm model finds the percent raise of boundary (edge) years of a
time span significant, and an aggregate raise percent measure (mean of average percent
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raise for all agencies the employee worked for throughout all years of a given time span)
significant.
We compare models using the percentage of events captured in the top 3 deciles as a
metric, and by referring to the baseline model as a base. We take into consideration the
performance across the train set as well as the 4 test sets.

Table 60 - Model Performance (Top 3 Deciles)

In general, we notice that most models (with the exception of the baseline, Rim1, and
Rim2 implementations) struggle with the last test set (where Pseudo ID field is
suppressed). Post 2013, the baseline logreg implementation outperforms the logreg
implementation of all other models. Only the gbm implentation of the Rim1 and Rim2
models outperform the gbm implementaion of the baseline model. However, as noted
earlier, we observe that both of these implementations suffer from over-fitting on the 0712 test set and under-fitting on the 74-86 and 87-99 test sets (due to target variable
selection). The same over-fitting and under-fitting comments can be stated regarding the
Rim1 logreg implementation as well.
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The above table shows us that relaxing the uniqueness criteria for identifying unique
employees on the last test set (where the PseudoID submission was suppressed) allows to
capture almost double events overall in the top 3 deciles of that test set than the stringent
uniqueness criteria does (149% - 76% = 73%). Based on the above, we conclude with the
following:

Table 61 - Model Selection
Champion Model
Stringent Uniqueness Criteria Rim2 logreg (80%)
Top 5% gbm (82%)
Relaxed Uniqueness Criteria

Runner-Up Model
Top 5% logreg (79%)
Duo 5% gbm (80%)

We observe that the stringent uniqueness criteria favors a logreg implementation,
while the relaxed uniqueness criteria favors a gbm implementation of the models.
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5.14.2 Comparison of Refined Model Performance
In terms of refined models (ChangedGrade, ChangedPayPlan excluded) variable
importance, we observe the following patterns across both models (logreg and gbm):
Table 62 - Refined Model Variable Importance Ranking
Significance Logreg Model
Gbm Model
ChangedAppt
IsSupervisor
Most
GraduateDegree
ChangedOccup
BachelorDegree
BachelorDegree
StartSupervisor
last_agency_avg_pct
last_agency_avg_educ
pct_edge (only Rim)
tgt_pct (only Rim)
ChangedOccup
last_age
Mediocre
ChangedState
ChangedState
IsSupervisor
ChangedCat
BecameSupervisor
StartSupervisor
last_agency_avg_headcount
last_age
ChangedAgency
Least
ChangedCat
last_agency_avg_age
last_agency_avg_headcount last_agency_avg_los
last_agency_avg_educ
last_agency_avg_pct
tgt_pct (only Rim)
For both models, high predictors of a “shiny star” include whethter the employee
holds a bachelor’s degree. For the logreg model, other significant predictors include
change in appointment type, whether the employee holds a graduate degree, and they
started a supervisor at the beginning of a given time span. For the gbm model, other
significant predictors include change in occupation, whether the employee is a Supervisor
at the end of a given time span, and the mean education and mean percent pay increase
over the past 6 years at the most recent agency the employee works for. The Rim
implementation in the gbm model finds the percent raise of boundary (edge) years of a
time span significant, as well as an aggregate raise percent measure (mean of average
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percent raise for all agencies the employee worked for throughout all years of a given
time span).
We compare models using the percentage of events captured in the top 3 deciles as a
metric, and by referring to the baseline model as a base. We take into consideration the
performance across the train set as well as the 4 test sets.

Table 63 - Refined Model Performance (Top 3 Deciles)

In general, we notice that most models (with the exception of the baseline, Rim1, and
Rim2 implementations) struggle with the last test set (where Pseudo ID field is
suppressed). Post 2013, the Rim2 logreg implementation outperforms the logreg
implementation of the baseline model and all other models. Only the gbm implentation of
the Rim1 and Rim2 models outperform the gbm implementaion of the baseline model.
However, as noted earlier, we observe that both of these implementations suffer from
over-fitting on the 07-12 test set and under-fitting on the 74-86 and 87-99 test sets (due to
target variable selection). The same over-fitting and under-fitting comments can be stated
regarding the Rim1 logreg implementation as well.
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The above table shows us that relaxing the uniqueness criteria for identifying unique
employees on the last test set (where the PseudoID submission was suppressed) allows to
capture more events overall in the top 3 deciles of that test set than the stringent
uniqueness criteria does (83% - 64% = 19%). Based on the above, we conclude with the
following:

Table 64 - Refined Model Selection
Champion Model
Runner-Up Model
Stringent Uniqueness Criteria Rim2 logreg (81%) Top 5% logreg (77%)
Top 5% gbm (78%) Top 5% logreg (76%)
Relaxed Uniqueness Criteria
Rim2 logreg (76%)
For the stringent uniqueness criteria of the refined models, we observe the same
champion and runner-up models (Rim2 logreg and Top 5% logreg respectively) as the
stringent uniqueness criteria of the regular implementation (non-refined version of the
models in the previous section). For the relaxed uniqueness criteria we have a tie for the
runner-up model position, the both of which are logreg implementations (Rim2 logreg
and Top 5% logreg).
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CHAPTER 6
TOP PERFORMERS CHARACTERISTICS

In this chapter, we employ unsupervised learning techniques (association rule mining
and clustering) during different time spans to explore characteristics of employees the
champion model (identified previously with the relaxed uniqueness criteria for the data
set post Q2 2014), Top 5% gbm, correctly identified as shiny stars in the top 3 deciles.
More specifically, we look at the refined version (ChangedGrade, PayPlan variables
excluded) of that model to explore attributes of top performers.
6.1 Association Rule Mining
Association rule mining is a methodology analogous to market-basket analysis and is
useful for discovering interesting relationships hidden in large data sets. The uncovered
relationships can be represented in the form of association rules or sets of frequent items
that are likely to appear together (Tan 2006, Hahsler 2019). Association rule mining
captures correlation but does not explain causality.
6.1.1

Feature Discretization

We transform logical variables into factors. We also discretize (bin) numerical
variables so that they become categorical variables using R’s discretize function in the
‘arules' package. An equal frequency discretization method is used (Hahsler 2019). The
final dataset on which we perform association rule modeling consists of the following:
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Table 65 - Feature Level Encoding
Attribute
Type
Levels
ChangedAgency
Factor "0" “1”
ChangedEducation
Factor "0" “1”
BachelorDegree
Factor "0" “1”
GraduateDegree
Factor "0" “1”
StartSupervisor
Factor "0" “1”
IsSupervisor
Factor "0" “1”
BecameSupervisor
Factor "0" “1”
ChangedAppt
Factor "0" “1”
ChangedCat
Factor "0" “1”
ChangedState
Factor "0" “1”
ChangedOccup
Factor "0" “1”
last_agency_avg_pct
Factor “2.91-4.03”
“4.04-4.74”
“4.75-7.39”
last_agency_avg_age
Factor “37-43”
“44-46”
“47-61”
last_agency_avg_los
Factor “11-16”
“17”
“18-23”
last_agency_avg_educ
Factor “1-7”
“8-11”
“12+”
last_agency_avg_headcount Factor “0-13.7K”
“13.7-28.4K”
“28.4-36.4K”
last_age
Factor “25-44”
“45-49”
“50-65”
last_los
Factor “5-14”
“15-24”
“25-35”

Range

Low
Middle
High
Low
Middle
High
Low
Middle
High
Low
Middle
High
Low
Middle
High
Low
Middle
High
Low
Middle
High

The result is a total of 43 columns (levels or items) generated: Note that the factor level
ranges are obtained by combining data of all shiny stars (identified as top performers in
the top 3 deciles) across the different time spans prior to discretizing the numerical
values. This approach along with the equal frequency discretization method will ensure
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that the factor level ranges produced are consistent, and will therefore result in
association rules that can be compared across the different time spans.
The figure below describes how common metrics in Association Rule Mining
(Support, Confidence, and Lift) are computed (Tan 2006, Hahsler 2019). Note they are
all based on simple counts.

Figure 102 - Association Rule Mining Metrics
Finally, we consider that an item is frequent if it applies to at least 50 employees in
the top 3 deciles, and we set our minimum support level to:
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑝 =

50
𝑛𝑟𝑜𝑤(𝑡𝑜𝑝 3 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡)
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6.1.2

Timespan: Years 1974 – 1986

In this time span, the total number of top performers identified by the Top 5% relaxed
gbm model is 622.
6.1.2.1 Transaction Data Sets
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑝(74_86 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡) =

50
= 0.0803 = 8.03%
622

Density for years 74-86 is about 42%. This indicates that the data we have is not very
sparse; that is, the average number of items in a transaction is not small. We also see a
total of 42 columns created.

Figure 103 - Years 74-86: Transaction Dataset
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Figure 104 – Years 74-86: Dataset Column Names
The figure below shows the relative frequency (=support) of the 20 most frequent
items in the 74-86 years dataset.

Figure 105 - Years 74-86: Item Frequency Plot (top=20)
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6.1.2.2 Item Sets
The distribution of the item sets is as expected in number and given below:

Figure 106 - Years 74-86: Itemset Distribution
None of the immediate supersets of closed item sets has a smaller support. Closed
item sets tend to have a smaller number of items as compared to maximal item sets.
Maximal item sets are usually the longest (in size) and most important frequent item sets
that we could generate without having any repetition. They usually contain lots of items.

The figure below shows a bar plot that represents the frequent itemset size count.
Note that frequent items with length=8 are the most common, while frequent items with
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length=2 (length=1 is not very useful for association rule analysis) are the least common.
We therefore select these lengths to focus on analyzing and mining association rules:


Length=3: rules with item length=3 are straightforward and easy to comprehend.



Length=8: rules are interesting given that frequent items with length=8 are most
common.

We also only inspect the top rules sorted by lift statistic descending. Lift is a better
statistical measure than confidence is, and it measures how much more you would expect
to see the items in the rule under the assumption the LHS and RHS are independent; that
is the extent to which the LHS and RHS are correlated. It should be noted that if
important rules are missed, it does not mean the data does not show them; it just means
that our filter did not capture those.

Figure 107 - Years 74-86: Frequent Itemset Size Count
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6.1.2.3 Rules with Length = 3
6.1.2.3.1

Supervisory Status Rules

The figure below tells us the following:


First IsSupervisor rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.02) between being a
supervisor at the end of a given time span, changing agencies, and having a lower
mean head count range (0-13.7K) over the past 6 years at the most recent agency the
employee works for. Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.



First StartSupervisor rule: some statistical dependence (lift = 2.36) between not
starting a supervisor at the beginning of a given time span, but then becoming a
supervisor during the time span, and having a lower mean age range (37-43) over the
past 6 years at the most recent agency the employee works for. Remaining rules can
be interpreted similarly.



First BecameSupervisor rule: some statistical dependence (lift = 2.49) between
becoming a supervisor during the time span, but not starting as one, and changing job
category. Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.
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Figure 108 - Years 74-86: Top 10 Supervisory Status Rules (Len=3)

6.1.2.3.2

Education Rules

The figure below tells us the following:


First BachelorDegree rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.19) between having a
bachelor’s degree, changing education level, and ending up with a graduate degree.
Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.



First GraduateDegree rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.69) between having
neither a graduate degree nor a bachelor’s degree, and having a higher length of
service range (25-35). Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.



First ChangedEducation rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.15) between not
changing education level, not starting a supervisor at the beginning of the time span,
and having a middle mean head count range (13.7-28.4K) over the past 6 years at the
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most recent agency the employee works for. Remaining rules can be interpreted
similarly.

Figure 109 - Years 74-86: Top 10 Education Rules (Len=3)

6.1.2.3.3

Career Rules

The figure below tells us the following:


First ChangedAgency rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.13) between
changing neither agencies nor job occupation, and having a higher mean head count
range (28.4-36.4K) over the past 6 years at the most recent agency the employee
works for. Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.



First ChangedOccup rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.86) between changing
both job occupation and category, and having a higher mean head count range (28.4169

36.4K) over the past 6 years at the most recent agency the employee works for.
Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.


First ChangedCat rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.21) between changing
neither job category nor occupation, and having a middle age range (45-49).
Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.

Figure 110 - Years 74-86: Top 10 Career Rules (Len=3)

6.1.2.3.4

Personal Data Rules

The figure below tells us the following:


First last_age rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.97) between having a higher
age range (50-65), having a graduate degree, and a having a higher length of service
range (25-35). Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.
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First last_los rule: some statistical dependence (lift = 2.08) between having a higher
length of service range (25-35), having a higher age range (50-65), and having a
middle mean education range (8-11) over the past 6 years at the most recent agency
the employee works for. Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.

Figure 111 - Years 74-86: Top 10 Personal Data Rules (Len=3)

6.1.2.4 Rules with Length = 8
Rules of length 8 are listed in the appendix and can be interpreted similarly.
6.1.2.5 Rule Visualization
The figures below plot the rules discovered of lengths 3 and 8 respectively. Notice
that rules of length=8 are most frequent which explains the red dots (high lift). In general,
we are interested in rules with the lower end of support (interesting ones to discover that
an expert may not know), but at the same time have a high lift.
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Figure 112 - Years 74-86: Rule Plot (Len=3)
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Figure 113 - Years 74-86: Rule Plot (Len=8)
The figures below plot the rules discovered of lengths 3 and 8 respectively in a
grouped matrix structure where the circle size represent rules’ support values while the
color represents the corresponding lift.
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Figure 114 - Years 74-86: Grouped Rule Plot (Len=3)
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Figure 115 - Years 74-86: Grouped Rule Plot (Len=8)
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The figures below plot the top 100 discovered rules of lengths 3 and 8 respectively in
a graph structure where one could filter the graph by rules and interact with the way the
rules inter-connect.

Figure 116 - Years 74-86: Top 100 Graphed Rule Plot (Len=3)
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Figure 117 - Years 74-86: Top 100 Graphed Rule Plot (Len=8)
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6.1.3

Timespan: Years 1987 – 1999

In this time span, the total number of top performers identified by the Top 5% relaxed
gbm model is 325.
6.1.3.1 Transaction Data Sets
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑝(87_99 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡) =

50
= 0.1538 = 15.38%
325

Density for years 87-99 is about 43%. This indicates that the data we have is not very
sparse; that is, the average number of items in a transaction is not small. We also see a
total of 41 columns created.

Figure 118 - Years 87-99: Transaction Dataset
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Figure 119 - Years 87-99: Dataset Column Names
The figure below shows the relative frequency (=support) of the 20 most frequent
items in the 87-99 years dataset.

Figure 120 - Years 87-99: Item Frequency Plot (top=20)
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6.1.3.2 Item Sets
The distribution of the item sets is as expected in number and given below:

Figure 121 - Years 87-99: Itemset Distribution
The figure below shows a bar plot that represents the frequent itemset size count.
Note that frequent items with length=6 are the most common, while frequent items with
length=2 (length=1 is not very useful for association rule analysis) are the least common.
We therefore select these lengths to focus on analyzing and mining association rules:


Length=3: rules with item length=3 are straightforward and easy to comprehend.



Length=6: rules are interesting given that frequent items with length=6 are most
common.
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Figure 122 - Years 87-99: Frequent Itemset Size Count

6.1.3.3 Rules with Length = 3
6.1.3.3.1

Supervisory Status Rules

The figure below tells us the following:


First IsSupervisor rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.16) between finishing off
the time span as a supervisor, not starting as one at the beginning of the time span, but
becoming one during the time span. Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.



First StartSupervisor rule: some statistical dependence (lift = 2.68) between not
starting a supervisor at the beginning of a given time span but then becoming a
supervisor during the time span, and having a middle length of service range (15-24).
Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.
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First BecameSupervisor rule: strong statistical dependence (lift = 3.61) between
becoming a supervisor during the time span, finishing off the time span as one, but
not starting as one. Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.

Figure 123 - Years 87-99: Top 10 Supervisory Status Rules (Len=3)

6.1.3.3.2

Education Rules

The figure below tells us the following:


First BachelorDegree rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.21) between having a
bachelor’s degree, changing appointment type, and ending up with a graduate degree.
Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.
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First GraduateDegree rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.82) between having
neither a graduate degree nor a bachelor’s degree, and not changing education level.
Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.



First ChangedEducation rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.10) between
changing neither education level nor job occupation, and having a higher age range
(50-65). Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.

Figure 124 - Years 87-99: Top 10 Education Rules (Len=3)

6.1.3.3.3

Career Rules

The figure below tells us the following:


First ChangedAgency rule: some statistical dependence (lift = 2.84) between
changing neither agencies nor becoming a supervisor during a given time span, and
having a middle range for the mean pay raise percent increase (4.04-4.74) over the
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past 6 years at the most recent agency the employee works for. Remaining rules can
be interpreted similarly.


First ChangedOccup rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.57) between changing
both job occupation and category, and having a higher mean length of service range
(18-23) over the past 6 years at the most recent agency the employee works for.
Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.



First ChangedCat rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.21) between changing
neither job category nor states, nor job occupation. Remaining rules can be
interpreted similarly.

Figure 125 - Years 87-99: Top 10 Career Rules (Len=3)
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6.1.3.3.4

Personal Data Rules

The figure below tells us the following:


First last_los rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.83) between having a higher
length of service range (25-35), changing appointment type, and having a higher age
range (50-65). Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.

Figure 126 - Years 87-99: Top 10 Personal Data Rules (Len=3)

6.1.3.4 Rules with Length = 6
Rules of length 6 are listed in the appendix and can be interpreted similarly.
6.1.3.5 Rule Visualization
The figures below plot the rules discovered of lengths 3 and 6 respectively. Notice
that rules of length=6 are most frequent which explains the red dots (high lift). In general,
we are interested in rules with the lower end of support (interesting ones to discover that
an expert may not know), but at the same time have a high lift.
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Figure 127 - Years 87-99: Rule Plot (Len=3)
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Figure 128 - Years 87-99: Rule Plot (Len=6)
The figures below plot the rules discovered of lengths 3 and 6 respectively in a
grouped matrix structure where the circle size represent rules’ support values while the
color represents the corresponding lift.
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Figure 129 - Years 87-99: Grouped Rule Plot (Len=3)
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Figure 130 - Years 87-99: Grouped Rule Plot (Len=6)
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The figures below plot the top 100 discovered rules of lengths 3 and 6 respectively in
a graph structure where one could filter the graph by rules and interact with the way the
rules inter-connect.

Figure 131 - Years 87-99: Graphed Rule Plot (Len=3)
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Figure 132 - Years 87-99: Graphed Rule Plot (Len=6)
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6.1.4

Timespan: Years 2000 – 2006

In this time span, the total number of top performers identified by the Top 5% relaxed
gbm model is 466.
6.1.4.1 Transaction Data Sets
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑝(00_06 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡) =

50
= 0.1072 = 10.72%
466

Density for years 00-06 is 45%. This indicates that the data we have is not very
sparse; that is, the average number of items in a transaction is not small. We also see a
total of 40 columns created.

Figure 133 - Years 00-06: Transaction Dataset
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Figure 134 - Years 00-06: Dataset Column Names
The figure below shows the relative frequency (=support) of the 20 most frequent
items in the 00-06 years dataset.

Figure 135 - Years 00-06: Item Frequency Plot (top=20)
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6.1.4.2 Item Sets
The distribution of the item sets is as expected in number and given below:

Figure 136 - Years 00-06: Itemset Distribution
The figure below shows a bar plot that represents the frequent itemset size count.
Note that frequent items with length=6 are the most common, while frequent items with
length=2 (length=1 is not very useful for association rule analysis) are the least common.
We therefore select these lengths to focus on analyzing and mining association rules:


Length=3: rules with item length=3 are straightforward and easy to comprehend.



Length=6: rules are interesting given that frequent items with length=6 are most
common.
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Figure 137 - Years 00-06: Frequent Itemset Size Count

6.1.4.3 Rules with Length = 3
6.1.4.3.1

Supervisory Status Rules

The figure below tells us the following:


Second IsSupervisor rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.21) between finishing
off the time span as a supervisor, becoming one during the time span, and having a
lower length of service range (5-14). Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.



First StartSupervisor rule: some statistical dependence (lift = 2) between starting a
supervisor at the beginning of a given time span, and having a middle mean head
count range (13.7-28.4K) over the past 6 years at the most recent agency the
employee works for. Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.



Second BecameSupervisor rule: some statistical dependence (lift = 2.29) between
becoming a supervisor during the time span, not starting the time span as one, and
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having a lower mean age range (37-43) over the past 6 years at the most recent
agency the employee works for. Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.

Figure 138 - Years 00-06: Top 10 Supervisory Status Rules (Len=3)

6.1.4.3.2

Education Rules

The figure below tells us the following:


First BachelorDegree rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.23) between having a
bachelor’s degree, changing states, and ending up with a graduate degree. Remaining
rules can be interpreted similarly.



Third GraduateDegree rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.54) between having
neither a graduate degree nor a bachelor’s degree, and having a middle length of
service range (15-24). Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.
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First ChangedEducation rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.08) between not
changing education level, having a higher age range (50-65), and having a lower
mean head count range (0-13.7K) over the past 6 years at the most recent agency the
employee works for. Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.

Figure 139 - Years 00-06: Top 10 Education Rules (Len=3)

6.1.4.3.3

Career Rules

The figure below tells us the following:


Third ChangedAgency rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.07) between not
changing agencies, starting the time span as a supervisor, and having a middle mean
head count range (13.7-28.4K) over the past 6 years at the most recent agency the
employee works for. Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.
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First ChangedOccup rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.65) between changing
both job occupation and category, and having a lower mean age range (37-43) over
the past 6 years at the most recent agency the employee works for. Remaining rules
can be interpreted similarly.



Fourth ChangedCat rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.24) between changing
neither job category nor occupation, and still becoming a supervisor during a given
time span. Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.

Figure 140 - Years 00-06: Top 10 Career Rules (Len=3)

6.1.4.3.4

Personal Data Rules

The figure below tells us the following:
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First last_age rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.77) between having a lower
age range (25-44), having a lower length of service range (5-14), and becoming a
supervisor during a given time span. Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.

Figure 141 - Years 00-06: Top 10 Personal Data Rules (Len=3)

6.1.4.4 Rules with Length = 6
Rules of length 6 are listed in the appendix and can be interpreted similarly.
6.1.4.5 Rule Visualization
The figures below plot the rules discovered of lengths 3 and 6 respectively. Notice
that rules of length=6 are most frequent which explains the red dots (high lift). In general,
we are interested in rules with the lower end of support (interesting ones to discover that
an expert may not know), but at the same time have a high lift.
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Figure 142 - Years 00-06: Rule Plot (Len=3)
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Figure 143 - Years 00-06: Rule Plot (Len=6)
The figures below plot the rules discovered of lengths 3 and 6 respectively in a
grouped matrix structure where the circle size represent rules’ support values while the
color represents the corresponding lift.
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Figure 144 - Years 00-06: Grouped Rule Plot (Len=3)
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Figure 145 - Years 00-06: Grouped Rule Plot (Len=6)
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The figures below plot the top 100 discovered rules of lengths 3 and 6 respectively in
a graph structure where one could filter the graph by rules and interact with the way the
rules inter-connect.

Figure 146 - Years 00-06: Graphed Rule Plot (Len=3)
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Figure 147 - Years 00-06: Graphed Rule Plot (Len=6)
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6.1.5

Timespan: Years 2007 – 2012

In this time span, the total number of top performers identified by the Top 5% relaxed
gbm model is 223.
6.1.5.1 Transaction Data Sets
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑝(07_12 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡) =

50
= 0.2242 = 22.42%
223

Density for years 07-12 is about 44%. This indicates that the data we have is not very
sparse; that is, the average number of items in a transaction is not small. We also see a
total of 41 columns created.

Figure 148 - Years 07-12: Transaction Dataset
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Figure 149 - Years 07-12: Dataset Column Names
The figure below shows the relative frequency (=support) of the 20 most frequent
items in the 07-12 years dataset.

Figure 150 - Years 07-12: Item Frequency Plot (top=20)
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6.1.5.2 Item Sets
The distribution of the item sets is as expected in number and given below:

Figure 151 - Years 07-12: Itemset Distribution
The figure below shows a bar plot that represents the frequent itemset size count.
Note that frequent items with length=6 are the most common, while frequent items with
length=2 (length=1 is not very useful for association rule analysis) are the least common.
We therefore select these lengths to focus on analyzing and mining association rules:


Length=3: rules with item length=3 are straightforward and easy to comprehend.
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Length=6: rules are interesting given that frequent items with length=6 are most
common

Figure 152 - Years 07-12: Frequent Itemset Size Count

6.1.5.3 Rules with Length = 3
6.1.5.3.1

Supervisory Status Rules

The figure below tells us the following:


Third IsSupervisor rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.24) between finishing
off the time span as a supervisor after becoming one during the time span, and having
a bachelor’s degree. Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.



First StartSupervisor rule: some statistical dependence (lift = 2.08) between starting a
supervisor at the beginning of a given time span, and finishing off the time span as
one. Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.
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First BecameSupervisor rule: some statistical dependence (lift = 2.78) between
becoming a supervisor during the time span, not starting as one, and finishing off the
time span as one. Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.

Figure 153 - Years 07-12: Top 10 Supervisory Status Rules (Len=3)

6.1.5.3.2

Education Rules

The figure below tells us the following:


Fifth BachelorDegree rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.35) between having
both a bachelor and a graduate degree, and not changing states. Remaining rules can
be interpreted similarly.
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Sixth GraduateDegree rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.59) between having
neither a graduate degree nor a bachelor’s degree, and having a lower range for the
mean pay percent increase (2.91-4.03) over the past 6 years at the most recent agency
the employee works for. Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.



Third ChangedEducation rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.05) between
changing neither education level nor agencies, and having a higher age range (50-65).
Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.

Figure 154 - Years 07-12: Top 10 Education Rules (Len=3)
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6.1.5.3.3

Career Rules

The figure below tells us the following:


First ChangedAgency rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.04) between
changing neither agencies nor education level, and not having a bachelor’s degree.
Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.



Seventh ChangedCat rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.20) between changing
neither job category nor occupation, and not having a graduate degree. Remaining
rules can be interpreted similarly.

Figure 155 - Years 07-12: Top 10 Career Rules (Len=3)

6.1.5.3.4

Personal Data Rules

The figure below tells us the following:


First last_age rule: slight statistical dependence (lift = 1.64) between having a higher
age range (50-65), having a higher length of service range (25-35), and finishing off
the time span as a supervisor. Remaining rules can be interpreted similarly.
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Figure 156 - Years 07-12: Top 10 Personal Data Rules (Len=3)

6.1.5.4 Rules with Length = 6
Rules of length 6 are listed in the appendix and can be interpreted similarly.
6.1.5.5 Rule Visualization
The figures below plot the rules discovered of lengths 3 and 6 respectively. Notice
that rules of length=6 are most frequent which explains the red dots (high lift). In general,
we are interested in rules with the lower end of support (interesting ones to discover that
an expert may not know), but at the same time have a high lift.
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Figure 157 - Years 07-12: Rule Plot (Len=3)
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Figure 158 - Years 07-12: Rule Plot (Len=6)
The figures below plot the rules discovered of lengths 3 and 6 respectively in a
grouped matrix structure where the circle size represent rules’ support values while the
color represents the corresponding lift.
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Figure 159 - Years 07-12: Grouped Rule Plot (Len=3)
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Figure 160 - Years 07-12: Grouped Rule Plot (Len=6)
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The figures below plot the top 100 discovered rules of lengths 3 and 6 respectively in
a graph structure where one could filter the graph by rules and interact with the way the
rules inter-connect.

Figure 161 - Years 07-12: Graphed Rule Plot (Len=3)
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Figure 162 - Years 07-12: Graphed Rule Plot (Len=6)
6.1.6

Rule Comparison

6.1.6.1 Common Rule Percentage
Below is the percentage of common rules that persisted from one time span to the
next:

Table 66 - Percentage of Common Rules in Test Sets
Test Sets
Common Rules
Years: 74-86 / 87-99 2.68%
Years: 87-99 / 00-06 4.14%
Years: 00-06 / 07-12 9.40%
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6.1.6.2 Years 74-86 vs. 87-99
We show only rules of length 3 that have a lift increase / decrease by 10% or more.
6.1.6.2.1

Supervisory Status Rules

An interpretation of some of the rules in the figure below (remaining rules can be
interpreted similarly):


Fourth IsSupervisor rule with a 10% lift increase: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between finishing off the time span as a supervisor, not having a
bachelor’s degree, and having a higher length of service range (25-35).



First IsSupervisor rule with a 10% lift decrease: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between finishing off the time span as a supervisor, changing agencies,
and having a lower mean education range (1-7) over the past 6 years at the most
recent agency the employee works for.



Second StartSupervisor rule with a 10% lift increase: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between starting the time span as supervisor and changing job category.



Eighth StartSupervisor rule with a 10% lift decrease: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between not starting the time span as supervisor, becoming a supervisor
during the time span, and having a graduate degree.



First BecameSupervisor rule with a 10% lift increase: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between becoming a supervisor during the time span, not starting the
time span as one, and not changing agencies.



Sixth BecameSupervisor rule with a 10% lift decrease: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between becoming a supervisor during the time span, not starting the
time span as one, and having a bachelor’s degree.
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Figure 163 - Top 10% Lift Change in Supervisory Status Rules (74-86/87-99)
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6.1.6.2.2

Education Rules

An interpretation of some of the rules in the figure below (remaining rules can be
interpreted similarly):


First BachelorDegree rule with a 10% lift increase: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between having a bachelor’s degree, not changing occupation, and having
a lower mean head count range (0-13.7K) over the past 6 years at the most recent
agency the employee works for.



Second BachelorDegree rule with a 10% lift decrease: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between having a bachelor’s degree, changing education level, and
having a middle range for the mean pay raise percent increase (4.04-4.74) over the
past 6 years at the most recent agency the employee works for.



First GraduateDegree rule with a 10% lift increase: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between not having a graduate degree, changing job occupation, and
having a lower mean age range (37-43) over the past 6 years at the most recent
agency the employee works for.



First GraduateDegree rule with a 10% lift decrease: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between not having a graduate degree, becoming a supervisor during the
time span, and having a lower mean age range (37-43) over the past 6 years at the
most recent agency the employee works for.



First ChangedEducation rule with a 10% lift increase: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between changing neither education level nor states, and having a middle
mean age range (45-49).
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Seventh ChangedEducation rule with a 10% lift decrease: the statistical dependence
(and correlation) between not changing education, not having a bachelor’s degree,
and having a higher length of service range (25-35).

Figure 164 - Top 10% Lift Change in Education Rules (74-86/87-99)
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6.1.6.2.3

Career Rules

An interpretation of some of the rules in the figure below (remaining rules can be
interpreted similarly):


First ChangedAgency rule with a 10% lift increase: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between changing neither agencies nor job occupation, and having a
higher mean head count range (28.4-36.4K) over the past 6 years at the most recent
agency the employee works for.



Fifth ChangedAgency rule with a 10% lift decrease: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between changing neither agencies nor education level, and having a
lower mean age range (37-43) over the past 6 years at the most recent agency the
employee works for.



Eighth ChangedOccup rule with a 10% lift increase: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between changing both job occupation and category, and not having a
graduate degree.



Sixth ChangedCat rule with a 10% lift increase: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between changing neither job category nor states, and having a higher
age range (50-65).



Second ChangedCat rule with a 10% lift decrease: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between not changing job category but changing appointment type, and
finishing off the time span as a supervisor.
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Figure 165 - Top 10% Lift Change in Career Rules (74-86/87-99)
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6.1.6.3 Years 87-99 vs. 00-06
We show only rules of length 3 that have a lift increase / decrease by 10% or more.
6.1.6.3.1

Supervisory Status Rules

An interpretation of some of the rules in the figure below (remaining rules can be
interpreted similarly):


First IsSupervisor rule with a 10% lift increase: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between finishing off the time span as a supervisor, not changing job
occupation and having a graduate degree.



Third IsSupervisor rule with a 10% lift decrease: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between finishing off the time span as a supervisor, changing agencies,
but not states.



First StartSupervisor rule with a 10% lift increase: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between not starting the time span as supervisor but becoming one during
the time span, and having a middle length of service range (15-24).



Sixth StartSupervisor rule with a 10% lift decrease: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between starting the time span as supervisor, changing appointment type,
and having a higher age range (50-65).



Second BecameSupervisor rule with a 10% lift increase: the statistical dependence
(and correlation) between becoming a supervisor during the time span, not starting
the time span as one, and changing agencies.



Seventh BecameSupervisor rule with a 10% lift decrease: the statistical dependence
(and correlation) between starting the time span as a supervisor (not becoming one
during the time span) while having a graduate degree.
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Figure 166 - Top 10% Lift Change in Supervisory Status Rules (87-99/00-06)
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6.1.6.3.2

Education Rules

An interpretation of some of the rules in the figure below (remaining rules can be
interpreted similarly):


First BachelorDegree rule with a 10% lift increase: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between having a bachelor’s degree, changing agencies but not job
occupation.



Fifth BachelorDegree rule with a 10% lift decrease: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between having a bachelor’s degree, changing agencies, and having a
higher mean head count range (28.4-36.4K) over the past 6 years at the most recent
agency the employee works for.



First GraduateDegree rule with a 10% lift increase: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between having neither a graduate degree nor a bachelor’s degree, and
not changing the education level.



Second ChangedEducation rule with a 10% lift increase: the statistical dependence
(and correlation) between changing neither education level nor job occupation, but
changing states.



First ChangedEducation rule with a 10% lift decrease: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between not changing education, changing states, and having a higher
mean length of service range (18-23) over the past 6 years at the most recent agency
the employee works for.
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Figure 167 - Top 10% Lift Change in Education Rules (87-99/00-06)

6.1.6.3.3

Career Rules

An interpretation of some of the rules in the figure below (remaining rules can be
interpreted similarly):


First ChangedAgency rule with a 10% lift increase: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between changing agencies, becoming a supervisor during a given time
span, and having a higher mean head count range (28.4-36.4K) over the past 6 years
at the most recent agency the employee works for.



First ChangedAgency rule with a 10% lift decrease: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between changing agencies, becoming a supervisor during a given time
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span, and having a middle mean age range (44-46) over the past 6 years at the most
recent agency the employee works for.


First ChangedOccup rule with a 10% lift increase: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between changing both job occupation and states, and having a lower
mean head count range (0-13.7K) over the past 6 years at the most recent agency the
employee works for.



First ChangedOccup rule with a 10% lift decrease: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between changing job occupation, and having a higher mean length of
service range (18-23), a lower mean head count range (0-13.7K) over the past 6 years
at the most recent agency the employee works for.



First ChangedCat rule with a 10% lift increase: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between not changing a job category, but changing both agencies and
appointment type.



Third ChangedCat rule with a 10% lift decrease: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between not changing a job category, changing agencies, and having a
higher length of service range (25-35).
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Figure 168 - Top 10% Lift Change in Career Rules (87-99/00-06)

6.1.6.3.4

Personal Data Rules

An interpretation of some of the rules in the figure below (remaining rules can be
interpreted similarly):
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Second last_los rule with a 10% lift increase: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between having a middle length of service range (15-24), finishing off
the time span as a supervisor, and having a lower age range (25-44).



First last_los rule with a 10% lift decrease: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between having a middle length of service range (15-24), changing
appointment type, and having a higher age range (50-65).

Figure 169 - Top 10% Lift Change in Personal Data Rules (87-99/00-06)
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6.1.6.4 Years 00-06 vs. 07-12
We show only rules of length 3 that have a lift increase / decrease by 10% or more.
6.1.6.4.1

Supervisory Status Rules

An interpretation of some of the rules in the figure below (remaining rules can be
interpreted similarly):


Second IsSupervisor rule with a 10% lift increase: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between finishing off the time span as a supervisor, not having a graduate
degree, and having a middle mean head count range (13.7-28.4K) over the past 6
years at the most recent agency the employee works for.



First IsSupervisor rule with a 10% lift decrease: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between finishing off the time span as a supervisor, having a lower length
of service range (5-14), and having a lower mean age range (37-43) over the past 6
years at the most recent agency the employee works for.



Third StartSupervisor rule with a 10% lift increase: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between starting the time span as supervisor while having a middle age
range (45-49).



Second StartSupervisor rule with a 10% lift decrease: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between starting the time span as supervisor while having a lower mean
length of service range (11-16) over the past 6 years at the most recent agency the
employee works for.



First BecameSupervisor rule with a 10% lift increase: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between becoming a supervisor during the time span while having a
lower length of service range (5-14).
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First BecameSupervisor rule with a 10% lift decrease: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between becoming a supervisor during the time span while having a
lower mean age range (37-43) over the past 6 years at the most recent agency the
employee works for.

Figure 170 - Top 10% Lift Change in Supervisory Status Rules (00-06/07-12)

6.1.6.4.2

Education Rules

An interpretation of some of the rules in the figure below (remaining rules can be
interpreted similarly):


Sixth BachelorDegree rule with a 10% lift increase: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between having a bachelor’s degree, not changing job occupation, and
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having a lower mean length of service range (11-16) over the past 6 years at the most
recent agency the employee works for.


Fourth BachelorDegree rule with a 10% lift decrease: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between having a bachelor’s degree, changing job occupation, and having
a higher age range (50-65).



First GraduateDegree rule with a 10% lift increase: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between not having a graduate degree, becoming a supervisor during a
given time span, and having a middle length of service range (15-24).



First GraduateDegree rule with a 10% lift decrease: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between not having a graduate degree, not changing appointment type,
and having a middle mean head count range (13.7-28.4K) over the past 6 years at the
most recent agency the employee works for.



First ChangedEducation rule with a 10% lift increase: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between not changing education level, and having a middle mean age
range (44-46), a lower mean head count range (0-13.7K) over the past 6 years at the
most recent agency the employee works for.



First ChangedEducation rule with a 10% lift decrease: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between not changing education level, having a lower age range (25-44),
and a lower length of service range (5-14).
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Figure 171 - Top 10% Lift Change in Education Rules (00-06/07-12)

6.1.6.4.3

Career Rules

An interpretation of some of the rules in the figure below (remaining rules can be
interpreted similarly):


First ChangedAgency rule with a 10% lift increase: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between changing neither agencies nor job occupation, and having a
middle mean age range (44-46) over the past 6 years at the most recent agency the
employee works for.
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Second ChangedAgency rule with a 10% lift decrease: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between not changing agencies, finishing off the time span as a
supervisor, and haing a lower age range (25-44).



Second ChangedOccup rule with a 10% lift decrease: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between changing both job occupation and category, and being a
supervisor at the beginning of a given time span.



First ChangedCat rule with a 10% lift increase: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between not changing job category, becoming a supervisor during a given
time span, and having a middle length of service range (15-24).



Seventh ChangedCat rule with a 10% lift decrease: the statistical dependence (and
correlation) between not changing a job category, having a bachelor’s degree, and
having and having a middle mean head count range (13.7-28.4K) over the past 6
years at the most recent agency the employee works for.
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Figure 172 - Top 10% Lift Change in Career Rules (00-06/07-12)
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6.2 Clustering
Clustering is an unsupervised learning technique aimed to partition a set of unlabeled
data objects into homogeneous groups or clusters. Ideally, all members of the same
cluster are similar to each other, but are as dissimilar as possible from objects in a
different cluster. There is no single definition of a cluster, and the characteristics of the
objects to be clustered vary. There are several algorithms to perform clustering, each of
which defines specific ways of deriving clusters, how to measure similarities, and how to
find groups efficiently (Tan 2006, James 2013). In this section we look at two simple
clustering algorithms: K-means (partitional, KMCA 2018), and Hierarchical
Agglomerative (hierarchical, HCA 2018) to find groups of shiny stars in the top 3 deciles.
6.2.1

Timespan: Years 1974 – 1986

In this time span, the total number of top performers identified by the Top 5% relaxed
gbm model is 622.
6.2.1.1 K-means Clustering
The figure below finds the optimal number of clusters for k-means using clustering
internal measures (Tibshirani 2001, Tan 2006, Liu 2010, Kassambara 2018). WSS
(within sum of squares) plot shows the knee is at 8. ASW (average silhouette width) plot
shows max at 2. DI (dunn index) plot shows max at 3. Gap statistic plot shows ideal
number of clusters is 10. To avoid overfitting, we always use the simpler model. We set k
(number of clusters) to 2.
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Figure 173 - Years 74-86: K-means (n=622), Nbr Cluster Selection
The distribution of observations amongst clusters is as follows:

Table 67 - Years 74-86: K-means (k=2)
Cluster
1
2
# Observations 219
403
The figure below depicts a 2-dimensional Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
(James 2013, Bruce 2017) cluster plot:
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Figure 174 - Years 74-86: K-means (k=2), PCA Plot
The figure below shows a static parallel coordinate plot of the centers:

Figure 175 - Years 74-86: K-means (k=2), Clusters per Feature
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We notice the following:

Table 68 - Years 74-86: K-means (k=2), Variable Center Values per Cluster
Cluster
1
2
High center IsSupervisor,
ChangedAgency,
values
BecameSupervisor,
ChangedEducation,
ChangedAppt,
BachelorDegree,
ChangedCat,
GraduateDegree,
ChangedOccup,
StartSupervisor,
last_agency_avg_pct,,
ChangedState,
last_agency_avg_los,
last_agency_avg_age,
last_agency_avg_educ,
last_agency_avg_headcount,
score
last_age,
last_los
Low center
ChangedAgency,
IsSupervisor,
values
ChangedEducation,
BecameSupervisor,
BachelorDegree,
ChangedAppt,
GraduateDegree,
ChangedCat,
StartSupervisor,
ChangedOccup,
ChangedState,
last_agency_avg_pct,,
last_agency_avg_age,
last_agency_avg_los,
last_agency_avg_headcount, last_agency_avg_educ,
last_age,
score
last_los

6.2.1.1.1

Internal Validation

Internal validation measures for the 2 clusters above are given in the two tables
below. It appears that cluster 2 has a bigger diameter and a slightly smaller average
distance.

Table 69 - Years 74-86: K-means (k=2), Internal Validation
Cluster
1
2
$diameter
12.47
13.75
$average.distance
6.02
5.10
$separation
2.12
2.12
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Table 70 - Years 74-86: K-means (k=2), More Internal Measures
$entropy
Attribute $within.cluster.ss $avg.silwidth $pearsongamma $dunn
10017.81
0.1903
0.4168
0.1542 0.6487
Value
The figure below shows the average silhouette plot to the left (0.19). Cluster 2 has a
higher average silhouette coefficient, while cluster 1 has a few observations with a
negative coefficient, implying that they are assigned to a cluster that is not ideal given the
definition of separation and cohesion. The dissimilarity plot to the right visualizes the
dissimilarity distance matrix. Entries with lower dissimilarities (higher similarity) are
plotted darker.

Figure 176 - Years 74-86: K-means (k=2), Silhouette & Dissimilarity Plots
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6.2.1.2 Hierarchical Clustering
The figure below finds the optimal number of clusters for hierarchical clustering
using clustering internal measures (Tan 2006, Liu 2010). ASW (average silhouette width)
plot shows max at 4. DI (dunn index) plot shows max at 5. Gap statistic plot shows ideal
number of clusters is 9. Dendrogram plot shows it makes sense to make the cut at 2. To
avoid overfitting, we always use the simpler model. We set k (number of clusters) to 2.

Figure 177 - Years 74-86: Hier. Complete (n=622), Nbr Cluster Selection
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The distribution of observations amongst clusters is as follows:

Table 71 - Years 74-86: Hier. Complete (k=2)
Cluster
1
2
# Observations 109
513
In terms of cluster size, we notice the tendency of the hierarchical clustering
algorithm to fit more elements into one cluster as opposed to the k-means algorithm. The
figure below depicts a 2-dimensional Principal Component Analysis (PCA) cluster plot:

Figure 178 - Years 74-86: Hier. Complete (k=2), PCA Plot
The figure below shows a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (James 2013, Bruce
2017) biplot on the normalized data matrix:
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Figure 179 - Years 74-86: Hier. Complete (k=2), PCA Biplot
The following information is revealed:


last_agency_avg_educ is perfectly correlated with ChangedAppt (same angle)



score and BecameSupervisor go in same direction (strongly correlated)



last_age, last_los, and StartSupervisor go in almost same direction (somehow
correlated)



ChangedCat and ChangedOccup go in almost same direction (somehow correlated)



GraduateDegree and last_agency_avg_headcount go in almost same direction
(somehow correlated)



last_age and BecameSupervisor go in opposite direction (negatively correlated)



last_agency_avg_educ and last_agency_avg_headcount go in opposite direction
(negatively correlated)
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last_agency_avg_age and last_agency_avg_pct go in opposite direction (negatively
correlated)



last_agency_avg_los and BachelorDegree go in opposite direction (negatively
correlated)



last_los and ChangedState go in opposite direction (negatively correlated)



ChangedEducation is orthogonal to last_agency_avg_pct and last_agency_avg_age
(not correlated)

6.2.1.2.1

Internal Validation

Internal validation measures for the 2 clusters above are given in the two tables
below. It appears that cluster 1 has a smaller diameter and average distance.

Table 72 - Years 74-86: Hier. Complete (k=2), Internal Validation
Cluster
1
2
$diameter
12.77
11.37
$average.distance 5.28
5.68
$separation
1.82
1.82
Table 73 - Years 74-86: Hier. Complete (k=2), More Internal Measures
$entropy
Attribute $within.cluster.ss $avg.silwidth $pearsongamma $dunn
10658.56
0.1489
0.2592
0.1430
0.4641
Value
The figure below shows the average silhouette plot to the left (0.15). Cluster 1 has a
higher average silhouette coefficient, while cluster 2 has a few observations with a
negative coefficient, implying that they are assigned to a cluster that is not ideal given the
definition of separation and cohesion. The dissimilarity plot to the right visualizes the
dissimilarity distance matrix. Entries with lower dissimilarities (higher similarity) are
plotted darker.
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Figure 180 - Years 74-86: Hier. Complete (k=2), Silhouette & Dissimilarity Plots

6.2.1.3 Cluster Comparison
The table below compares the clustering algorithms performed on the 1974 - 1986
time span. It would be unfair to compare K-means WSS (within sum of squares) measure
to that of the hierarchical clustering (complete). The K-means algorithm appears to have
a smaller WSS and a higher ASW (average silhouette width).

Table 74 - Years 74-86: Cluster Alg. Comparison
K-means
Hier. Complete
10658.56
within.cluster.ss 10017.81
0.1903
0.1489
avg.silwidth
2
2
# Clusters
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6.2.1.4 Data Insights
Once observations have been clustered, we tag the wide and long final data sets
(Chapter 3) with this information. The result is then imported into Tableau (Salesforce
2019) to plot visualizations and to draw more insights into the data.
6.2.1.4.1

Long Structure Visualization

Visualizations built off the long final structure data set allows us to observe overall
trends pertaining to particular states and agencies during a given time span.

The figure below shows the distribution of the top 5 variables (for the Top 5% gbm
model) per cluster by both clustering algorithms (K-means & Hierarchical) for the 1974 1986 time span.

Figure 181 - Years 74-86: Top 5 Variables per Cluster
The figures below tell us that overall, during the 1974 - 1986 time span:


Majority of shiny stars (⁓ 44%) are 35-40 years old. 62% are above 40.
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Majority of shiny stars are highly educated. 27% hold a bachelor’s degree (Education
level 13), 21% hold a master’s degree (Education level 17), 12% hold a doctoral
degree (Education level 21), 13% hold a post bachelor’s degree (Education level 14)



The ‘PUBLIC BUILDINGS SERVICE’ agency had the highest average age (⁓ 46.5)
during this time span.



The ‘FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION’ agency and the ‘JOHN GLENN
RESEARCH CTR’ had the highest education level (⁓ 11) during this time span



The ‘DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY’ employed most of the
shiny stars



The ‘DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY’ employed most of the
shiny stars supervisors



Most shiny stars with a bachelor’s degree are from the ‘DEPARTMENT OF
MEDICINE AND SURGERY’



Most shiny stars who changed states are from the ‘DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE
AND SURGERY’



Most shiny stars who changed occupation are from the ‘DEPARTMENT OF
MEDICINE AND SURGERY’



Shiny stars with the highest 95th raise percentile are from the ‘GOVERNMENT
PRINTING OFFICE’



Shiny stars with the highest last_agency_avg_pct are from the ‘GOVERNMENT
PRINTING OFFICE’



Most shiny stars are from Washington DC



Washington DC employed most of the shiny stars supervisors
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Most shiny stars with a bachelor’s degree are from Washington DC



Most shiny stars who changed states are from Washington DC



Most shiny stars who changed occupation are from Washington DC



Shiny stars with the highest 95th raise percentile are from Washington DC



Shiny stars with the highest last_agency_avg_pct are from the state of Maryland



A trailing agency is the SSA (Social Security Administration), and a trailing state is
Maryland to most of the above.

Figure 182 - Years 74-86: Stars Stats per Agency
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Figure 183 - Years 74-86: Stars Age & Education Distributions
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Figure 184 - Years 74-86: Agency Average Age & Education
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Figure 185 - Years 74-86: Top 2 Variables per Agency
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Figure 186 - Years 74-86: 3rd & 4th Top Variables per Agency
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Figure 187 - Years 74-86: Stars Stats per State
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Figure 188 - Years 74-86: Top 2 Variables per State
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Figure 189 - Years 74-86: 3rd & 4th Top Variables per State
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Figure 190 - Years 74-86: 5th Top Variable Stats

6.2.1.4.2

Wide Structure Visualization

Visualizations built off the wide final structure data set allows us to observe overall
trends pertaining to career trajectories of employees during a given time span. Wide
structure visualizations are listed in the appendix.
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6.2.2

Timespan: Years 1987 – 1999

In this time span, the total number of top performers identified by the Top 5% relaxed
gbm model is 325.
6.2.2.1 K-means Clustering
The figure below finds the optimal number of clusters for k-means using clustering
internal measures (Tibshirani 2001, Tan 2006, Liu 2010, Kassambara 2018). WSS
(within sum of squares) plot shows the knee is at 8. ASW (average silhouette width) plot
shows max at 2. DI (dunn index) plot shows max at 6. Gap statistic plot shows ideal
number of clusters is 10. To avoid overfitting, we always use the simpler model. We set k
(number of clusters) to 2.
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Figure 191 - Years 87-99: K-means (n=325), Nbr Cluster Selection
The distribution of observations amongst clusters is as follows:

Table 75 - Years 87-99: K-means (k=2)
Cluster
1
2
# Observations 131
194
The figure below depicts a 2-dimensional Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
(James 2013, Bruce 2017) cluster plot:
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Figure 192 - Years 87-99: K-means (k=2), PCA Plot
The figure below shows a static parallel coordinate plot of the centers:

Figure 193 - Years 87-99: K-means (k=2), Clusters per Feature
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We notice the following:

Table 76 - Years 87-99: K-means (k=2), Variable Center Values per Cluster
Cluster
1
2
High center StartSupervisor,
ChangedAgency,
values
ChangedAppt,
ChangedEducation,
ChangedOccup,
BachelorDegree,
last_agency_avg_pct,
GraduateDegree,
last_agency_avg_age,
IsSupervisor,
last_agency_avg_los,
BecameSupervisor,
last_agency_avg_educ,
ChangedCat,
last_age,
ChangedState,
last_los
last_agency_avg_headcount,
score
Low center
ChangedAgency,
StartSupervisor,
values
ChangedEducation,
ChangedAppt,
BachelorDegree,
ChangedOccup,
GraduateDegree,
last_agency_avg_pct,
IsSupervisor,
last_agency_avg_age,
BecameSupervisor,
last_agency_avg_los,
ChangedCat,
last_agency_avg_educ,
ChangedState,
last_age,
last_agency_avg_headcount, last_los
score

6.2.2.1.1

Internal Validation

Internal validation measures for the 2 clusters above are given in the two tables
below. It appears that cluster 1 has a bigger diameter and average distance.

Table 77 - Years 87-99: K-means (k=2), Internal Validation
Cluster
1
2
$diameter
10.31
8.81
$average.distance
6.19
4.88
$separation
2.33
2.33
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Table 78 - Years 87-99: K-means (k=2), More Internal Measures
$entropy
Attribute $within.cluster.ss $avg.silwidth $pearsongamma $dunn
5083.682
0.1982
0.5049
0.2265 0.6742
Value
The figure below shows the average silhouette plot to the left (0.2). Cluster 2 has a
higher average silhouette coefficient, while cluster 1 has a few observations with a
negative coefficient, implying that they are assigned to a cluster that is not ideal given the
definition of separation and cohesion. The dissimilarity plot to the right visualizes the
dissimilarity distance matrix. Entries with lower dissimilarities (higher similarity) are
plotted darker.

Figure 194 - Years 87-99: K-means (k=2), Silhouette & Dissimilarity Plots
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6.2.2.2 Hierarchical Clustering
The figure below finds the optimal number of clusters for hierarchical clustering
using clustering internal measures (Tan 2006, Liu 2010). ASW (average silhouette width)
plot shows max at 2. DI (dunn index) plot shows max at 2. Gap statistic plot shows ideal
number of clusters is 10. Dendrogram plot shows it makes sense to make the cut at 2. To
avoid overfitting, we always use the simpler model. We set k (number of clusters) to 2.

Figure 195 - Years 87-99: Hier. Complete (n=325), Nbr Cluster Selection
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The distribution of observations amongst clusters is as follows:

Table 79 - Years 87-99: Hier. Complete (k=2)
Cluster
1
2
# Observations 295
30
In terms of cluster size, we notice the tendency of the hierarchical clustering
algorithm to fit more elements into one cluster as opposed to the k-means algorithm. The
figure below depicts a 2-dimensional Principal Component Analysis (PCA) cluster plot:

Figure 196 - Years 87-99: Hier. Complete (k=2), PCA Plot
The figure below shows a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (James 2013, Bruce
2017) biplot on the normalized data matrix:
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Figure 197 - Years 87-99: Hier. Complete (k=2), PCA Biplot
The following information is revealed:


ChangedState is perfectly correlated with BachelorDegree (same angle)



last_agency_avg_age is perfectly correlated with IsSupervisor (same angle)



ChangedEducation is perfectly correlated with BecameSupervisor (same angle)



IsSupervisor, GraduateDegree, and score go in same direction (strongly correlated)



last_age, last_los, and ChangedAppt go in same direction (strongly correlated)



last_agency_avg_age, last_agency_avg_educ and last_agency_avg_pct go in same
direction (strongly correlated)



last_agency_avg_heacount and ChangedAgency in same direction (strongly
correlated)



BecameSupervisor, ChangedCat and ChangedOccup go in almost same direction
(somehow correlated)
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last_age and ChangedAppt go in opposite direction to BecameSupervisor (negatively
correlated)



StartSupervisor and ChangedCat go in opposite direction (negatively correlated)



last_agency_avg_age and ChangedAgency go in opposite direction (negatively
correlated)



BachelorDegree is orthogonal to last_agency_avg_headcount and
last_agency_avg_age (not correlated)

6.2.2.2.1

Internal Validation

Internal validation measures for the 2 clusters above are given in the two tables
below. It appears that cluster 1 has a smaller diameter and average distance.

Table 80 - Years 87-99: Hier. Complete (k=2), Internal Validation
Cluster
1
2
$diameter
10.09
9.25
$average.distance
5.72
5.93
$separation
3.34
3.34
Table 81 - Years 87-99: Hier. Complete (k=2), More Internal Measures
$entropy
Attribute $within.cluster.ss $avg.silwidth $pearsongamma $dunn
5653.294
0.2096
0.4083
0.3308
0.3078
Value
The figure below shows the average silhouette plot to the left (0.21). Cluster 1 has a
higher average silhouette coefficient. Both clusters have a few observations with a
negative coefficient, implying that they are assigned to a cluster that is not ideal given the
definition of separation and cohesion. The dissimilarity plot to the right visualizes the
dissimilarity distance matrix. Entries with lower dissimilarities (higher similarity) are
plotted darker.
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Figure 198 - Years 87-99: Hier. Complete (k=2), Silhouette & Dissimilarity Plots

6.2.2.3 Cluster Comparison
The table below compares the clustering algorithms performed on the 1987 - 1999
time span. It would be unfair to compare K-means WSS (within sum of squares) measure
to that of the hierarchical clustering (complete). The K-means algorithm appears to have
a smaller WSS and a slightly lower ASW (average silhouette width).

Table 82 - Years 87-99: Cluster Alg. Comparison
K-means
Hier. Complete
5653.294
within.cluster.ss 5083.682
0.1982
0.2096
avg.silwidth
2
2
# Clusters
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6.2.2.4 Data Insights
Once observations have been clustered, we tag the wide and long final data sets
(Chapter 3) with this information. The result is then imported into Tableau (Salesforce
2019) to plot visualizations and to draw more insights into the data.
6.2.2.4.1

Long Structure Visualization

Visualizations built off the long final structure data set allows us to observe overall
trends pertaining to particular states and agencies during a given time span.

The figure below shows the distribution of the top 5 variables (for the Top 5% gbm
model) per cluster by both clustering algorithms (K-means & Hierarchical) for the 1987 1999 time span.

Figure 199 - Years 87-99: Top 5 Variables per Cluster
The figures below tell us that overall, during the 1987 - 1999 time span:


Majority of shiny stars (⁓ 51%) are 40-45 years old. 70% are above 40.



Majority of shiny stars are educated. 29% are first professionals (Education level 16),
24% hold a bachelor’s degree (Education level 13)
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The ‘AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH SERVICE’, ‘MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH
ADMINISTRATION’ and ‘FOOD SAFETY AND INSPECTION SERVICE’
agencies had the highest average age (≥ 45) during this time span.



The ‘AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH SERVICE’, ‘ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION AGENCY’, and ‘LANGLEY RESEARCH CNTER’ had the highest
education level (≥ 12.5) during this time span



The ‘DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY’ and ‘VETERANS
HEALTH ADMINISTRATION’ both employed most of the shiny stars (equally)



The ‘VETERANS HEALTH ADMINISTRATION’ employed most of the shiny stars
supervisors



Most shiny stars with a bachelor’s degree are from the ‘VETERANS HEALTH
ADMINISTRATION’



Most shiny stars who changed states are from the ‘VETERANS HEALTH
ADMINISTRATION’



Most shiny stars who changed occupation are from the ‘VETERANS HEALTH
ADMINISTRATION’



Shiny stars with the highest 95th raise percentile are from the ‘CENTERS FOR
MEDICARE & MEDICAID SERVICES’



Shiny stars with the highest last_agency_avg_pct are from the ‘FEDERAL DEPOSIT
INSURANCE CORPORATION’



Most shiny stars are from Washington DC



Washington DC employed most of the shiny stars supervisors



Most shiny stars with a bachelor’s degree are from Washington DC
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Most shiny stars who changed states are from Washington DC



Most shiny stars who changed occupation are from Washington DC



Shiny stars with the highest 95th raise percentile are from the state of South Dakota



Shiny stars with the highest last_agency_avg_pct are from the state of Maryland



A trailing agency is the ‘DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY’, and a
trailing state is New York to most of the above.

Figure 200 - Years 87-99: Stars Stats per Agency
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Figure 201 - Years 87-99: Stars Age & Education Distributions
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Figure 202 - Years 87-99: Agency Average Age & Education
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Figure 203 - Years 87-99: Top 2 Variables per Agency
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Figure 204 - Years 87-99: 3rd & 4th Top Variables per Agency
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Figure 205 - Years 87-99: Stars Stats per State
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Figure 206 - Years 87-99: Top 2 Variables per State
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Figure 207 - Years 87-99: 3rd & 4th Top Variables per State
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Figure 208 - Years 87-99: 5th Top Variable Stats

6.2.2.4.2

Wide Structure Visualization

Visualizations built off the wide final structure data set allows us to observe overall
trends pertaining to career trajectories of employees during a given time span. Wide
structure visualizations are listed in the appendix.
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6.2.3

Timespan: Years 2000 – 2006

In this time span, the total number of top performers identified by the Top 5% relaxed
gbm model is 466.
6.2.3.1 K-means Clustering
The figure below finds the optimal number of clusters for k-means using clustering
internal measures (Tibshirani 2001, Tan 2006, Liu 2010, Kassambara 2018). WSS
(within sum of squares) plot shows the knee is at 8. ASW (average silhouette width) plot
shows max at 6. DI (dunn index) plot shows max at 2. Gap statistic plot shows ideal
number of clusters is 10. To avoid overfitting, we always use the simpler model. We set k
(number of clusters) to 2.
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Figure 209 - Years 00-06: K-means (n=466), Nbr Cluster Selection
The distribution of observations amongst clusters is as follows:

Table 83 - Years 00-06: K-means (k=2)
Cluster
1
2
# Observations 183
283
The figure below depicts a 2-dimensional Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
(James 2013, Bruce 2017) cluster plot:
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Figure 210 - Years 00-06: K-means (k=2), PCA Plot
The figure below shows a static parallel coordinate plot of the centers:

Figure 211 - Years 00-06: K-means (k=2), Clusters per Feature
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We notice the following:

Table 84 - Years 00-06: K-means (k=2), Variable Center Values per Cluster
Cluster
1
2
High center ChangedAgency,
BachelorDegree,
values
ChangedEducation,
GraduateDegree,
IsSupervisor,
StartSupervisor,
BecameSupervisor,
ChangedAppt,
ChangedOccup,
ChangedCat,
last_agency_avg_pct,
ChangedState,
last_agency_avg_age,
last_agency_avg_headcount,
last_agency_avg_los,
last_age,
last_agency_avg_educ,
last_los
score
Low center
BachelorDegree,
ChangedAgency,
values
GraduateDegree,
ChangedEducation,
StartSupervisor,
IsSupervisor,
ChangedAppt,
BecameSupervisor,
ChangedCat,
ChangedOccup,
ChangedState,
last_agency_avg_pct,
last_agency_avg_headcount, last_agency_avg_age,
last_age,
last_agency_avg_los,
last_los
last_agency_avg_educ,
score

6.2.3.1.1

Internal Validation

Internal validation measures for the 2 clusters above are given in the two tables
below. It appears that cluster 2 has a bigger diameter and a slightly smaller average
distance.

Table 85 - Years 00-06: K-means (k=2), Internal Validation
Cluster
1
2
$diameter
9.67
9.75
$average.distance
5.69
5.65
$separation
2.86
2.86
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Table 86 - Years 00-06: K-means (k=2), More Internal Measures
$entropy
Attribute $within.cluster.ss $avg.silwidth $pearsongamma $dunn
7837.99
0.1197
0.3025
0.2934 0.6699
Value
The figure below shows the average silhouette plot to the left (0.12). Both clusters
have a similar average silhouette coefficient, with no observations having a negative
coefficient. The dissimilarity plot to the right visualizes the dissimilarity distance matrix.
Entries with lower dissimilarities (higher similarity) are plotted darker.

Figure 212 - Years 00-06: K-means (k=2), Silhouette & Dissimilarity Plots
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6.2.3.2 Hierarchical Clustering
The figure below finds the optimal number of clusters for hierarchical clustering
using clustering internal measures (Tan 2006, Liu 2010). ASW (average silhouette width)
plot shows max at 2. DI (dunn index) plot shows max at 3. Gap statistic plot shows ideal
number of clusters is 9. Dendrogram plot shows it makes sense to make the cut at 2. To
avoid overfitting, we always use the simpler model. We set k (number of clusters) to 2.

Figure 213 - Years 00-06: Hier. Complete (n=466), Nbr Cluster Selection
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The distribution of observations amongst clusters is as follows:

Table 87 - Years 00-06: Hier. Complete (k=2)
Cluster
1
2
# Observations 424
42
In terms of cluster size, we notice the tendency of the hierarchical clustering
algorithm to fit more elements into one cluster as opposed to the k-means algorithm. The
figure below depicts a 2-dimensional Principal Component Analysis (PCA) cluster plot:

Figure 214 - Years 00-06: Hier. Complete (k=2), PCA Plot
The figure below shows a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (James 2013, Bruce
2017) biplot on the normalized data matrix:
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Figure 215 - Years 00-06: Hier. Complete (k=2), PCA Biplot
The following information is revealed:


GraduateDegree and BachelorDegree go in same direction (strongly correlated)



last_age and last_los go in same direction (strongly correlated)



ChangedState and ChangedEducation go in same direction (strongly correlated)



score, StartSupervisor, and ChangedAppt go same direction (strongly correlated)



last_agency_avg_educ, last_agency_avg_pct, and ChangedAgency go in almost same
direction (somehow correlated)



last_agency_avg_headcount and GraduateDegree go in almost same direction
(somehow correlated)



last_agency_avg_age and last_agency_avg_los go in almost same direction
(somehow correlated)



BecameSupervisor and ChangedAppt go in opposite direction (negatively correlated)
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ChangedCat go in opposite direction to last_age, last_los, BachelorDegree,
GraduateDegree, and last_agency_avg_headcount (negatively correlated)



StartSupervisor and ChangedAgency go in opposite direction (negatively correlated)



IsSupervisor is orthogonal to ChangedAgency and StartSupervisor (not correlated)

6.2.3.2.1

Internal Validation

Internal validation measures for the 2 clusters above are given in the two tables
below. It appears that cluster 1 has a smaller diameter and average distance.

Table 88 - Years 00-06: Hier. Complete (k=2), Internal Validation
Cluster
1
2
$diameter
10.28
8.59
$average.distance 5.86
5.55
$separation
2.08
2.08
Table 89 - Years 00-06: Hier. Complete (k=2), More Internal Measures
$entropy
Attribute $within.cluster.ss $avg.silwidth $pearsongamma $dunn
8261.56
0.1522
0.3072
0.2024
0.3028
Value
The figure below shows the average silhouette plot to the left (0.15). Cluster 2 has a
higher average silhouette coefficient, while cluster 1 has a few observations with a
negative coefficient, implying that they are assigned to a cluster that is not ideal given the
definition of separation and cohesion. The dissimilarity plot to the right visualizes the
dissimilarity distance matrix. Entries with lower dissimilarities (higher similarity) are
plotted darker.
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Figure 216 - Years 00-06: Hier. Complete (k=2), Silhouette & Dissimilarity Plots

6.2.3.3 Cluster Comparison
The table below compares the clustering algorithms performed on the 2000 - 2006
time span. It would be unfair to compare K-means WSS (within sum of squares) measure
to that of the hierarchical clustering (complete). The K-means algorithm appears to have
a smaller WSS and a lower ASW (average silhouette width).

Table 90 - Years 00-06: Cluster Alg. Comparison
K-means
Hier. Complete
8261.56
within.cluster.ss 7837.99
0.1197
0.1522
avg.silwidth
2
2
# Clusters
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6.2.3.4 Data Insights
Once observations have been clustered, we tag the wide and long final data sets
(Chapter 3) with this information. The result is then imported into Tableau (Salesforce
2019) to plot visualizations and to draw more insights into the data.
6.2.3.4.1

Long Structure Visualization

Visualizations built off the long final structure data set allows us to observe overall
trends pertaining to particular states and agencies during a given time span.

The figure below shows the distribution of the top 5 variables (for the Top 5% gbm
model) per cluster by both clustering algorithms (K-means & Hierarchical) for the 2000 2006 time span.

Figure 217 - Years 00-06: Top 5 Variables per Cluster
The figures below tell us that overall, during the 2000 - 2006 time span:


Majority of shiny stars (⁓ 48%) are 40-45 years old. 66% are above 40.



Majority of shiny stars are educated. 25% hold a master’s degree (Education level
17), 37% hold a bachelor’s degree (Education level 13)
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The ‘SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION’ agency had the highest average age
(⁓ 48.5) during this time span.



The ‘ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY’, ‘GEOLOGICAL SURVEY’,
and ‘NATL INSTITUTE OF STANDARDS AND TECH’ agencies had the highest
education level (≥ 13) during this time span



The ‘VETERANS HEALTH ADMINISTRATION’ employed most of the shiny stars



The ‘VETERANS HEALTH ADMINISTRATION’ employed most of the shiny stars
supervisors



Most shiny stars with a bachelor’s degree are from the ‘VETERANS HEALTH
ADMINISTRATION’



Most shiny stars who changed states are from the ‘VETERANS HEALTH
ADMINISTRATION’



Most shiny stars who changed occupation are from the ‘VETERANS HEALTH
ADMINISTRATION’



Shiny stars with the highest 95th raise percentile are from the ‘DEP ASST SEC FOR
INFO AND TECHNOLOGY’



Shiny stars with the highest last_agency_avg_pct are from the ‘VETERANS
BENEFITS ADMINISTRATION’, ‘IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS
ENFORCEMENT’, and ‘IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE’



Most shiny stars are from Washington DC



Washington DC employed most of the shiny stars supervisors



Most shiny stars with a bachelor’s degree are from Washington DC



Most shiny stars who changed states are from Washington DC
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Most shiny stars who changed occupation are from Washington DC



Shiny stars with the highest 95th raise percentile are from the state of Montana



Shiny stars with the highest last_agency_avg_pct are from the states of Arkansas and
Tennessee



A trailing agency is the ‘NATURAL RESOURCES CONSERVATION SERVICE’,
and a trailing state is Maryland to most of the above.

Figure 218 - Years 00-06: Stars Stats per Agency
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Figure 219 - Years 00-06: Stars Age & Education Distributions
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Figure 220 - Years 00-06: Agency Average Age & Education
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Figure 221 - Years 00-06: Top 2 Variables per Agency
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Figure 222 - Years 00-06: 3rd & 4th Top Variables per Agency
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Figure 223 - Years 00-06: Stars Stats per State
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Figure 224 - Years 00-06: Top 2 Variables per State
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Figure 225 - Years 00-06: 3rd & 4th Top Variables per State
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Figure 226 - Years 00-06: 5th Top Variable Stats

6.2.3.4.2

Wide Structure Visualization

Visualizations built off the wide final structure data set allows us to observe overall
trends pertaining to career trajectories of employees during a given time span. Wide
structure visualizations are listed in the appendix.
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6.2.4

Timespan: Years 2007 – 2012

In this time span, the total number of top performers identified by the Top 5% relaxed
gbm model is 223.
6.2.4.1 K-means Clustering
The figure below finds the optimal number of clusters for k-means using clustering
internal measures (Tibshirani 2001, Tan 2006, Liu 2010, Kassambara 2018). WSS
(within sum of squares) plot shows the knee is at 7. ASW (average silhouette width) plot
shows max at 2. DI (dunn index) plot shows max at 3. Gap statistic plot shows ideal
number of clusters is 10. To avoid overfitting, we always use the simpler model. We set k
(number of clusters) to 2.
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Figure 227 - Years 07-12: K-means (n=223), Nbr Cluster Selection
The distribution of observations amongst clusters is as follows:

Table 91 - Years 07-12: K-means (k=2)
Cluster
1
2
# Observations 80
143
The figure below depicts a 2-dimensional Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
(James 2013, Bruce 2017) cluster plot:
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Figure 228 - Years 07-12: K-means (k=2), PCA Plot
The figure below shows a static parallel coordinate plot of the centers:

Figure 229 - Years 07-12: K-means (k=2), Clusters per Feature
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We notice the following:

Table 92 - Years 07-12: K-means (k=2), Variable Center Values per Cluster
Cluster
1
2
High center ChangedAgency,
ChangedEducation,
values
BachelorDegree,
GraduateDegree,
IsSupervisor,
StartSupervisor,
BecameSupervisor,
ChangedAppt,
ChangedCat,
ChangedState,
ChangedOccup,
last_agency_avg_headcount
last_agency_avg_pct,
last_agency_avg_age,
last_agency_avg_los,
last_agency_avg_educ,
last_age,
last_los,
score
Low center
ChangedEducation,
ChangedAgency,
values
GraduateDegree,
BachelorDegree,
StartSupervisor,
IsSupervisor,
ChangedAppt,
BecameSupervisor,
ChangedState,
ChangedCat,
last_agency_avg_headcount
ChangedOccup,
last_agency_avg_pct,
last_agency_avg_age,
last_agency_avg_los,
last_agency_avg_educ,
last_age,
last_los,
score

6.2.4.1.1

Internal Validation

Internal validation measures for the 2 clusters above are given in the two tables
below. It appears that cluster 2 has a bigger diameter and a slightly smaller average
distance.
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Table 93 - Years 07-12: K-means (k=2), Internal Validation
Cluster
1
2
$diameter
10.19
11.50
$average.distance
5.45
5.75
$separation
2.88
2.88
Table 94 - Years 07-12: K-means (k=2), More Internal Measures
$entropy
Attribute $within.cluster.ss $avg.silwidth $pearsongamma $dunn
3804.182
0.1082
0.2094
0.2506 0.6526
Value
The figure below shows the average silhouette plot to the left (0.11). Cluster 2 has a
higher average silhouette coefficient, while cluster 1 has one observation with a negative
coefficient, implying that it is assigned to a cluster that is not ideal given the definition of
separation and cohesion. The dissimilarity plot to the right visualizes the dissimilarity
distance matrix. Entries with lower dissimilarities (higher similarity) are plotted darker.

Figure 230 - Years 07-12: K-means (k=2), Silhouette & Dissimilarity Plots
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6.2.4.2 Hierarchical Clustering
The figure below finds the optimal number of clusters for hierarchical clustering
using clustering internal measures (Tan 2006, Liu 2010). ASW (average silhouette width)
plot shows max at 2. DI (dunn index) plot shows max at 2. Gap statistic plot shows ideal
number of clusters is 8. Dendrogram plot shows it makes sense to make the cut at 2. To
avoid overfitting, we always use the simpler model. We set k (number of clusters) to 2.

Figure 231 - Years 07-12: Hier. Complete (n=223), Nbr Cluster Selection
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The distribution of observations amongst clusters is as follows:

Table 95 - Years 07-12: Hier. Complete (k=2)
Cluster
1
2
# Observations 219 4
In terms of cluster size, we notice the tendency of the hierarchical clustering
algorithm to fit more elements into one cluster as opposed to the k-means algorithm. In
this particular case, it is simply telling us that all observations look homogeneous. The
figure below depicts a 2-dimensional Principal Component Analysis (PCA) cluster plot:

Figure 232 - Years 07-12: Hier. Complete (k=2), PCA Plot
The figure below shows a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (James 2013, Bruce
2017) biplot on the normalized data matrix:
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Figure 233 - Years 07-12: Hier. Complete (k=2), PCA Biplot
The following information is revealed:


score is perfectly correlated with StartSupervisor and ChangedState (same angle)



BecameSupervisor is perfectly correlated with ChangedAgency (same angle)



ChangedEducation is perfectly correlated with last_agency_avg_pct (same angle)



ChangedOccup is perfectly correlated with last_age and last_agency_avg_los (same
angle)



ChangedCat and last_agency_avg_educ go in same direction (strongly correlated)



BachelorDegree, GraduateDegree, and last_agency_avg_headcount go in almost
same direction (somehow correlated)



BecameSupervisor, last_agency_avg_educ, and last_agency_avg_pct go in almost
same direction (somehow correlated)
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last_los, last_agency_avg_los, and last_agency_avg_age go in almost same direction
(somehow correlated)



IsSupervisor and last_agency_avg_age go in opposite direction (negatively
correlated)



ChangedAppt and last_los go in opposite direction (negatively correlated)



last_agency_avg_pct go in opposite direction to StartSupervisor and ChangedState
(negatively correlated)



StartSupervisor and ChangedState are orthogonal to IsSupervisor and
last_agency_avg_age (not correlated)



last_los is orthogonal to last_agency_avg_headcount (not correlated)

6.2.4.2.1

Internal Validation

Internal validation measures for the 2 clusters above are given in the two tables
below. It appears that cluster 1 has a smaller diameter and average distance.

Table 96 - Years 07-12: Hier. Complete (k=2), Internal Validation
Cluster
1
2
$diameter
10.69
8.21
$average.distance 5.88
6.54
$separation
5.29
5.29
Table 97 - Years 07-12: Hier. Complete (k=2), More Internal Measures
$entropy
Attribute $within.cluster.ss $avg.silwidth $pearsongamma $dunn
4062.1
0.3142
0.3370
0.4955
0.0898
Value
The figure below shows the average silhouette plot to the left (0.31). Cluster 1 has a
higher average silhouette coefficient, and one observation with a negative coefficient,
implying that it is assigned to a cluster that is not ideal given the definition of separation
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and cohesion. The dissimilarity plot to the right visualizes the dissimilarity distance
matrix. Entries with lower dissimilarities (higher similarity) are plotted darker.

Figure 234 - Years 07-12: Hier. Complete (k=2), Silhouette & Dissimilarity Plots

6.2.4.3 Cluster Comparison
The table below compares the clustering algorithms performed on the 2007 - 2012
time span. It would be unfair to compare K-means WSS (within sum of squares) measure
to that of the hierarchical clustering (complete). The K-means algorithm appears to have
a smaller WSS and a lower ASW (average silhouette width).

Table 98 - Years 07-12: Cluster Alg. Comparison
K-means
Hier. Complete
4062.1
within.cluster.ss 3804.18
0.1082
0.3142
avg.silwidth
2
2
# Clusters
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6.2.4.4 Data Insights
Once observations have been clustered, we tag the wide and long final data sets
(Chapter 3) with this information. The result is then imported into Tableau (Salesforce
2019) to plot visualizations and to draw more insights into the data.
6.2.4.4.1

Long Structure Visualization

Visualizations built off the long final structure data set allows us to observe overall
trends pertaining to particular states and agencies during a given time span.

The figure below shows the distribution of the top 5 variables (for the Top 5% gbm
model) per cluster by both clustering algorithms (K-means & Hierarchical) for the 2007 2012 time span.

Figure 235 - Years 07-12: Top 5 Variables per Cluster
The figures below tell us that overall, during the 2007 - 2012 time span:


Majority of shiny stars (⁓ 46%) are 40-45 years old. 86% are above 40.



Majority of shiny stars are educated. 24% hold a master’s degree (Education level
17), 33% hold a bachelor’s degree (Education level 13)
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The ‘SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION’ agency had the highest average age
(⁓ 48.5) during this time span.



The ‘AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH SERVICE’, ‘CENTERS FOR DISEASE
CONTROL AND PREVEN’, ‘GEOLOGICAL SURVEY’, and ‘NATL INSTITUTE
OF STANDARDS AND TECH’ agencies had the highest education level (≥ 13)
during this time span



The ‘VETERANS HEALTH ADMINISTRATION’ employed most of the shiny stars



The ‘VETERANS HEALTH ADMINISTRATION’ employed most of the shiny stars
supervisors



Most shiny stars with a bachelor’s degree are from the ‘VETERANS HEALTH
ADMINISTRATION’



Most shiny stars who changed states are from the ‘VETERANS HEALTH
ADMINISTRATION’



Most shiny stars who changed occupation are from the ‘VETERANS HEALTH
ADMINISTRATION’



Shiny stars with the highest 95th raise percentile are from the ‘INDIAN HEALTH
SERVICE’



Shiny stars with the highest last_agency_avg_pct are from the ‘CUSTOMS AND
BORDER PROTECTION’ and ‘IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS
ENFORCEMENT’ agencies



Most shiny stars are from Washington DC



Washington DC employed most of the shiny stars supervisors



Most shiny stars with a bachelor’s degree are from Washington DC
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Most shiny stars who changed states are from Washington DC



Most shiny stars who changed occupation are from Washington DC



Shiny stars with the highest 95th raise percentile are from the state of Alaska



Shiny stars with the highest last_agency_avg_pct are from the states of Idaho, Rhode
Island, and Alabama



A trailing agency is the ‘NATURAL RESOURCES CONSERVATION SERVICE’,
and a trailing state is Maryland to most of the above.

Figure 236 - Years 07-12: Stars Stats per Agency
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Figure 237 - Years 07-12: Stars Age & Education Distributions
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Figure 238 - Years 07-12: Agency Average Age & Education
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Figure 239 - Years 07-12: Top 2 Variables per Agency
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Figure 240 - Years 07-12: 3rd & 4th Top Variables per Agency
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Figure 241 - Years 07-12: Stars Stats per State
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Figure 242 - Years 07-12: Top 2 Variables per State
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Figure 243 - Years 07-12: 3rd & 4th Top Variables per State
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Figure 244 - Years 07-12: 5th Top Variable Stats

6.2.4.4.2

Wide Structure Visualization

Visualizations built off the wide final structure data set allows us to observe overall
trends pertaining to career trajectories of employees during a given time span. Wide
structure visualizations are listed in the appendix.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Talent analytics is a relatively new area of focus to researchers working in analytics
and data science. Talent Analytics has the potential to help companies make many
informed critical decisions around talent acquisition, promotion and retention. However,
whereas functions like finance and marketing have been quick to adopt technologies such
as statistics, artificial intelligence, and machine learning techniques, HR has been
relatively slow likely because of missing data skills in traditional HR teams or other
budgetary constraints.
Using a data set made available by the U.S. Office of Personnel Management (OPM),
we have presented two models to predict the likelihood of success for federal agencies
employees: a stepwise logistic regression (logreg) model and a stochastic gradient
boosting machines (gbm) model. The definition of success varies depending on the 7
different ways we have developed the target variable. For both models (logreg and gbm),
common high predictors of a “shiny star” are change in Grade and whether the employee
is a Supervisor at the end of a given time span.
We have also developed a refined version of the models, where we exclude two
variables (ChangedGrade and ChangedPayPlan) from the list of predictors prior to
training the models. The rationale behind this approach is that some young employees
tend to change their grade and pay plan more often than not during their early career
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years. For both models (refined gbm, refined logreg), a common high predictor of a
“shiny star” is whether the employee holds a bachelor’s degree.
This work highlights the potential of data science for people analytics but also its
challenges when the owner of the data does not provide enough information to attribute a
raise with certainty to an anonymized employee (case when PseudoID field for
employees has been suppressed by recent OPM submissions – data post Q2 2014). For
this period, we assign our own unique PseudoID field for employees based on a
uniqueness criteria. This process is not 100% accurate, and therefore we have
experimented with 2 uniqueness criteria for this test set: a stringent uniqueness criteria
(7-9 fields) and a relaxed one (3-4 fields). We find that relaxing the uniqueness criteria
allows to capture more events overall in the top 3 deciles of the models developed when
scored against this period’s test set than the stringent uniqueness criteria does.
We score both trained models (logreg and gbm) against 4 test data sets including the
last one (where PseudoID is suppressed) and use the average percentage of events
captured in the top 3 deciles as a metric to determine the champion and runner-up models
across all 7 target variable implementations. For the regular versions of the models, our
study finds that following a stringent uniqueness criteria (on the last test data set where
PseudoID field is suppressed) the champion model, Rim2 logreg, captures 80% on
average in the top 3 deciles, while following a relaxed uniqueness criteria the champion
model, Top 5% gbm, captures 82% on average in the top 3 deciles. For the refined
version of the models, we find similar results: following a stringent uniqueness criteria
the champion model, Rim2 logreg model, captures 81% on average in the top 3 deciles,
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while following a relaxed uniqueness criteria the champion model, Top 5% gbm, captures
78% on average in the top 3 deciles.
We then employ unsupervised learning techniques (association rule mining and
clustering) during different time spans to explore characteristics of employees the
champion model, Top 5% gbm, correctly identified as shiny stars in the top 3 deciles. For
every time span we study, we devise multiple association rules where applicable
(supervisory status, education, career, and personal data) in order to find correlated items
or patterns in the data that are likely to appear together. Our study finds that the majority
of shiny stars (66% to 86%) are above 40, are highly educated (20+% held a bachelor’s
degree, 20+% held a master’s degree or are first professionals), are employed by the
‘Department of Medicine and Surgery’ (1974 - 1986), and the ‘Veterans Health
Administration’ (1987 - 1999, 2000 - 2006, 2007 - 2012). We also find that most shiny
stars are from Washington DC, which is in turn the state that employs most of the shiny
stars supervisors. A trailing state is the state of Maryland.
Contributions of this work include a promotion and firing model for employees in the
U.S. public sector. The champion models, Rim2 logreg (following the stringent
uniqueness criteria) and Top 5% gbm (following the relaxed uniqueness criteria), can be
used to predict top-notch performers over the years of a given time span. Note that this
model cannot be used as a hiring model since we do not have historical data about
employees prior to their employment with the public sector – they are already hired and
existing employees. On average this model captures about 77.6% to 82% of the events in
the top 3 deciles, and it performs 5 times better than a randomly guessing model in the
top decile on the test sets prior to Q2 2014 (average lift in decile 10 is about 5.25).
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Another contribution of this work is that it is a detailed systematic investigation of data
science and big-data techniques applied to the area of talent analytics.
For best results of the model, our recommendation for the owner of the data at U.S.
Office of Personnel Management (OPM) is to reconsider their decision to suppress
information that attributes a pay raise with certainty to employees (e.g. PseudoID field)
since this will lead to capturing on average 24.75% more of the events in the top 3
deciles, and will allow the lift in the top decile to range between 3.5 to 7.25 on average
(3-7 times better than a randomly guessing model).
Recommendations for future work include changing the modeling strategy so that
employees across longer time spans or even the whole 43-year spectrum are considered
and analyzed. In this case, we can randomly split our observations into a ratio of 70:30 or
60:40 to form a train and test set respectively. Challenges with this approach include the
difficulty of finding employees who persist the whole duration of longer time spans in
addition to not having a recent test data against which we can use the trained model to
score new employees (Post Q1 2017). However, comparing the model lifts to the
approach we use in this work would be interesting.
We can also reach out to subject matter experts (SME’s) in the U.S. Office of
Personnel Management (OPM) and ask them whether they can provide us with other
predictors that could help us fine tune the models developed even further (e.g. partially
provided field Years Since Degree, YSD), whether there is a distinction between bonuses
paid over merit increases, whether other compensation data that is not pay related exist,
or even whether employee pre-employment data exist that would allow us to build a
hiring model for the public sector. Consulting with SME’s on the structure and historical
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background of agencies in the public sector would be helpful. For example, if certain
agencies are consistently known to reward certain professions with extremely high raises,
one might exclude such observations from the analysis. Getting SME’s insight into the
employee yearly goals and top competencies set by managers at different agencies will
add a new dimension to the data we have and will bring much added value.
Different future work avenues exist. One is to augment the study with gender analysis
in order to find whether there is any evidence of pay discrimination based on gender (R’s
‘gender’ package can be used to add a gender field to the data based on the employee’s
first name). Another is the use of different supervised learning techniques to build the
models to predict shiny stars at the public sector. Another is to use the models developed
to perform further data analysis, and to cross-reference results with other publicly
available employment data. Finally, an alternative promotion and firing model that is
worth investigating for the public sector is one that has nothing to do with individual
performance, or one that is based on the cyclic demand of the federal agencies. For
example, some agencies may tend to pay higher salaries in times of dire skill demand.
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APPENDIX
A. Data Cleanup
Data inspection and cleansing (replacing missing, unspecified, invalid, unsupported,
or redacted values with NA) happens in the following pattern for each data file (quarter):


Station attribute: replace ‘#########’ or ‘*********’ values with NA



Age attribute: replace UNSP or Unspecified values with NA



LOS attribute: replace UNSP or Unspecified values with NA



Education attribute: replace ‘’ or ‘ ’ or ‘*’ or ‘**’ or ‘-No Data Reported’ or ‘*Invalid’ values with NA



YSD attribute: replace Unspecified values with NA



State attribute: replace ‘*’ or ‘**’or ‘##’ or ‘*-Invalid’ or ‘REDACTED’ values with
NA



PayPlan attribute: replace ‘’ or ‘*’ or ‘**’ or ‘*-Invalid’ values with NA



Category attribute: replace ‘’ or ‘*’ values with NA



SupervisoryStatus attribute: replace ‘’ or ‘*’ or ‘*-Invalid’ values with NA



Schedule attribute: replace ‘’ or ‘*’ or ‘*-Invalid’ values with NA



Appointment attribute: replace ‘*’ or ‘**’ or ‘*-Invalid’ values with NA



Occupation attribute: replace ‘*’ or ‘****’ or ‘*-Invalid’ values with NA



Grade attribute: replace ‘*’ or ‘**’ or ‘##’ values with NA
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B. Data Preparation
We go through 3 passes on the quarterly files of interest (Q1 1974 – Q4 2016) in
order to get to the final dataset that we plan to use for modeling.
B.1 Pass1
Pass 1 reads the quarterly cleansed (172 quarterly RDA files corresponding to a total
of 43 years from 1974 to 2016) files and perform additional cleansing steps on each:


Parses fields by delimiters specified (refer to Data Structure section above)



Replaces Unknowns with NA (refer to Data Quality section above)



Makes ordinal fields ordered factors (Age, Education). Applies to Q1 1974 – Q2 2014
data



Fixes order of levels (Age, LOS, YSD). Applies to Q3 2014 – Q4 2016 data



Remove from the dataset all observations with the following attribute criteria:
o Pay == ‘NA’ or Pay == ‘0’ (unique cases that are most likely outliers)
o Age == ‘NA’
o Education == ‘NA’ (invalid by translation)
o PayPlan == ‘NA’ (invalid by translation)
o Schedule == ‘NA’ (invalid by translation)
o LOS == ‘NA’
o Category == ‘NA’
o SupervisoryStatus == ‘NA’
o Appointment == ‘NA’
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Gets only full-time employees according to criteria explained earlier:
o Schedule == 'F' & NSFTP == 1 & (Appointment == 10 | Appointment == 50)



Removes duplicated rows (if any)



Fixes Name structure of employees, such that no trailing spaces or other punctuation
exist between Last Name and First Name.



Removes duplicated PseudoIDs within each quarter, keeping only 1 with maximum
Pay. This could potentially happen if an employee switches jobs or agencies within a
specific quarter.



Adds AgencyName field



Removes rows with NA agencies



Adds Year column



Makes Education attribute continuous



Adds State and StateID columns



Removes fields not used for predictive modeling



Removes unused factor levels



Saves data as quarterly RDA files
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B.2 Pass2
Pass 2 binds quarterly data into yearly data. More specifically it performs the
following steps:


Row binds quarterly data into yearly data



Removes duplicated rows (if any) after binding



Removes duplicated PseudoID’s, keeping only 1 with maximum Pay. This applies to
data prior to Q3 2014.



Remove duplicated employees, keeping only 1 with the maximum Pay. This task was
extremely difficult, especially when the PseudoID field was suppressed with the latest
OPM submissions (read challenges section below). This applies to data post Q3 2014.



Converts Age attribute from ordinal scale to continuous scale by taking integer at
beginning of the range (e.g. range ’15-19’ is converted to 15, range ‘20-24’ is
converted to 24, etc.).



Converts LOS attribute from ordinal scale to continuous scale by taking integer at
beginning of the range (e.g. range ‘5 - 9 years’ is converted to 5, range ’10 - 14 years’
is converted to 10, etc.)



Removes unused factor levels



Saves yearly data as RDS files



Finally, yearly data files (1974 – 2016) are row binded into bigger data chunks in
order to perform feature engineering
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Age
"15-19"
"20-24"
"25-29"
"30-34"
"35-39"
"40-44"
"45-49"
"50-54"
"55-59"
"60-64"
"65-69"
"70-74"
"75+"

Table 99 - Different Factor Levels of Age and LOS Attributes
Q1 1974 – Q2 2014
Q3 2014 – Q1 2017
LOS
Age
LOS
"< 1"
"Less than 20"
"Less than 1 year"
"1-2"
"20-24"
"1 - 2 years"
"3-4"
"25-29"
"3 - 4 years"
"5-9"
"30-34"
"5 - 9 years"
"10-14"
"35-39"
"10 - 14 years"
"15-19"
"40-44"
"15 - 19 years"
"20-24"
"45-49"
"20 - 24 years"
"25-29"
"50-54"
"25 - 29 years"
"30-34"
"55-59"
"30 - 34 years"
"35+"
"60-64"
"35 or more"
"65 or more"

In order to make levels identical across all data files, we do the following:


Q1 1974 – Q2 2014:
o Transform additional levels of Age during submission from “70-74” and “75+” to
65.
o Transform “<1” and “35+” factor levels of LOS to 1 and 35 respectively.



Q3 2014 – Q12017:
o Transform “Less than 20” and “65 or more” levels of Age to 20 and 65
respectively
o Transform “Less than 1 year” and “35 or more” levels of LOS to 1 and 35
respectively

Data during this stage can be categorized into 2 broad categories:
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Records of data given for employees with known Pseudo IDs. This applies to data
prior to Q3 2014



Records of data given for employees with withheld Pseudo IDs. This applies to data
post Q3 2014.
o Type 1: Name given, State is Known
o Type 2: Name given, State is NA
o Type 3: Name withheld, State is Known
o Type 4: Name Withheld, State is NA

B.3 Pass3
Pass 3 reads the yearly data, performs feature engineering steps and builds the target
variable of choice (refer to Feature Engineering chapter).
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C. Association Rule Mining
C.1 Timespan: Years 1974 – 1986
C.1.1 Rules with Length = 8
C.1.1.1 Supervisory Status Rules

Figure 245 - Years 74-86: Top 3 IsSupervisor Rules (Len=8)
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Figure 246 - Years 74-86: Top 3 StartSupervisor Rules (Len=8)

Figure 247 - Years 74-86: Top 3 BecameSupervisor Rules (Len=8)
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C.1.1.2 Education Rules

Figure 248 - Years 74-86: Top 3 BachelorDegree Rules (Len=8)

Figure 249 - Years 74-86: Top 3 GraduateDegree Rules (Len=8)
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Figure 250 - Years 74-86: Top 3 ChangedEducation Rules (Len=8)

C.1.1.3 Career Rules

Figure 251 - Years 74-86: Top 3 ChangedAgency Rules (Len=8)
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Figure 252 - Years 74-86: Top 3 ChangedOccup Rules (Len=8)

Figure 253 - Years 74-86: Top 3 ChangedCat Rules (Len=8)
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C.1.1.4 Personal Data Rules

Figure 254 - Years 74-86: Top 3 last_age Rules (Len=8)

Figure 255 - Years 74-86: Top 3 last_los Rules (Len=8)
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C.2 Timespan: Years 1987 – 1999
C.2.1 Rules with Length = 6
C.2.1.1 Supervisory Status Rules

Figure 256 - Years 87-99: Top 3 IsSupervisor Rules (Len=6)

Figure 257 - Years 87-99: Top 3 StartSupervisor Rules (Len=6)
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Figure 258 - Years 87-99: Top 3 BecameSupervisor Rules (Len=6)

C.2.1.2 Education Rules

Figure 259 - Years 87-99: Top 3 BachelorDegree Rules (Len=6)
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Figure 260 - Years 87-99: Top 3 ChangedEducation Rules (Len=6)

C.2.1.3 Career Rules

Figure 261 - Years 87-99: Top 3 ChangedAgency Rules (Len=6)
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Figure 262 - Years 87-99: Top 3 ChangedCat Rules (Len=6)
C.2.1.4 Personal Data Rules

Figure 263 - Years 87-99: Top 3 last_los Rules (Len=6)
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C.3 Timespan: Years 2000 – 2006
C.3.1 Rules with Length = 6
C.3.1.1 Supervisory Status Rules

Figure 264 - Years 00-06: Top 3 IsSupervisor Rules (Len=6)

Figure 265 - Years 00-06: Top 3 StartSupervisor Rules (Len=6)
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Figure 266 - Years 00-06: Top 3 BecameSupervisor Rules (Len=6)

C.3.1.2 Education Rules

Figure 267 - Years 00-06: Top 3 BachelorDegree Rules (Len=6)
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Figure 268 - Years 00-06: Top 3 GraduateDegree Rules (Len=6)

Figure 269 - Years 00-06: Top 3 ChangedEducation Rules (Len=6)
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C.3.1.3 Career Rules

Figure 270 - Years 00-06: Top 3 ChangedAgency Rules (Len=6)

Figure 271 - Years 00-06: Top 3 ChangedOccup Rules (Len=6)
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Figure 272 - Years 00-06: Top 3 ChangedCat Rules (Len=6)

C.3.1.4 Personal Data Rules

Figure 273 - Years 00-06: Top 3 last_age Rules (Len=6)
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Figure 274 - Years 00-06: Top 3 last_los Rules (Len=6)
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C.4 Timespan: Years 2007 – 2012
C.4.1 Rules with Length = 6
C.4.1.1 Supervisory Status Rules

Figure 275 - Years 07-12: Top 3 IsSupervisor Rules (Len=6)

Figure 276 - Years 07-12: Top 3 StartSupervisor Rules (Len=6)
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Figure 277 - Years 07-12: Top 3 BecameSupervisor Rules (Len=6)

C.4.1.2 Education Rules

Figure 278 - Years 07-12: Top 3 BachelorDegree Rules (Len=6)
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Figure 279 - Years 07-12: Top 3 ChangedEducation Rules (Len=6)

C.4.1.3 Career Rules

Figure 280 - Years 07-12: Top 3 ChangedAgency Rules (Len=6)
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Figure 281 - Years 07-12: Top 3 ChangedCat Rules (Len=6)

C.4.1.4 Personal Data Rules

Figure 282 - Years 07-12: Top 3 last_age Rules (Len=6)
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D. Clustering
D.1 Timespan: Years 1974 – 1986

Figure 283 - Years 74-86: Top 5 Variables by Model Score
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Figure 284 - Years 74-86: Last Agency Averages
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D.2 Timespan: Years 1987 – 1999

Figure 285 - Years 87-99: Top 5 Variables by Model Score
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Figure 286 - Years 87-99: Last Agency Averages
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D.3 Timespan: Years 2000 – 2006

Figure 287 - Years 00-06: Top 5 Variables by Model Score
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Figure 288 - Years 00-06: Last Agency Averages
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D.4 Timespan: Years 2007 – 2012

Figure 289 - Years 07-12: Top 5 Variables by Model Score
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Figure 290 - Years 07-12: Last Agency Averages
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E. R Code


Pass 1:
o pass1_form1.R: Code that parses format in Q1 1974 - Q2 2014 quarterly files
o pass1_form2.R: Code that parses format in Q3 2014 - Q3 2016 quarterly files
o pass1_form3.R: Code that parses format in Q4 2016 - Q1 2017 quarterly files



Pass 2:
o pass2_39y.R: Code that binds quarterly data files into (39) yearly data from 1974
- 2012
o pass2_last4y.R: Code that binds quarterly data files into (4) yearly data from
2013 - 2016 (suppressed PseudoID), with a stringent uniqueness criteria
o pass2_last4y_relaxed.R: Code that binds quarterly data files into (4) yearly data
from 2013 - 2016 (suppressed PseudoID), with a relaxed uniqueness criteria



Pass 3:
o pass3i_39y_feateng_new.R: Code that performs feature engineering for Baseline
model on train data (2000 - 2006) and test data (2007 - 2012) sets
o pass3i_39y_feateng_new_tgt.R: Code that performs feature engineering for Top
5%, Top 10% models on train data (2000 - 2006) and test data (2007 - 2012) sets
o pass3i_39y_feateng_duo_tgt.R: Code that performs feature engineering for Duo
5%, Duo 10% models on train data (2000 - 2006) and test data (2007 - 2012) sets
o pass3i_39y_feateng_edge_tgt.R: Code that performs feature engineering for
Rim1, Rim2 models on train data (2000 - 2006) and test data (2007 - 2012) sets
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o test_74_86_feateng_new.R: Code that performs feature engineering for Baseline
model on test data set (1974 - 1986)
o test_87_99_feateng_new.R: Code that performs feature engineering for Baseline
model on test data set (1987 - 1999)
o test_13_16_feateng_new.R: Code that performs feature engineering for Baseline
model on test data set (2013 - 2016)
o test_13_16_feateng_new_rel.R: Code that performs feature engineering for
Baseline model on test data set (2013 - 2016) with a relaxed uniqueness criteria
o test_74_86_feateng_new_tgt.R: Code that performs feature engineering for Top
5%, Top 10% models on test data set (1974 - 1986)
o test_87_99_feateng_new_tgt.R: Code that performs feature engineering for Top
5%, Top 10% models on test data set (1987 - 1999)
o test_13_16_feateng_new_tgt.R: Code that performs feature engineering for Top
5%, Top 10% models on test data set (2013 - 2016)
o test_13_16_feateng_new_tgt_rel.R: Code that performs feature engineering for
Top 5%, Top 10% models on test data set (2013 - 2016) with a relaxed
uniqueness criteria
o test_74_86_feateng_duo_tgt.R: Code that performs feature engineering for Duo
5%, Duo 10% models on test data set (1974 - 1986)
o test_87_99_feateng_duo_tgt.R: Code that performs feature engineering for Duo
5%, Duo 10% models on test data set (1987 - 1999)
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o test_13_16_feateng_duo_tgt.R: Code that performs feature engineering for Duo
5%, Duo 10% models on test data set (2013 - 2016)
o test_13_16_feateng_duo_tgt_rel.R: Code that performs feature engineering for
Duo 5%, Duo 10% models on test data set (2013 - 2016) with a relaxed
uniqueness criteria
o test_74_86_feateng_edge_tgt.R: Code that performs feature engineering for
Rim1, Rim2 models on test data set (1974 - 1986)
o test_87_99_feateng_edge_tgt.R: Code that performs feature engineering for
Rim1, Rim2 models on test data set (1987 - 1999)
o test_13_16_feateng_edge_tgt.R: Code that performs feature engineering for
Rim1, Rim2 models on test data set (2013 - 2016)
o test_13_16_feateng_edge_tgt_rel.R: Code that performs feature engineering for
Rim1, Rim2 models on test data set (2013 - 2016) with a relaxed uniqueness
criteria
o train_melt_eda.R: Code that performs EDA on melted structure of the train data
set
o train_wide_eda.R: Code that performs EDA on wide structure of the train data
set
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Pass 4: (code replicated for refined model versions)
o pass4_39y_new_logreg.R: Code that implements a stepwise logistic regression
(logreg) model for Baseline target variable, and scores it on train data (2000 2006) and test data (2007 - 2012) sets
o pass4_39y_new_gbm.R: Code that implements a stochastic gradient boosting
machines (gbm) model for Baseline target variable, and scores it on train data
(2000 - 2006) and test data (2007 - 2012) sets
o test_87_99_new_score.R: Code that scores Baseline logreg and gbm models on
test data set (1987 - 1999)
o test_74_86_new_score.R: Code that scores Baseline logreg and gbm models on
test data set (1974 - 1986)
o test_13_16_new_score.R: Code that scores Baseline logreg and gbm models on
test data set (2013 - 2016)
o test_13_16_new_rel_score.R: Code that scores Baseline logreg and gbm models
on test data set (2013 - 2016) with a relaxed uniqueness criteria
o pass4_39y_top5_logreg.R: Code that implements a stepwise logistic regression
(logreg) model for Top 5% target variable, and scores it on train data (2000 2006) and test data (2007 - 2012) sets
o pass4_39y_top5_gbm.R: Code that implements a stochastic gradient boosting
machines (gbm) model for Top 5% target variable, and scores it on train data
(2000 - 2006) and test data (2007 - 2012) sets
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o test_87_99_top5_score.R: Code that scores Top 5% logreg and gbm models on
test data set (1987 - 1999)
o test_74_86_top5_score.R: Code that scores Top 5% logreg and gbm models on
test data set (1974 - 1986)
o test_13_16_top5_score.R: Code that scores Top 5% logreg and gbm models on
test data set (2013 - 2016)
o test_13_16_top5_rel_score.R: Code that scores Top 5% logreg and gbm models
on test data set (2013 - 2016) with a relaxed uniqueness criteria
o pass4_39y_top10_logreg.R: Code that implements a stepwise logistic regression
(logreg) model for Top 10% target variable, and scores it on train data (2000 2006) and test data (2007 - 2012) sets
o pass4_39y_top10_gbm.R: Code that implements a stochastic gradient boosting
machines (gbm) model for Top 10% target variable, and scores it on train data
(2000 - 2006) and test data (2007 - 2012) sets
o test_87_99_top10_score.R: Code that scores Top 10% logreg and gbm models
on test data set (1987 - 1999)
o test_74_86_top10_score.R: Code that scores Top 10% logreg and gbm models
on test data set (1974 - 1986)
o test_13_16_top10_score.R: Code that scores Top 10% logreg and gbm models
on test data set (2013 - 2016)
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o test_13_16_top10_rel_score.R: Code that scores Top 10% logreg and gbm
models on test data set (2013 - 2016) with a relaxed uniqueness criteria
o pass4_39y_duo5_logreg.R: Code that implements a stepwise logistic regression
(logreg) model for Duo 5% target variable, and scores it on train data (2000 2006) and test data (2007 - 2012) sets
o pass4_39y_duo5_gbm.R: Code that implements a stochastic gradient boosting
machines (gbm) model for Duo 5% target variable, and scores it on train data
(2000 - 2006) and test data (2007 - 2012) sets
o test_87_99_duo5_score.R: Code that scores Duo 5% logreg and gbm models on
test data set (1987 - 1999)
o test_74_86_duo5_score.R: Code that scores Duo 5% logreg and gbm models on
test data set (1974 - 1986)
o test_13_16_duo5_score.R: Code that scores Duo 5% logreg and gbm models on
test data set (2013 - 2016)
o test_13_16_duo5_rel_score.R: Code that scores Duo 5% logreg and gbm models
on test data set (2013 - 2016) with a relaxed uniqueness criteria
o pass4_39y_duo10_logreg.R: Code that implements a stepwise logistic regression
(logreg) model for Duo 10% target variable, and scores it on train data (2000 2006) and test data (2007 - 2012) sets
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o pass4_39y_duo10_gbm.R: Code that implements a stochastic gradient boosting
machines (gbm) model for Duo 10% target variable, and scores it on train data
(2000 - 2006) and test data (2007 - 2012) sets
o test_87_99_duo10_score.R: Code that scores Duo 10% logreg and gbm models
on test data set (1987 - 1999)
o test_74_86_duo10_score.R: Code that scores Duo 10% logreg and gbm models
on test data set (1974 - 1986)
o test_13_16_duo10_score.R: Code that scores Duo 10% logreg and gbm models
on test data set (2013 - 2016)
o test_13_16_duo10_rel_score.R: Code that scores Duo 10% logreg and gbm
models on test data set (2013 - 2016) with a relaxed uniqueness criteria
o pass4_39y_rim1_logreg.R: Code that implements a stepwise logistic regression
(logreg) model for Rim1 target variable, and scores it on train data (2000 - 2006)
and test data (2007 - 2012) sets
o pass4_39y_rim1_gbm.R: Code that implements a stochastic gradient boosting
machines (gbm) model for Rim1 target variable, and scores it on train data (2000
- 2006) and test data (2007 - 2012) sets
o test_87_99_rim1_score.R: Code that scores Rim1 logreg and gbm models on test
data set (1987 - 1999)
o test_74_86_rim1_score.R: Code that scores Rim1 logreg and gbm models on test
data set (1974 - 1986)
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o test_13_16_rim1_score.R: Code that scores Rim1 logreg and gbm models on test
data set (2013 - 2016)
o test_13_16_rim1_rel_score.R: Code that scores Rim1 logreg and gbm models on
test data set (2013 - 2016) with a relaxed uniqueness criteria
o pass4_39y_rim2_logreg.R: Code that implements a stepwise logistic regression
(logreg) model for Rim2 target variable, and scores it on train data (2000 - 2006)
and test data (2007 - 2012) sets
o pass4_39y_rim2_gbm.R: Code that implements a stochastic gradient boosting
machines (gbm) model for Rim2 target variable, and scores it on train data (2000
- 2006) and test data (2007 - 2012) sets
o test_87_99_rim2_score.R: Code that scores Rim2 logreg and gbm models on test
data set (1987 - 1999)
o test_74_86_rim2_score.R: Code that scores Rim2 logreg and gbm models on test
data set (1974 - 1986)
o test_13_16_rim2_score.R: Code that scores Rim2 logreg and gbm models on test
data set (2013 - 2016)
o test_13_16_rim2_rel_score.R: Code that scores Rim2 logreg and gbm models on
test data set (2013 - 2016) with a relaxed uniqueness criteria
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Pass 5:
o test_74_99_top5_gbm_assoc.R: Code that performs association rule mining
analysis on top 3 decile employees identified by the Top 5% gbm refined model
scored against test data sets (1974 - 1986, 1987 - 1999)
o test_87_12_top5_gbm_assoc.R: Code that performs association rule mining
analysis on top 3 decile employees identified by the Top 5% gbm refined model
scored against test data sets (1987 - 1999, 2000 - 2006, 2007 - 2012)
o test_74_86_top5_gbm_cluster.R: Code that clusters top 3 decile employees
identified by the Top 5% gbm refined model scored against test data set (1974 1986)
o test_87_99_top5_gbm_cluster.R: Code that clusters top 3 decile employees
identified by the Top 5% gbm refined model scored against test data set (1987 1999)
o test_00_12_top5_gbm_cluster.R: Code that clusters top 3 decile employees
identified by the Top 5% gbm refined model scored against train data (2000 2006) and test data (2007 - 2012) sets
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F. Other Artifacts


Text Files:
o test_74_99_top5_gbm_assoc.txt: Output of test_74_99_top5_gbm_assoc.R file
o test_87_12_top5_gbm_assoc.txt: Output of test_87_12_top5_gbm_assoc.R file



Excel Files:
o test_74_86_top3d_top5_gbm_cluster_wide.csv: Clustered test data in wide
format. Output of test_74_86_top5_gbm_cluster.R; imported into Tableau.
o test_87_99_top3d_top5_gbm_cluster_wide.csv: Clustered test data in wide
format. Output of test_87_99_top5_gbm_cluster.R; imported into Tableau.
o test_00_06_top3d_top5_gbm_cluster_wide.csv: Clustered train data in wide
format. Output of test_00_12_top5_gbm_cluster.R; imported into Tableau.
o test_07_12_top3d_top5_gbm_cluster_wide.csv: Clustered test data in wide
format. Output of test_00_12_top5_gbm_cluster.R; imported into Tableau.
o test_74_86_top3d_top5_gbm_cluster_long.csv: Clustered test data in long
format. Output of test_74_86_top5_gbm_cluster.R; imported into Tableau.
o test_87_99_top3d_top5_gbm_cluster_long.csv: Clustered test data in long
format. Output of test_87_99_top5_gbm_cluster.R; imported into Tableau.
o test_00_06_top3d_top5_gbm_cluster_long.csv: Clustered train data in long
format. Output of test_00_12_top5_gbm_cluster.R; imported into Tableau.
o test_07_12_top3d_top5_gbm_cluster_long.csv: Clustered test data in long
format. Output of test_00_12_top5_gbm_cluster.R; imported into Tableau.
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Tableau Files:
o test_74_86_top5_gbm_wide.twb: Plots Tableau visualizations of test data in
wide format. Uses csv file test_74_86_top3d_top5_gbm_cluster_wide.csv
o test_87_99_top5_gbm_wide.twb: Plots Tableau visualizations of test data in
wide format. Uses csv file test_87_99_top3d_top5_gbm_cluster_wide.csv
o test_00_06_top5_gbm_wide.twb: Plots Tableau visualizations of train data in
wide format. Uses csv file test_00_06_top3d_top5_gbm_cluster_wide.csv
o test_07_12_top5_gbm_wide.twb: Plots Tableau visualizations of test data in
wide format. Uses csv file test_07_12_top3d_top5_gbm_cluster_wide.csv
o test_74_86_top5_gbm_long.twb: Plots Tableau visualizations of test data in long
format. Uses csv file test_74_86_top3d_top5_gbm_cluster_long.csv
o test_87_99_top5_gbm_long.twb: Plots Tableau visualizations of test data in long
format. Uses csv file test_87_99_top3d_top5_gbm_cluster_long.csv
o test_00_06_top5_gbm_long.twb: Plots Tableau visualizations of train data in
long format. Uses csv file test_00_06_top3d_top5_gbm_cluster_long.csv
o test_07_12_top5_gbm_long.twb: Plots Tableau visualizations of test data in long
format. Uses csv file test_07_12_top3d_top5_gbm_cluster_long.csv
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